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FLORIDA LEGISLAT URE - REGULAR SESSION - 1980
01/30180

17:51

05/05/80
05/13/80
05/26/80
06/06/80

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS
5 FN ATE
SFNHE
5ENATE
SEtiATE

06/07/80 SENATE

PAGE 109

EXTENSION Of 1 IHE GRANTED COHMJTTEE WAYS ANO H EA"IS
EXTENSION OF TlHE GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
EXTENSlml OF T !HE GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
IHTtlDRA\-IN FKlH-1 \JAYS AND MEANS; REFERRED TO R\Jl.ES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 01010
DIED rn C OHH ITTEE ON RULES ANO CALEND AR

S OJ71 GEIJERAL BILL BY JOtlNSTO/·I (IDENTICAL H 04221
I I C8!1 !TY lrJoURANCE; PROVIDES HEOU!REHENTS FOR RESERVATION Of COVERAGF
GEFEl:ES GY IIABIL!TY INSURERS; PROVIDES FOR NOTICE OF RESERVATJtlN;
PFUVJOES FOP IIOTICE OF REFUSAL ro DEFEND; PROVIDES FOP NONWAIVE�
Al�RHHfNTS; PROVIDES A OESCRIPT!OII OF NOTIFICATION AS REQUIRED BY ACT.
EFFEfl JVE DATE: 10/01/UO.
03/05/80 SENATE PREFILED
03/19/80 SENATE REFERRED TO COMMERCE
0,/0tJ/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00042
D;/21/B0 SEIIATE EXlENS!ON OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/06/BO SftlATE EXTENSIO/l OF TIME GRANTED COHHITTEE COMMERCE
05/13/80 SEIJATE (OHM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY COMMERCE -SJ 00321
Oo/06/80 SENOTE HITHDR�WN FROH CALENDAR, REFERRFO TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0312 GENERAL BILL BY STEINBERG
(SIMILAR H 02791
CRIMES JNVOL.VIN[; WEAPONS; DEFINES "SWITCHBLADE" f, INCLUDES SWITCllllLADE
J/-' DEFINITI0/1� OF "CONCEALED lffAPON" � "WEAPON" FOR PURPOSES OF CRIMINAL
CONDUCT. AMEi-iDS 790.001. EFFFCT!VE DATE: 10/01/80.
03/05/BO SENtTE PREFILED
o:,11g1ao SElltTE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO J UOICIARY-[P!MINAL -SJ 000•2
0.:./21/80 SHIATE EXTENSIOII OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
04/23/80 SErlATE COMM. REPORT: <AVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDI( l ARY-CR IMltlAI -SJ 00192
06/06/80 SENATE WITIIDRA,m FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES AND CHENDAR
SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMIT TEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
0373 GFl·JERAL BILL /CS OY GOVERNHEIITAL OPERATIONS, VOGT (SIMILAR CS/It 02031
M,JNlCIPALlf!ES; AU THOP!lES CREATION OF A CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD IN EACH
MIINl(IPtLIH; PROVIDES L EGISLATIVE INTENT, APPLICAHILITY, DEFINITIONS,
ORGAIH ZAT ION OF BOARD, ENFORCEHENf PROCEDURES, HEAR lNGS, POWERS OF
cl HD, A FINE; PROVIDES FOR APPEAi.
CREATES 166.501-.512.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
OJ/05/80 SENATE PREFIL�D
03/19/BO SE�ATE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
04/DB/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFEf'RED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00042
04/17/80 SENATE COMH. REP ORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY ECONO�IC,
COMMUNITY ANn CONSUMER AFFAIRS; NOW IN GOVERNMEN'Al
OPERATIONS -SJ 00129
0•/29/BO SENATE EXTENSION 0� T!HE G RANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMFNTAL
OPERATIONS
05/01/BO SENATF COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY GOVERNMENTAi
OPERAT!OtlS -SJ 00230
06/05/80 SENATE C/S REtO FIRST TJHE; AMENDMENT ADOPTED -SJ 00768;
!DEN./Slt-1. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED -SJ 00769: LAID ON
TABLE UNDER PULE, IDEN./SlM./COMPARE �ILL PASSED, REFER
TO C/S IIB 203 (CH. 80-3001 -SJ 00770
' S 0374 GHIERAL BILL BY STEINBERG ANO Oli➔ERS (IDENTICAL H 1049, COMPARE H 0640,
FNG/H 1591, S 08251
CONOOMlll!UflS; PROVIDES W ARRANT JES OF DEVELOPERS t CONTRACTORS TO
PIJRCIIASERS OF CONOOMINJUH UNITS CREATED BY CONVHSION OF EXIST!fJG
IMPROVEMENTS; PROVIDES WARRAtn IES OF CONTRACTORS TO DEVELOPERS OF SUCH
CONDOS.; PROVIDES THAT DEVELOPERS MUST COMPLY WITH WARRANTY
HQUIREMENTS, ETC. AMEIJOS Cit. 71B. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
03/05/80 SENATE PREFILED
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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03/19/80 SFNATE
04 /08/80 SEIIAH
04/22/80 SENATE
0403/80 SENATE
04/10/00 SfNATE

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS
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PEFEPRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO E CONOMIC, COMMUNITY ArJD
CONSUME? AFFAIRS -SJ 00043
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMI[, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
C/S COMBINES THIS BILL AND S 107, S 229, S 63 6, S 825;
COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY ECONCIMI(,
(OMHUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00193
PLACED ON SPFCIAL ORDER CALENDAR; LAID ON TABLE UNOFP
RUIE, REFER TO C/S SB 825 (LAID □N· TA□l F; SEE HB 15'/l Cti. 80-31 -SJ 00197

� 0375 GEIIEPAI Bill BY CARLUCCI lSIMIIAP S 01221
RFAL ESTATE BROKERS L SALESMEN; DELETES CONTINUING EGUCATION REUUIRfHfNI
FOR RENEWAL OF A BROKER OR SALESMAN LICENSE. AMFNDS 475.182.
EFFFCTIVE DATE: UPON BECOHING LAW.
03/05/80 SENATE PREFJLEO
03/19/80 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATlONS
04/00/00 SfNATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATlONS
-SJ 00043
04/18/80 SFNATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED Cf1MMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
04/30/80 SENATF EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVEPNHENTAL
fl PE RATIONS
05/12/80 SENATE EXTFNSION OF TIME GA•NTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMf�TAL
OPERATIONS
05/22/80 SEHATF EXTfNSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
nPERATIONS
05/29/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; INDEFINITELY
POSTPONEO -SJ 00435
S 0376 GEtffRAL AILL BY MACKAY I IDENTICAL H 12641
ALCOHOLIS� PREVFNTION; ESTABLISHES ALCOHOLIC REIIABILIHTION TPLIST Furir;
INCREASFS STATE'S ANNUAL SHARE OF FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION IN CEP•IJN
ALCOIIDLISM PREVErH ION TREATMENT L CONTROL PROGRAMS; PROVlrES T11AT
CERTAIN TAXES BE DEPOSITED INTO FUND, ETC. CREATES 396.0',3; AMEr.OS C!IS.
394,561,563,564,565. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
03/05/80 SENATE PREFILED
03/19/80 SENATE REFERRED TO IIEALTII ANO RE11ABILITAT !VE SLPVICES, WtYS
ANO MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABIL!TATIVF
S•RVICES, WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00043
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF T !ME GRANTED COMMITTEE llfAl Ttl HiO
REHABILITATIVE SFRVICES
05/01/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF !ii-IE GRANTED Cl3MMITTEE HEALT II ANO
HIIABILITATIVE SEPVJCES
05/08/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TAtLE UNDER PULE ev
HOLTH AND HliAB!LI TAT IVE SEl'VICES ··SJ 00279
S 03 77 GEtlEPAL BI LL BY STUART l IDENT !CAL H 07521
ltiVESTMENT OF AGFNCY FUNDS; PROVIDES THAT AGENCY FUNDS L (ERIAIN TRUST
FtHID ASSErS HAY BE INVESTED DR REINVESTED IN SHAPES OF CFPTAIIJ
INVESTMENT COMPANIES. AMENDS 175,071 1 185.06, 215-47, 253.02, 340. 18.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03 / 05 /BO S EN A TE PREFIL ED
03/19/00 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS ANO MEANS
0',/ 08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPEPATIDNS, WAYS
ANO MEANS -SJ 00043
04/18/80 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
04/23/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS AND �EANS;
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED -SJ 00132
S 0378 GENEPAL BILL BY WINN (IDENT ICAL H 0698, COMPARE H 0757, S 06151
GPAND JURORS; INCREASES MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PERSONS THAT MAY SERVE ON
COUNTY GRMJO JURIES; PRESCRIBES COMPENSATION TO BE PA!C' TO COUNTY GRAND
JURORS. AMENDS 905.01. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80,
03/05/80 SENATE PREFILED
03/19/80 SENATE PEFERRED TO JUOICIARY-CIVIL, WAYS AND MEANS
r□NTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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04/23180
04/28/80 SEN ATE
05/08/80 SENATE
05/14/80
06/07/80

HOUSE
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ANO CONSERVATION
C OMM. REP ORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY NATURAL
RESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION -SJ 00192
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 32 NAYS
3 -SJ 00265
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES -IU 00440
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

l I DENT !CAL H 05821
PUBLIC SCl1DOLS; REQUIRES EDUCATION COMMISSIONER TO STUDY NEED FOR
EullCPIDtlAL CENTERS FOR EMDTIOIIALLY DISTURBED STUOE1ITS; PROVIDES FOR A
HP1lf<l.
A PPROt'RIATION: !25,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
04 /l�/80 SE:NATE I NTRODUCED, REFERRED T O EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00095
04/29/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/12/80 SENA TE COMM. PEPORT: FAVORABLE BY EDUCATION -SJ 00278
05/13/80 SEIIATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00278
05120/80 SEIIATE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00336; PLACED ON
C ALENDAR
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

S ul3 3 GENE PAL 81 LL BY STEINBERG

S 0cJ4 GENERAL BILL BY GRIZZLE
(IDENTICAL H 05291
SALl�ATER FISHER JES; PROHIBITS TAKING OF REDF!Sii, SPECKLED TROU T OR
SFOtlEO WUKFISH BY NET; PROVIOl:S AN EXCEPTION; PROVID ES PENALT IES.
AMEt,DS 3-iG.ll.
EF FECTIVE DA TE: 10/01/80.
04/15/80 SEtlATE INTRODUCED, REFEPRED TD NATURAL RESOURCES AND
C ONSERVATION -SJ 00095
04/23/80 SENATE EXTE N SI O N OF TJME GPANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL FE SOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION
05/07/80 SENATE EXTFNSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL RE SOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION
05/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF f!ME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
ANO CONSERVA TION
Ot/06/80 SENATE WITHDPIWN F�GM NATURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVA TION;
REFERPED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
06) 5 GENERhL 81 LL BY GRIZZLE IJOENT !CAL It 05301
SHTWATER FISHERIES; PROHIBITS TAKING OF MULLET BY NET OR SEINE EXCEPT
DUPING OPFN SEASON; PROVIDES AN EXCEPTION; PROVIDES A SEASON FOR NETTING
C·R SEINING OF MULLET; PROVIDES PEIIALTIES. AMENDS 370.11.
EFFECTIVE QATE: 09/01/80.
04 /15/80 SENATE INHOOUCED, REFEl'RED TO NATUPAL R E SOURCES AND
CONSERVATION -SJ 00095
04/23/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL FESOURCES
ANO CONSERVATJON
05/07/80 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTE E NATURAL RESOURCES
AND CONSERVATION
05/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
AND CONSERVAT JON
Ot/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM NATURAL RESOURCES ANO CONSERVATION;
REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN CUMMJTTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

\

S 0636 GENERAL Bill BY GRIZZLE !SIMILAR H 0751, COMPARE Ii 0277, II 0353,
ENG/H 1591, S 0229, S 08251
CONDOMINIUMS; EXTENDS PERIOD OF MINIMUM NOTICE OF C ONV ERSIUN OF EXISTING
IMPROVEMENTS TQ A CCNDOflJIHUM WIIJCH MUST BE PROVIDED TO EXISTING
TfNANIS. AMENDS 718.402.
EFFECTIVE DATE: iO/OJ/80.
04/15/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, PEFERl<EO TO ECOIIOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00095
04/23/80 SE-�ATE C/S COHBINES THIS BILL ANDS 107, S 22'1, 5 H4, S 825:
COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR 8� ECONOMIC,
COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00193
04/l0/80 SENAft PUCED 011 SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; LAID ON 1ABLE UNDER
RULE, REFER ,□ C/S S8 1325 (LAID Of< TABLE; ,EE HB 1591
Cd. 80-31 -SJ 00197

FL('RIQA LEG!Sl.hTURF - 0EGULhR SES51C1'1 - 1'>80
07/30/AO

11:51

HISTORY OF SENh'E Rill.$

06/0'i/80
06/06/80

HOUSE

06/%/00 SFNATE
06/23/80 SEN•TE
07/01/80

r/.GF 228

cor1cURREf' IN 11(1\"E •�EIIOMENT •s AMctJOEO: nEQUE,TF.()
IIOUSF. 10 COll(IJR: C/S rASSED AS F\IDfflrc MIFNf)frJ; y c o<;
25 NAYS
O -SJ 0076'i
RECEDED FpOH AHUJDHE'ITS TOTAL INS 2; CC1NfllOREn ff! SF"ATE
A�E'IDMF.NT TO IIDUSF. AMENDMENr; PAS' FD AS FIJP ,11cR
7 -IIJ 0120'7
Ar1END'=D: YEAS 88 NHS
'1RDERED FNGROSSFO, TIIEN EN RUI.L[f)
SIG�IEO CY OFFICEnS AN D rr.F.SENTFD TO C,OVFRll(li'
APPRnVED BY GOVFPl!nR CHAPTEP NO. 8Q-20'i

S 0023 GFMERAL BILL DY MYERS (l�ENTICftL H 0'7661
FIIIGF.PrRINTING; AU TI-OR IHS SH[RIFFS Tn [AKE rALfl f. FOUT rRffH<; (11PFR<(lfJ<; CIIADGFfl rJR CONVICT En OF CRIHP/Al C'FFF1;SF<; l!l'FII DEEMFO 1fffES$AOY.
MIENO<; 30.]l. EFFECT !VE o•n: Ul'OII BECCMIMG L•w.
01,/23/80 SENA'E INTRC1DIICFD, oFHRRFD T(l JIIDTCTA RY-CPIMTIIH -'J 00121
05/07/80 SENAH EXTrr;sroN (lF TIME GRMITED crMMlflEE Jl'D!ClhPY-COll'l'IAl
05/21/80 SENATE C.XTENSION nr Tl'-'E GRhNTFD COMMITTEE .IIJO!CIARY-CPf/HllAL
05/28/80 SENATE EXTENS ION OF TIMF. GRhNTED CO HM!TfEF JUDICIARY-cP!IAP\M
0b/0b/80 SENATE 1-/[THORhl-/lJ CROM Jl'O!C!ARY-CR!MIIJM: PFCFRHf1 fn P\,LE<
AND caLENDAR -SJ 01010
Ob/07/80 SENATE DIED IN (OMMITHE ON RULFS AND CALH'()AR
1S!MILhF II Ql,5 1,, S 06',ld
S OB? 1, JOINT RESOLUTION 8Y TPAllSPORThT ION
r<f'TOP VFHlCLF FUEL TAXFS; CONST. M1FI/DMENT TO REl'LhC[ 1,0-YEAP LTM!HTl[ll\
ON USE nF "2Nf1 GAS ThX'' Tn FlNhNC[ 8UNDS rnp ROADS WIiii A 1,0-YF.AR
L l�lTP!ON IIP!lN �OMDS SfCIIPED r. PhYh8LE RY REVE'lUE' Cr['l•I TAX, f, Tf'
All!lll_•r1zc (flU�>T(FS T(l Uf!LTZE ,uc11 llEVENIJE<; Ff'R Pnhn ,•�fliTEf/AIJ(E, rrr.
AMF.Nns s. 9, APT. XII.
04/23/80 SENATE 1NTPUOUCEf1, PEF[OPff) T() T RMISPORrATl('!I, WAYS M1[1 n11,s,
PULES MIO CALEllDAR -SJ 00121
0',/2ntno SENATE C[1f1M. RErQRT: FAvur.ABLF \JIIH AM"llf'l. 8Y IPAN<r11PHT!f1 '/
-SJ 0010?
04/2')/80 SFNATE t/lJW IIJ 1-/AYS AND MEW<; -SJ 00[92
05/05/80 S FN ATE fXTFNSifJN OF TTMr: Gl<i'.NlFn COM�qTT[r i-11\YC: (tr![' 1'-1fl'l1·"·,
05/13/RO SENATF. li)THOPAWN FROM WAYS MID MEANS <J or? 19: Nf1� HJ PIILFS
AN(' C•LENDAR
05/23/80 SENATF EXTFNSION OF T IMf GPMiT�D CC'l''llTTFE P\ l lf� M/f1 C•I �IJOAP.
06/0',/80 SEN AT F EXTENSl(lN OF TIT-IF GRANTfO CGHl'IPFE PULES MIil ChlFNOH
06/05/80 SENL TE 1-11 THllPhl-/N FROM RI/LE<; ANll (hlfNO•R -SJ 0075?: rLACEn [)IJ
CALENDAR
06/<X,/OO SFNATE PLACED DN SP•CIAL (1RllER ChLEMDAR: PASSFn ft<; IM<NrEn:
Y':AS J2 NAYS
O -SJ oo�tn
06/06 /80 HOUSE RECE IVED, PLACED O'l CALENDAR; REIO <rco,n1 TJ I IF; PEA[l
THIRD TfMf; PISSFD; YEAS IOI NAYS
1 -HJ 0128'•
06/07/80 SENATE OPOEr-EO ENPOLLEI'
T
SIGNED
OY
OFFICEPS
ANO
FILED
\./I'll
SFrPF
06
/25/8
SENATE
ftQY 11r SHT!'
0
,
0825 GENFPAL BILL/CS BY ECONOMIC, COMMUtHTY ANO CONSUMER ArFATRS, Sf':INPfor..
GRIZZLE AND OTHERS
(lf1EN TICAL ENG/H 1 591, COMPARE II 0353, II Q/S!,
H 1049, S 0229, S 0 37',, S 06361
CONllOMI NIUMS C CC'OPERATlVES; RE CONVERSION OF EXISTING IMPPOVEMFN1S;
PPOVIOES F(1R FXTENS!O� C TERM INATION OF RENTAL AGREEMENTS & FrR Nf1'1Cf
(JC INTHl[)Efl CO>JVFRS ION C flTIIER NOTICES: PROVIDES RIGW OF FI RST RfrllSAL:
PR(lVIDFS FllR CIVIL A(T!ON, [)AMAGES, COSTS C HTORNfY'S F FrS, Frr,. tl'FIIOS
CHS. 718, 719. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPUN BECOMING LAW.
04/23/80 SENATE l NTRODUCE!l, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, (Cl'MUIHTY MJO
CONSUMER AFFATPS -SJ 00121: C/S COl'e!NES •HIS BILL •ND
S 107, S ?29, S 37,,, S 6J6; C OMM. PEPORT: C/S PUCE('
ON CALENDAR BY ECONOMIC, f[JM>IUN ITY All{) COIJSlll'ER AFFMPS
SJ 00193
04/30/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALErWAP; C/S RFAfl FI0ST 111'•:
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -SJ 0019 7; IDEN./STH. HC'USF 81LL
SUllSTI TUTEO -SJ 00l98: LA JD OIJ TABLE \INDEP R\ILE ,
IDEN./SIM./C!lMPARE BILL OASSFD• PFFEP T(1 Hn 1"11 ffµ,
00-31 ·-SJ 00211
S OB26 GENERAL Bill BY STEINBERG
PQSTSF.COMllARY EDUCATION: REQUJRFS BOARI' OF EDUCATl□fl TC' EIICf'I/RAGF f,
APPRDVE PEGIONAL ADVISORY rnSTSFC('NDARY Ef1U(AT((11J corisr•PT!A: no111Pr-<
crNT)NIJED ON NEXT PAGE
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REFER 10 CIS SO 1218 ICII. 80-1861

11 0351 GEtlERH BILL BY DANSON
FLORIDA RETIREMENT SYSTEM: PROVIDES FOR REI JREHENT BENEFITS 10 [FRll!N
CHILDREN OF SURVIVING SPOUSE OF A HEHBER KILLED IN LINE OF DUIY. AHENDS
121.091.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
01/18/80 HOUSE PREF!lEO, REFERRED TO RETIREMENT, f'FP.�ONNFL [,
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
04/08/80 t·!OUSF INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RETIREHEIP, P0R<;C'NNEL [,
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING -HJ 00031
01,/17/80 HOUSE COMM. REP(1RT: FAVOPAOLE WITH AHEN(1., rucED ntJ CALFm1AR
BY RETIREMENT, PERSONNEL f, COLLECT IVE lllRGAJNING
-HJ 0020 11
05/23/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AHEMDMENT ADOPTED; AEAD Tll!R[) flMF:
PASSEO AS AMENDED; YEAS 90 NAYS
O -HJ 00671:
IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05/27/80 SENATE OECEIVED; REFERRED Tn WAYS C MEANS surCDM�J TTFE F; WAYS
AND MEANS -SJ 00391
06/06/80 SENATE ll!TIIDRftWN FROM WAYS ANO MEANS; surCC' f'MITTE,' E, WAYS r.
HEANS; REFERRED TO RULFS AND CILENDtR -SJ 01010
06/07/AO SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEF ON RULES AND CALFNf'fP
II 015? GEN"PAL O!LL BY EASLEY !SIMILAR S 0?801
1PAFFIC CONTROL; PROHIBITS rERSONS W\10 f.AE NOT TOTHLY OR PARl'ILIY
Bl IND (1R rTHERll!SE !NCAPIC !TATED FROM CARRYHIG a WIii TE CANE rR w,LKl t J�
STICK IN h CEPTAltl MMmER; rROV!DE5 EXCEPTIQtl; pEQIJIRES DPJVrcPS •n <!PP
FOP CE•TAIN PEDESTRIANS. AMENDS 316.IJO. EFFECTIVE Ol'E: 10/0I/PO.
01/18/80 tOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED ro TRANSPORTATION
01 ,/01 /80 \IOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE 11
04/08/80 IIOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO T RANSrrJRTAf!(lN -IIJ 00037:
SU!lP EFEPP ED TO SUBCOMI� ITT EE !I
05/01 /80 HOUSE COMM. PE PORT: FAVORABLE W 1TH AMEND., rLr.CEO l"'PJ CAL[Pj['IP
BY TAINSPQPTATION -HJ 00303
05/23/80 IIOUSE PEAD SECOND T!f1E; AMENDMENTS aoopTrn: !\EID ftl!RD i!'lf;
PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 91 NAYS
? -!IJ 006QI):
IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05127/80 SENATE PECElVED, REFERRED 10 JUDICIARY-CPPHllAL -S,I 001, 1
05/28/BO SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMllfEF JUO!CIARY-CPIM!tlAL
06/06 /80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL: PfFEPREO rn Rlllf<
ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
D6/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COHMJTTEE ON RULES AND rALENQftR
H 0 353 GENERAL Bill BY SPAET, SILVER AND OTHERS (!OENT!CAL S 0229, CQHPLRE
H 0148, H 0277, H 0585, II 0151, ENG/H [591, S 0107, S 0258, S 0636,
CS/S 082 5 I
CONDOHINJUMS; EXTENDS PERIOD OF HINIHUM NOTICE OF CONVERSION OF EXISTIN�
IMPROVEflFNTS TO A CONDO WHICH MUST BE rROVIDED TO EXISTING TEIIAtlfS:
ENTITLES CERTAIN ELDERLY TENANTS OF SUCH A FACILITY TO AN EXTENSICtJ nF
LEASES & ALL TENANTS TO STAY FOR REMAINDER OF EXISTING L EASES, ET[.
AMENDS 718.402. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
01/18/80 HOUSE TAPGETED FOR PRIVATE SECf(lO IMPACT; PPfFILED, PEFER0Ef1
TO JUDICJ ARY
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECT OR IMPACT: INTROOUUO,
REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00037
05/DJ/80 HOUSE WITHDRAWN F ROM JUDICIARY; IIIT�IDAAWN FPOM FURTHER cnN5.,
!DEN/SIM/COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TD 118 1591 (CH.
B0-3I -HJ 00302
11 0 351, GENERAL BILL BY SPAET AND OTHERS I IDENTICAL S 01011
SENIO R CITIZENS; CREATES FLORIDA SENIORS COMMITTEE TO STUDY Ttlf
DEMOGRAPHY & IMPACT OF FLOPIOA'S SENIOR CITIZEN POPULATION ON THE
ECONOMY & TO DEVELOP RECOHMENOATIONS RE ITS NEEDS; rR�V!OES POWERS &
DUTIES & FOR COMPOSITION OF COMMITTEE; REQUIRES COMH! TTEE TO SUOMIT
REPORT TO GOVERNOR C LEGISLATURE. APPROPRIATION: $100,000.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
01/18/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERPED T('
HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS
04/08/80 HOUSE TAPGETEO FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; ltl!ROOUCED, REFERPEO
TO HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, APrROPRJhTIQNS
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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INTANGIBLE PF�SONAL PPOPERTY TAX; INCREASES EXEMPTION FRrJH TAX 0'1
CERTAIN INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY. AMENDS 199.07?.
EFFEC1 !V0 DA1f:
07/01/80.
03/31/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TH GE TED FnR LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERRED TO FINANCE f.
TAXATION, APPROPP!ll!ONS
04/08/80 IIOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE f IS CAL IMPACT; I AR GETED FCR LilOL
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED Tr F!NANCF E
TAXATION, APPROPP!Al!ONS -HJ 00069
06/07/00 HOUSE D IED IN COMMITTEE ON FINA NCE E TAXATION
II O 75 I r,ENEPH BILL BY SPIEi, GERSTE N, PLUMMER, ROSEN, StLVEP, llf'flD�"FF
IStMILAR S 0636, COMPARE H 027 7, II 0353, ENG/H 1591, <; O??Q,
ANO OIIIERS
CS/S 08251
crNDOMtNJ\JflS; EXTENDS PERIOD OF MtNl'IUM NOTICE QF CONVERSION ('F EXISTl'J"
l�PROVEMFNTS TO A CONDOMINIUM WHICH MUST BE PROVIDED TO EXISTING
EFFECTIVE DATE: 1 0/01/80.
TF NANTS. IHE NDS 718.402.
03/31 /00 IIOUSE TARGETED FOP PRIVATE SECTOP IMPACT: PREF!LED, REFFRRFr
TO JUD!C l ARY
Ot,/08/80 IIOU5E TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT: tNTPODUCEO,
REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -IIJ 00069
05/01/80 IIOUSE WITHDRAW N FRO"! JUDtCT/IRY; WtTHOQA\IN FROM FURIIIER CON<.,
JDEN/SfM/COHPARE BILL PASSED, REFEP TO HB 1591 ICH.
80-31 -HJ 00302
11 0752 GE NEPAL Bi LL OY 11/ITTAIIAY ( IDENTICAL S 03771
PIVESTIIENT OF AGENCY FUNDS; PPOVIOES THAT AGENCY FUNDS c CEPUtn 1PIJ51
FUND ASSET, �AY RE INVESTED OR REINVESTED IN S HARfS OF CE D TAPI
JrlVESTMENr COMPANIES. A MENDS 175.071, 185.06, 215. t,7, 251.02, 3 1,0. \R.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/31/80 HOUSE T ARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL tM PACl: PRFF!LFD, 0EFEDDEfJ 1'1
COMMEPCE, APPROPR!AT IONS
CY,/02/80 IIOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SU8COMf'1TTff CN �INKING c FJNMJC':
04/08/80 IIOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE rJSCAL IMPACT: ltlTPOOUCED, RErERDED
TO COMMERCE, APPP[IPRIATIO NS -IIJ 00069; SUBREFERPcfJ ''7
SU8COHMtTTEE ON BANKING c FtnANCE
01,/16/80 IIOUSE W!THDRAIIN FPOM COMMERCE, APPROPRIAT\nt:<;; li!THQ D AW'I rDf•M
FURTHER CONSIDERATION -IIJ 00172
, , 0 7 5 3 GE�!'PAL BILL BY CONWAY
(SIMILAR CS/II 0407, S 12031
NUTR!ft(!N; AUTi-iOPtZES DEVELOPMENT E IMPLEMENTATION OF t "l'UMAN N'JTPtrlO'-J
EDUCATION PROGRAM"; PROVIDES THAT PROGRAM SHALL DE CDNOUClEO WJfHIN
INSTITUTE OF FOOD E AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AT UNIVEPSITY C!F FLQRJ(lA;
PROVIDES PROGPAM AIMS E FOR OISSEMINATJO N OF NUTPIIIOM EDUCATION
JNFQPMATION, ETC. APPROPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/BC.
0 3/31/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PREFILED, FEFERPEO T'l
AGRICULTURE c GENERAL LEGISLATION, APPRQPR!AT!ON�
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE F ISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, PEFERP.E!l
10 AGRICULTUPE E GENERAL LEGISLATION, APPRrPR!Af!ONS
-HJ OD070
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE E GENFPIL LEGISI AltON
II O 151, GENFPH Bill BY SELECT COMMITTEE ON ErlEPGY
IC{J1PAPE P!G/S oqo,,
TAXATION; PROVIDES FOR A GASOHOL OEVELOrMEMT TAX tNCHlTIVF CREllTT TC' Bf
ALLOIIED AGAINST TAX IHPOSEO UNDER FLA. INCOME TAX COOE TO CORPS. WH!C1I
ESTABLISH OR EXPAND NEW OR EXISTING BUSINE SS ENGIGEO IN Dl5TILLA110N nF
ElHYL ALCOIIOL FOP USE IN MOTOR FUELS, ETC. Al'ENDS CHS. 193, 195, 270.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/24/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE S ECTOR IMPACT; TARGETED FOR STITF
FISCAL IMPACT
03/14/80 HOUSE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO FINANCE E TAXATION,
A PPROPRIAT JONS
04/08/80 IIOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; TARGEfED FOR STIIF
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFEPRED TO FINANCE f,
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00070
05/01/80 HOUSE COMM. REPOPT: FAVOPAALE WITH AMEND. BY FINANCE E
UXATION -HJ 00304: NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/07/80 H/lUSE COMM• REPQRT: C/S BY APPROPPt ATIONS; C/S CCMeJ NES THIS
BILL ANO HB 755; LAID ON TABLE UNDEP PULE, PEFEA • □ C/S
CONTINUED ON NEXT P AGE
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AMENDS S. 4, ART. VII.
04/09/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT;
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE & TAXATION,
APPROPRIATIONS -IIJ 00107
06/07/eo HQUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE & TAXATION
H 1045 �EMORIAL BY KISER
FEDE•AL PROGRAMS; URGES U.S. CONGRESS TO ENSURE THAT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
RE l'18URSES EACH STATE FOR ALL COSTS INCURRED RE I MP LEMENTING NEW
PROGRAMS OR PROVIDING INCREASED LEVELS OF SERVICE UNDER EXISTING
PPOGR AMS.
0<,/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TD AG R!CULTUPE & GENERAL
LEGISLATION -HJ 00107
04 /18/80 HOUSc COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON C ALENDAR BY
AGRICULTURE & GENERAL LE',ISLAT ION -HJ 002D',
05 /08 /80 HDUS" PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/20/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDrlENT ADOPTED; ADOPTED AS AMENDED
-HJ 00499; IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05123/ 80 SE'fAT E PECEIVEO. REFEPPED TO PULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00>81
C6 /04 /80 SE� ATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE PULES ANO CALENDAR
06 /07 /80 SE� ATE O!EO IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
H l 046 ••SOLUTION BY MEEK
INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF T HE CHILO; PECOMMEr/DS A YEARL Y STATEWIDE
CELEBRATION IN RECDGNIT ION OF THE SPECIAL CONTRIB UTIONS OF CHILDREN
CtLLING FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL CONSISTING OF
CH ILD0E•J.
0<,/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO AG RICULTUPE & GENFPAL
LEGISLAT!Qrl -HJ 00107
04 /18/80 HnusE COM�. REPORT: FAVORABLE \./ITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY AGP ICULTU�E & GENERAL LEGISLA T ION -HJ 0020',
06/07/AO f-'OUSF DIED ON C ALENDAR
H 10 47 GENEPAL BILL BY MELBY
(IDENTICAL S 08201
CHILO CAPE FACILITIES; REQUIRES EXEMPTION OF RELIGIOUS CIIILD ORE
<ICILl'!ES FROM LICENSING BY COUNTY OR CITY CHILD C ARE LICENSING
P<OGRAMS, UNLESS FACILITY ELECT S NOT TO BE EXEMPTED; PROVIDES FOP
CONDITIONAL REPEAL.
AMENDS 402.316. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
04/09/80 HOUSE
JNTPODUCEO, REFERRED TO HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES -HJ 00107
05/15/80 HO USE WITHDRft\.lN FROM HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES;
WITHDRAWN FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION -HJ 00473
H 1048 GENE PAL BILL BY SPAET, FOX, GERSTEN AND OTHERS
!!DENT !CAL S 080<♦,
SI MILA R H 13311
CONDOMINIUMS; AUTHORIZES LOCAL MORATORIUMS ON CONVERSIONS OF EXISTING
(�PROVEMFNTS TO CONDOMINIUM UNDER SPECIFIED CIRCUMSTANCES. AMENDS
718.402.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
04/09/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00107
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
1 0, ENG/H 159!,
H 10 49 GENE�AL 81 LL BY SPAET
{IOENT ICAL S 037 1,, COMPARE H 06,
CS/S 08251
CC1NOOMINIUMS; PROVIDES W/IRRANTIES OF DEVELOPERS & CONTPftCIORS 1(1
CURCHASERS OF CONDOMINIUM UNITS CREATED BY CONVE RSION OF EXISTING
l�PROVEMENTS; PROVIDES WARRANTIES OF C ONTRACTORS TO DEVELOPERS OF SUCH
CONDOS.; PROVIDES THAT DEVELOPERS MUST COMPLY WITH WAPPANTY
RFOUIREMENTS, ETC. AMENDS CH. 718. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
04/09/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR I MPACT; INTRODUCED,
PEFERRED TO JUOICI ARY -HJ 00107
05/01/80 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY; WITHDRAWN FROM FURTHER CONS.,
!DEN/SIM/COMPARE Bill PASSED, REFER TO HB 1591 {CH.
80-31 -HJ 00302
{SIMIL AR CS/S 03991
H 1050 GENERAL BILL BY SPAET
SCHOOL FOOD SEPVICE PROGRAMS; AUTHOPllES E DUCATION COMMISSIONER TO
PE COMMEND, f, BOARD OF ED. TO PRES CR !BE, RULES & STANDARDS COVER ING FOODS
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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05/01/80
06/07/80

HOUSE
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T ARGETED FDR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TAf'GETED FOR I.COL
FISCAL !HPACT ; INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00263
SUBREFERRE0 TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HRS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H 1588 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY
(SIMILAR S 0352, COMPARE H 0411 I
WITNESS FEES; PROVIDES THAT REASONABL E FEES FOR APPEARANCE OF MENTAL
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL AT COMPETENCY HEARING SHALL BE PAID BY STATE;
PROVIDES THAT WITN ESS FEES FDR INDIGENT DEFENDANTS IN CRIMINAL
PROCEEDINGS SHALL BE PAID BY STAH, ETC. AMENDS 394.473, 9 14.11,
925.10, APPROPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
0',/20/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TA�GETED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00263
05/01/80 HOUSE suBPEFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HRS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE
06/07/80 HOUSE DJ ED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
(IDENTICAL S 0017, S 0881, COMPARE H 04111
Ii 1 589 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY
CtPITAL CASES; PROVIDES FOR PAYMENT BY STATE OF COMPENSATION FOR
ATTORNEYS !: COURT COSTS IN CAPITAL CASES INVOLVING JN0JGENTS. AMENDS
92 5.035.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
04/28/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR LOCAL
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED T D APPRf\PRIATJ0NS
HJ 00263
05/01/80 HOUSE SUBREFERRE0 TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HRS/CRIMINAi JUSTICE
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
H 1590 GENERAL BILL BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS (IDENTICAL S 13201
GFNERAL SERVICES DEPT.; CREATES CENTRAL STATE MAIL SERVICE TO PICK UP !:
DELIVER ALL MAIL BETWEEN STATE AGENCIES WITHIN TALLAHASSEE APEA;
PROVIDES FOR ALLOCATION!: RECOVERY Of COST AS CHARGE AGAINST EACH AGENCY
USING SERVICE, ETC. CREATES 287.51-.54.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
04/29/80 HOUSE T APGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; HIHO0UCED, REFERRED
TQ APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00269
05/13/80 HOUSE SU8REFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL G0VFPNMENT
06/07/80
II0USE
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPR0PRI AT JONS
\
H l�'Jl GENERAL BILL BY JIJ0 ICIARY ANO OTHERS
(IDENTICAi. CS/S ou2�. C0HPAPE
Ii 0353, 11 0751, II 1049, S 0374, S 06361
CONDOMINIUMS!: COOPERATIVES; RE C0iiVERSI0N OF EXISTIIIG JHl'kCJVEMElilS;
PROVIDES FDR EXTENSION !: TERMINATI0li OF RENTAL AGREEMEtHS [. Frk 11Ul ICE
OF INTENDED COINERSION !: OTHER rmrICES; PROVIDES RIGHT OF Fl,ST PEfLJSU;
PROVIDES FOR (JVJL ACTION, DAMAGES, COSTS!: ATTORtlEY'S FEES, ETC. AMcflDS
CIIS. 7lti, 719. EFFECTIVE DATE: 05/01/80.
0s/28/80 HOUSE JNTR00UCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00263; Pl ACED ON
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
04 /29/00 IIDUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00264; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; HAD
THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED ; YEAS 85 tiAYS :!0
-HJ 00265; IMMEDIATEIY CERTIFIED
04/J0/80 SEtHTE kECFJVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -SJ 00198; SUOSTITUIED F0,
C/S SB 825 -SJ 00198; PASSED AS AMEtJOED; YEAS
"J7 l1AYS
0 -SJ 00211; IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
05/01/80 HOUSE CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YFAS U0 tllYS
-HJ 00294; O RDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED; S IGNEu By
OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 0030',
05/01 /80
APPROVED BY G0VERtWR CIIAPTER NO. 80-3 -1\J 00305
H 15'12 GENERAL. BILL BY HEALTH!: REHABILITATIVE SERVICES (SIMILAR (SIS 00351
NURSING IIOMES; PROVIDES FOR A NURSING HOMES R ATING SYSTEM; PROVIDES FOP
RA TING MINIMUM STANDARDS IN SPECIFIED AREAS ; PROVIDES FDR PROMULGATION
OF RULES; PR OVIDES FOR EVALUATION, SURVEYS !: INTERVIEWS; PROVIDES FOR
POSTING OF RI.TING[. FOR CORRECTION OF DEFICIENCIES, ETC,
AMEtlDS ',00.23,
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/25/B0.
0',/29/80 HO USE INTRODUCED, Pl/.CE0 ON CALENDAR -HJ 00269
05/21/80 HJUSE P LACED ON SPECIAL Of>DER CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIM<
-IIJ 00520
05/22/80 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 98 NAYS
5;
RECONSI 0EREO; AMEM0MEIHS ADOPTED; PAS SEO AS AMEl10EO;
CONTINUED ON NEXT POGE
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GENERAL ACTS
RESOLUTIONS AND MEMORIALS
ADOPTED BY THE

SIXTH LEGISLATURE OF FLORIDA
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
AS REVISED IN 1968
During the Special Session
November 27, 1979 through December 4, 1979,
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1�7.062 l\dvertisement
delinquent taxes.--

of

real

or

personal

property

with

(1) PROCEDURE; COSTS.--The board of county commissioners shall,
whenever legal advertisements are required, select and advertise as
provided in chapter 50 �A-a-AewspapeF-ef-pa!e-�eAeFal-e!FeH!aeieA-iA
E�e-eeHAEyT--6HeA-a�YeFt!semeA�s-sAa!!-appeaF-±A-a-AewspapeF-tAat--±s
fHBl±sAee-at-!east-5-eays-a-week-HA±ess-tAe-eA!y-AewspapeF-ef-�eAeFa!
eiFeH±aEieA-±A-tAe-eeHAEy-±s-pHs!!sAee-!ess-tAaA-5-eays-a-weekT---�Ae
AewspapeF--sAal!--se--eAe--eE--�eAeFal-±AeeFest-aAe-FeaeeFsAif-±A-eAe
eemmHAieyT-aAe-Aet-eAe-ef-!!mieee-sHejeee-matteF. The office of the
tax collector shall pay all newspaper charges, and the proportionate
cost of the advertisements shall be added to the delinquent taxes
when they are collected.
Section

2.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor April 30, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State l\pril 30, 1980.
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718.616, 718.618, and 718.620, is r.reated to read:
PI\RT VI
ROTII /\CT
CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS
718.604 Short title.--This part shall be known and may be cited
as the "Roth /\ct" in memory of Mr. James s. Roth, Director,
Division
of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums, 1979-80.
718.606 Conversion
of existing improvements to condominium;
rental agreements.--When existing improvements are converted to
ownership as a residential condominium:
(1) (a) Each residential tenant who has resided in the existin-:,
improvements for at least the 180 days preceding the date of •h�
written notice of intended conversion shnll have th� •ight to ext�nd
an expiring rental ;,greement upon thr, same t"rms for ,7 period th:it
will expire no later than 27n days after th<e date of th notic<e. If
the rental agreement expires more than 270 days after the d'lte of the
notice, the tenant may not unilaterally extend the rental agreement.
0

(b) Each other residential tenant shall have the right to ext nd
an expiring rental agreement upon the same terms for a period th;it
will expire no later than 180 days after the date of the written
notice of intended conversion. If the rental agreement expires m�re
than 180 days after the date of the notice, the tenant may not
unilaterally extend the rental agreement.
0
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House Bill No. 1591
An

act relating to the conversion of existing improvements
to condominiums and cooperatives; creating part VI of
chapter 718, Florida Statutes; creating part VI of
chapter 719, Florida Statutes; providing a short title;
providing for the extension and termination of rental
agreements; providing for notice of intended conversion
and
other notices; providing the right of first
refusal; providing for civil action; providing for
damages, costs, and attorney's fees; providing for the
provision of economic information to tenants; providing
for
the disclosure of condition of building and
estimated replacement costs; providing for converter
reserve
accounts,
warranties,
or
surety bonds;
providing for the prohibition of discrimination against
nonpurchasing tenants; adding s. 718.103(21), Florida
Statutes; defining "rental agreement";
adding
s.
719.103(17),
Florida
Statutes;
defining
"rental
agreement"; amending s. 718.402, Florida Statutes;
providing for the conversion of existing improvements
to condominium; amending s. 719.402, Florida Statutes;
providing for the conversion of existing improvements
to
cooperative;
amending
ss.
718.503(2)(1),
Florida
719.504(15),
718.504(15),
719.503(2)(1),
Statutes; providing for the disclosure of specified
information to buyers; amending ss. 718.507, 719.507,
Florida Statutes; specifying the effect of zoning and
building regulations on condominiums and cooperatives;
providing a saving clause; providing severability;
providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Part VI of Chapter 718, Florida Statutes, consisting
of sections 718.604, 718.606, 718.608, 718.610, 718.612, 718.614,
34

(2) (a)
In order to extend the rental agreement ;is provided :n
subsection (1), a tenant shall, within 45 days after the date of th
written notice of intended conversion, give written notice to •he
developer of the intention to extend the rental agreement.
0

(b) If the rental agreement will expire within 45 rl;iys following
the date of the notice, the tenant m'ly remain in occupancy for th�
45-day decision period upon the same terms by giving the d�v<eloper
written notice and paying rent on a pro rata basis from the
expiration date of the rental agreement to the end of the 45-day
period.
(c) The tenant may extend the rental
extension period or a part of the period.

agreement for the f•Jll

(3) After the date of a notice of intended conv 0 rsion, a t<en;,nt
may terminate the rental agreement, or any extension period, upon 30
days' written notice to the developer. However, unless the rental
agreement was entered into, extended, or renewed after the effective
date of this part, the tenant may not unilaterally terminat the
rental agreement but may unilaterally terminate any extension peri�rl
upon 30 days' written notice.
0

(4) A developer may elect to provide tenants who have been
continuous residents of the existing improvements for at least 1sn
days preceding the date of the written notice of intended conversion
and whose rental agreements expire within 180 days of the date of the
written notice of intended conversion the option of receiving in cash
an optional tenant relocation payment at least equal to 1 month's
rent in consideration for extending the rental agreement for not m�r<e
than 180 days rather than extending the rental agreement for up to
270 days.
35
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(5) A rental agreement may provide for termination by the
developer upon 60 days' written notice if the rental agreement is
entered into subsequent to the delivery of the written notice of
intended conversion to all tenants and conspicuously states that the
existing improvements are to be converted. No other provision in a
rental agreement shall be enforceable to the extent that it purports
to reduce the extension period provided by this section or otherwise
would permit a developer to terminate a rental agreement in the event
of a conversion.
This subsection applies to rental agreements
entered into, extended, or renewed after the effective date of this
part; the termination provisions of all other rental agreements are
governed by the provisions of s. 718.402(3) [F.S. 1979].
(6) Any provision of this section or of the rental agreement or
other contract or agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, whenever
a county, including charter counties, determines that there exists
within the county a vacancy rate in rental housing of 3 percent or
less, the county may adopt an ordinance or other measure extending
the 270-day extension period described in (1) (a) of this section and
the 180-day extension described in (1) (b) of this section for an
additional 90 days, if:
(a) Such measure was duly adopted, after notice and public
hearing, in accordance with all applicable provisions of the charter
governing such county, and any other applicable laws; and
(b)
Such governing body has made and recited in such measure its
findings establishing the existence in fact of a housing emergency so
grave as to constitute a serious menace to the general public and
that such controls are necessary and proper to eliminate such grave
housing emergency.
A county ordinance or other measure adopting an additional 90-day
extension under the provisions of this section is controlling
throughout the entire county, including charter counties, where
adopted, including all municipalities, unless a municipality votes
not to have it apply within its boundaries.
718.608
content.--

Notice

of

intended

conversion;

time

of

delivery;

(1) Prior
to
or simultaneous with the first offering of
individual units to any person each developer shall deliver a notice
of intended conversion to all tenants of the existing improvements
being converted to residential condominium. All such notices shall
be given within a 72-hour period.
(2) (a) Each notice of intended conversion shall be dated and in
writing. The notice shall contain the following statement, with the
phrases of the following statement which appear in UPPER CASE printed
in conspicuous type:
"These apartments are being converted to condominium by ... (name
of developer) ... , the developer.
1. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE EXPIRATION OF YOUR
RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER, YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:
36
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you have continuously been a resident of these apartments
last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to 270
the date of this notice.

b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these apartments
for the last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
next 180 days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to lBO
days after the date of this notice.
c, IN ORDER FOR YOU TO EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT, YOU MUST
GIVE THE DEVELOPER WRITTEN NOTICE WITHIN 45 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS NOTICE.
2,

IF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT EXPIRES IN THE NEXT 45 DAYS:
You may extend your rental agreement for up to 45 days
after the date of this notice while you decide whether
to extend your rental agreement as explained above. To
do so, you must notify the developer in writing.
You
will then have the full 45 days to decide whether to
extend your rental agreement as explained above.

3. During the extension of your rental agreement you will be
charged the same rent that you are now paying.
4. YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR RENTAL AGRP,EMENT AND MIY EXTENSIOtl OF THE
RENTAL AGREEMENT AS FOLLOWS:
a. If your rental agreement began or was extended or renewed
after ... (effective date of part) ... , you may cancel your rental
agreement upon 30 days' written notice and move. Also, upon 30 days'
written notice you may cancel any extension of the rental agreement.
b. If your rental agreement was not begun or was not extended nr
renewed after ... (effective date of part) ... , you may not cancel th'!
rental agreement without the consent of the developer. You may,
however, upon 30 days' written notice cancel any extension of the
rental agreement.
5. All notices must be given in writing and sent by mail, return
receipt requested, or delivered in person to the developer at this
address: .•. (name and address of developer) ....
6. If you have continuously been a resident of these apartments
during the last 180 days:
a. You have the right to purchase your apartment and will have �5
days to decide whether to purchase. If you do not buy the unit at
that price and the unit is latPr offered at a lower price, you will
have the opportunity to buy the unit at the lower price. However, in
all events your right to purchase the unit ends when the rental
agreement or any extension of the rental agreement ends, or when you
waive this right in writing.
b. Within 90 days you will be provided purchase information
relating to your apartment, including the price of your unit and the
condition of the building. If you do not receive this Information
within 90 days, your rental agreement and any extension will be
extended 1 day for each day over 90 days until you are given the
37
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purchase information. If you don't want this rental
extension, you must notify the developer in writing.

agreement

7. If you have any questions regarding this conversion or the
Condominium Act, you may contact the developer or you may contact the
state agency which regulates condominiums: The Division of Florida
Land Sales and Condominiums, .•. (Tallahassee address and telephone
number of division) .... "
(b) When a developer offers tenants an optional tenant relocation
payment pursuant to s. 718.606(4), the notice of intended conversion
shall contain a statement substantially as follows:
"If you have been a continuous resident of these apartments for
the last 180 days and your lease expires during the next 180 days:
you may extend your rental agreement for up to 270 days, or you may
extend your rental agreement for up to 180 days and receive a cash
payment at least equal to 1 month's rent.
You must make your
decision and inform the developer in writing within 45 days after the
date of this notice."
(c) When
the
rental agreement extension provisions of
718.606(6 ) are applicable to a conversion, subparagraphs l.a. and
of the notice of intended conversion shall read as follows:

s.
b.

"l. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE EXPIRATION OF YOUR
RENTAL AGREEMENT.
FURTHER, YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:
a. If
during the
next 360
days after

you have continuously been a resident of these apartments
last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to 360
the date of this notice.

b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these apartments
for the last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
next 270 days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to 270
days after the date of this notice."
(3) Notice of intended conversion may not be waived by a tenant
unless the tenant's lease conspicuously states that the building is
to be converted and the other tenants residing in the building have
previously received a notice of intended conversion.
(4) Upon the request of a developer and payment of a fee
prescribed by the rules of the division and not to exceed $50, the
division may verify to a developer that a notice complies with this
section.
(5 ) Each developer shall file with the division a copy of the
notice of intended conversion. The copy of the notice shall be filed
with the division no later than the time when the notice is given to
the tenants.
718.610

Notices.--

(1 ) All notices from tenants to a developer shall be deemed given
when deposited in the United States mail, addressed
to
the
developer's address stated in the notice of conversion, and sent
postage prepaid, return receipt requested; or when
personally
delivered in writing by the tenant to the developer at such address.
38
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is

mailed

or

personally

(2) All notices from developers to tenants shall be deemed given
when deposited in the United States mail arldressed to the tenant's
last known residence, which may be the address of the property
subject to the rental agreement, sent by certifierl or registered
mail, postage prepaid. The date of a notice is the date when it is
mailed to the tenant.
718.612

Right of first refusal.--

(1) Each tenant, who for the 180 days preceding � notice of
intended conversion has been a residential tenant of the existing
improvements, shall have the right of first refusal to purchase the
unit in which such tenant resides on the date of the notice, under
the following terms and conditions:
(a)
Within 90 d;:iys following the written notice of the intewJe,1
conversion, the developer shall deliver to the tenant the following
purchase materials: an offer to sell stating the price and terms of
purchase; the economic information required by s. 718.�14; and the
disclosure documents required by ss. 718.503 and 718.504. Failure by
the developer to deliver such purchase materials within 90 days
following the written notice of the intended conversion shall
automatically extend the rental agreement, any extension of the
rental agreement provided for in s. 718.606, or any other extension
of the rental agreement. The extension shall be for that number of
days in excess of 90 days that has elapsed from the date of the
written notice of the intended conversion to the drtte when the
purchase materials are delivered.
(b) The tenant shall have the ri1ht of first re E 'J s n l t:0 pur-.:h-=ist?
the unit for a period of not less than 45 days after mailing or
personal delivery of the purchase materials.
(c)
If, after any right of first refusal has expired, the
developer offers the unit at a price lower than that offered to the
tenant, the developer shall in writing notify the tenant prior to th<?
publication of the offer. The tenant shall have the right of first
refusal at such lower price for a period of not less than an
Thereafter,
the
additional 10 days after the date of such notice.
tenant shall ha•;e no additional right of first refusal. As used in
this paragraph, "offer" includes any solicit;ation to the general
public by means of newspaper advertisement, radio, television, �r
written or printed sales literature or price list.
(2) Prior to closing on the sal<? of the unit, ;i tenant allegin-s r1
developer's violation of para<Jraph (1) (c) may bring an ,v::tion hr
equitable
or
other
relief,
including
specific performr1n="'·
Subsequent to closing, the tenant's sole remerly for such a violation
shall be damages. !n addition to any damages otherwise recoverahle
by law, the tenant shall be entitled to an amount equal to th
difference between the price last offered in writing to the tenr1nt
pursuant to this section, and the price at which the unit was sold tn
a third party, plus court costs and attorney's fees.
0

(3) It is against the public policy of this stat-, for -Jny
developer to seek to enforce any pro•1ision of any contract •,.;l,ir:h
purports to waive the right of a purchasing tenant to bring an ac•i�n
for specific performance.
39
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A tenant's right of first refusal terminates upon:

The
(a)
thereof; or

termination

of

the rental agreement and all extensions

(b) Waiver of the right in writing by the tenant, if the waiver
is executed subsequent to the date of the notice of intended
A tenant who waives the right of first refusal waives
conversion.
the right to receive the purchase information; or
(c) The running of the tenant's 45-day right of first refusal and
the additional 10-day period provided for by (1) (c) of this section,
if applicable.
718.614 Economic information to be provided.--The developer shall
distribute to tenants having a right of first refusal, if any:
(1)
Information in summary form regarding mortgage financing,
estimated down payment, alternative financing and down payments,
monthly payments of principal, interest, and real estate taxes, and
federal income tax benefits.
(2) Market information, if any, compiled from developers on a
voluntary basis and prepared by the division describing condominium
units which have been offered for sale within the last 12 months in
the county in which the tenant resides. The market information shall
include a statement substantially as follows:
"This information is
from the files of the Division of Florida
Land
Sales
and
Condominiums.
It is believed correct but is not warranted by the
Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums or the condominium
developers.
If you desire additional information, you may contact
the developer or a real estate agent."
(3) Any other information which the division publishes and by
rule determines will assist tenants in making a decision, and which
the division makes available to the developer.
718.616 Disclosure
replacement costs.--

of

condition

of

building

and

estimated

(1) Each
developer
creating
a residential condominium by
converting existing, previously occupied improvements to such form of
ownership shall disclose the condition of the improvements and the
condition of certain components and
their
current
estimated
replacement cost.
(2) The following
improvements:

information

shall

(a)

The date and type of construction.

(b)

The prior use.

be

stated concerning the

(c) Whether there is termite damage or infestation, and whether
the termite damage or infestation, if any, has been properly treated.
The statement shall be substantiated by including, as an exhibit, an
inspection report by a certified pest control operator.
(3) (a) Disclosure of condition shall be made for each of the
following components that the existing improvements may include:
40
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1.

Roof;

2.

Elevators;

3.

Heating and cooling systems;

4.

Plumbing;

5.

Electrical systems;

6.

Swimming pool;

7.

Seawalls;

8.

Pavement, and parking areas; and

9.

Drainage systems.

CHAPTER 80-3

(b) For each component, the following information shall be
disclosed, substantiated by attaching a copy of a certificate under
seal of an architect or engineer authorized to practice in this
state:
1.

The age of the component.

2.

The estimated remaining useful life of the component.

3. The
expressed:
a.

estimated

current

cost

of

the component,

As a total amount; and

b. As a per unit amount,
share of the common expenses.
4.

replacement

based upon each unit's proportional

The structural soundness of the component.

718.618

Converter reserve accounts; warranties.--

(1) When existing improvements are converted to ownership as a
residential condominium, the developer shall establish
reserve
accounts for capital expenditures and deferred maintenance, or give
warranties as provided by subsection (7), or post a surety bond ;is
provided by subsection (8).
The developer shall fund the reserve
accounts in amounts calculated as follows:
(a)1. When the existing improvements include an air cnnditioning
system serving more than one unit or property which the association
is responsible to repair, maintain, or replace, the de�elop�r sh�ll
fund an air conditioning reserve account. When such ;iir conditionin1
system includes a central air or water cooling system, the amount nf
the reserve account shall be not less than $0.72 for each square fo0t
of floor area served by the air conditioning system, multiplied by a
fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of the age of
the system in years or 18, and the denominator of which shall be 20.
In addition, when such air conditioning system includes a compressor,
the amount of the reserve account funding shall be increased by not
less than $0.19 for each square foot of floor space served by the air
conditioning system, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which
shall be the lesser of the age of the system in years or 18, and the
denominator of which shall be 20.
41
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2. When water is supplied to the existing improvements through
galvanized plumbing, the developer shall fund a plumbing reserve
account.
The amount of the funding shall be not less than $0.63 for
each square foot of floor area in the existing improvements,
multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser
of the age of the plumbing in years or 18, and the denominator of
which shall be 20.
3. Each developer converting existing improvements to ownership
The
as a residential condominium shall fund a roof reserve account.
amount of the funding shall be not less than the unit amount for each
square foot of roof, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which
shall be the lesser of the age of the roof in years or 18, and the
denominator of which shall be 20.
The unit amount shall be
determined based on the roof type, as follows:
Unit Amount

Roof Type

C.

Built up roof without
insulation
Built up roof with
insulation
Cement tile roof

d.

Asphalt shingle roof

e.

Copper

f.

All other types

a.
b.

$1.00 per
foot
$1.85 per
foot
$2.00 per
foot
$1. 00 per
foot
$0.00 per
foot
$1.00 per
foot

square
square
square
square
square
square

(b)
The age of any component or structure, for which the
developer is required to fund a reserve account, shall be measured in
years from the later of:
1. The date when the component or structure was replaced or
substantially renewed, if the replacement or renewal of the component
at least met the requirements of the then applicable building code;
or
2. The date when the installation or construction of the existing
component or structure was completed.
(c) When the age of a component or structure is to be measured
from the date of replacement or renewal, the developer shall provide
the division with a certificate, in affidavit form, of the developer,
its agent, or an engineer authorized to practice in this state,
verifying:
1.

The date of the replacement or renewal; and

2. That the replacement or renewal at least met the requirements
of the then applicable building code.
(2) (a) The developer shall fund the reserve account on a pro rata
basis upon the sale of each unit. The developer shall deposit in the
reserve account not less than a percentage of the total amount to be
deposited in the reserve account equal to the percentage of ownership
of the common elements allocable to the unit sold. When a developer
deposits amounts in excess of the minimum reserve account funding,
later deposits may be reduced to the extent of the excess funding.
42
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For the purposes of this subsection, a unit is considered as scld
when a fee interest in the unit is transferred to a third party or
the unit is leased for a period in excess of 5 years.
(b) When an association makes an expenditure of reserve ncco•n1t
funds before the developer has sold all units, the developer shall
make a deposit in the reserve account. Such deposit shall be 1t
least equal to that portion of the expenditure which would be chnr3e�
against the reserve account deposit which would have been made fnr
any such unit, had the unit been sold. Such deposit may be rerlured
to the extent the developer has funded the reserve account in excess
of the minimum reserve account funding required by this subsection.
This paragraph applies only when the developer has funded reserve
accounts as provided by paragraph (a).
(3)

The use of reserve account funds is limited as follows:

(a)
Reserve account funds may be spent prior to the �ssumption 0f
control of the association by unit owners other than the developer;
and
(b)
Reserve account funds may be expended only for repair or
replacement of the specific components for which the funds were
deposited, unless, after assumption of control of the association by
unit owners other than the developer, it is determined by a three
fourths vote of all unit owners to expend the funds for other
purposes.
(4) The developer shall establish the reserve account in the nane
of the association at a bank or trust company located in this state.
( 5)

A

accounts.

developer

may

establish

and

fund

additional

reserv�

(6) The division shall annually review the fundin3 amounts
established by paragraph (1) (a). In reviewing the funding amo11nts,
the division shall consider changes in the cost and av�ilability of
labor
and
materials;
advances
in
construction
techniques;
technological
changes;
interest
rates;
inflation;
published
construction cost estimating tables; and the comments of members of
the public, including representatives of the construction industry
and apartment industry, particularly general
contractors,
air
conditioning contractors, plumbing contractors, roofing contractors,
architects, and engineers. When the division determines that the
funding amounts require adjustment, the division shall conduct public
hearings and make recommendations to the Legislature regarding the
adjustment and revision of any funding amounts.
(7) A
developer makes no implied warranti@s when �xis•in3
improvements are converted to ownership as a residential condominium
and reserve accounts are funded in accordance with this section. As
an alternative to establishing such reserve accounts, or when a
developer fails to establish the reserve accounts in accordance with
this section, the developer shall be deemed to have granted to the
purchaser
of
each
unit an implied warranty of fitness �nd
merchantability for the purposes or uses intended, as to the roof and
structural components of the improvements and as to mechanicAl,
electrical, and plumbing elements serving the improvements, except
mechanical elements serving only one unit. Such warranty sh3ll be
for a period beginning with the notice of intended conversion and
continuing
for
3 years thereafter, or the recording of the
43
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declaration to condominium and continuing for 3 years thereafter, or
1 year after owners other than the developer obtain control of the
association, whichever occurs last, but in no event more than 5
years.
(a)
The warranty provided for in this section is conditioned upon
routine maintenance being performed, unless the maintenance is an
obligation of the developer or a developer-controlled association.
The warranty
(b)
successor owners.

shall

inure

to the benefit of each owner and

(c) Nothing in this section affects conversions of existing
improvements for which the developer has filed with the division
prior to the effective date of this part.
(d) Existing improvements converted to residential condominium
may be covered by an insured warranty program underwritten by an
insurance company authorized to do business in this state, if such
To
warranty program meets the minimum requirements of this chapter.
the degree that such warranty program does not meet the minimum
requirements of this chapter, such requirements shall apply.
(8) When a developer desires to post a surety bond, the developer
shall, after notification to the buyer, acquire a surety bond issued
by a company licensed to do business in this state, if such a bond is
readily available in the open market, in an amount which would be
equal to the total amount of all reserve accounts required under
subsection (1), payable to the association.
718.620 Prohibition
of
discrimination against nonpurchasing
tenants.--When existing improvements are converted to condominium,
tenants who have not purchased a unit in the condominium being
created shall, during the remaining term of the rental agreement and
any extension thereof, be entitled to the same rights, privileges,
and services that were enjoyed by all tenants prior to the date of
the written notice of conversion and are granted, offered, or
provided to purchasers.
Section 2. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
718.103

(21)

is added to section 718.103, Florida

Definitions.--As used in this chapter:

(21) "Rental agreement" means any written agreement, or oral
agreement 1f for less duration than l year, providinq
for use and
·· · ·--occupancy of prem1s�s.
Section 3.
718.402

Section 718.402, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Conversion of existing improvements to condominium.-
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G0RY€F6¼8AT--A-EeAaAE-mHse-give-WF+EeeA-A6E½ee-ee--ehe--eeve!eref--ef
h+s--+AeeAe+eA-ee-eweeAa-his-!ease-eF-eeAaAey-wiehiA-39-eays-a€eeF-he
Feee+ves-Aee+ee-e€-ehe-4AeeAaee-eenveFsieAT
4er--AAy-e+seeHAe-te-aA-ew+seiRg-eeAaAE-eA-ehe-rHFehase-rF+ee-e€-�
eeRaem+R+Hm-paFeel-iA-a-eeAveFsieA-e€-eMist+Ag-4mrFevemeA�s-sh3!!--ee
e€€eFea--€eF-a-peF±Aa-e€-Aet-!ess-thaA-69-eays-€Fem-ehe-eaee-e€-€iFs�
e€€efiAg-ee-sHeh-teAaAe�
{3tfar--Ie--4s--ehe--pe!iey--e€--ehis--seaee--ehae--pFevis+eAs--ef
eeReFaees 7-!eases 7 -eF-eehef-HRaeFeak+Rgs--wh+eh--a!!ew--!aR4!eFa5--Af
a0ve!0ref6 7 --at--eheif--ereieR 7 --Ee-eaRee!-aAa-�eFm±AaES-EA6-ESfffiS-A£
s�eh-!eases-�peR-ehe-eeAveFsieA-e€-ehe-rFereFey-aRa--+mrFevemeRes--�e
eeReem+R+�m--ewReFsh+p--HreR-!ess-ehaA-!�9-aays L -Aeeiee-ee-Ehe-eeRaAe
aF0-aga+Rse-r�e!ie-re!+eyT--ARy-rFev+steAS-iA-aAy-eeAtfaet 7 -!ease7-eF
HAaeFeakiRg--wh+eh--rFeviees--€eF--eaAee!!aeteR-ef-eeFmiAae+eA-e€-ehe
teFm-e€-aRy-!ease-€eF-aR-araFemeAe-eF-eeheF-Fes+aeAee-ae--ehe--epeien
e€-ehe-!aAa!eFa-eF-Aeve!ereF-£0F-feaseA-e£-+E9-½AEeR4ea-eeA�efB½en-�s
a-eeAaeffltA½Hffl-f8Fffl-6£-eWASFSA½p-w+eheHt-at--!eas�--l�e--eays L --Aet+ee
sha!!-ee-ttReR€eFeeae!e-eweere-iA-eAe-€e!!ew+Ag-eases�
±T--1€--ehe--eeFm--ef--ehe--lease-has-!ess-ehaA-!59-says-femaiAin�
a€eeF-sHeh-Aee+€ieaeieA-is-giveAT
2y--1€--ehe--!ease--gFaAes--ehe--eeAaAe--aR-epeieA-�e-rHFehase-the
apaFemeRe-eF-eeheF-fesiaeAee-iA-whieh-he-Fesises-ae-a-pF+ee-e9Yal--Es
eF--!ess-ehaR-thae-e€€eFea-te-AeAteAaAes 7 -wh!eh-ep�leA-+s-eY.eFeisah!e
ey-the-eeRaAt-aHFtRg-a-peFiee-ef-Aee-!ess--thaA--9e--eays--a€eeF--the
ma+!4Rg-e€-a-Aet+ee-e€-the-4ReeAaea-eeAveFs+eA-ee-the-eeAaAeT
3T--1€--the--!ease-pFev+ees-thae-the-!esseF-eF-aeYe!ereF-sha!!-Aee
eeRveFe-te-eeRaemiA+Hm-ewReFsh+p--eY.eere--w+eh--ehe--eeAseAe--e€--Ehe
eeRaAes--e€--Aee--!ess--ehaR--69--peFeeAe--e€-ehe-araFemeAeS-eF-eehef
ewe!!tAgs-!n-imrfevemeAE9-tRESAaee-te-ee-eeAYeFeesT--feF-EAe--rHfreqe
e€-ehis-Yeee7-HReeeHr+ee-araFemeAes-eF-awe!!+ngs-sha!!-ee-eeHAEea-aAa
the-aeve!ereF-eF-!esseF-may-vete-these-araFemeAesT
4et--I€--the--!ease--rFeviees--€eF-a-Aeti€!eat+eA-te-ehe-eeAaAe-e€
!ess-ehaA-!ae-aays-aRa-4€-ehe-eefm-e€-ehe-!ease--has--mefe--ehaA--!�g
says---Fema+AtR�---a€eeF---Reet€+eae+eA--ts--g+YeA 7 --Ret+€+eaeieA--e€
te�m+Aat+eR-te-ehe-eeAane-w+!!-ee-e€€eeE+ve-+€--ehe--Ree+ee--rFeYises
that--the--eeAaRe--sha!!-have-!59-eays-eF-meFe-eefeFe-eaAee!lae+eA-eF
teFmiAae!eR-eeeemes-e€€eee+veT
{e}--beases--e*eeHeee--s�ese�HeAe-ee-ehe-sevelereF L s-eF-laAaleF4Ls
aAnettAeemeAe-e€-iAeeAeieA-ee-eeAveFe--ee--eeRaemiAtHm--ewAeFship--may
rFeYiae--€eF--eaAee!!aeteA-eF-teFmtAaeieA-HreA-Aet-!ess-�han-69-eays L
R0e+ee-ee-ehe-eeAaAe 7 -rFevieea-ehe-!aAalefa--eeAsr!etteHsly--e!se!eses
+A--ehe--!eaee--ehe--iAeeAeieA-te-eeAYeFt-ehe-pfepeFey-eeAE�¼AtAg-�he
!easea-pFemises-ee-eeAaemiA+Hm-ewAeFsh+r-aAa-that-the--!ease--may--ee
eaRee!es-HpeA-69-aays L -Ree+ee-ee-ehe-eeAaAtT

{±} A developer may create a condominium by converting existing,
previously occupied improvements to such ownership by complying with
parts paFE I and VI of this chapter.

4at--lhe-Aeeiee-fe�HiFemeAes-e€-ehis-sHeseeeieA-sha!l-Re�-arrly-ee
a-!ease--eAeeFea--iRee--simHleaReetts!y--w!th 7 --eF--sHese�HeAe--ee 7 --a
eeReFaee-ee-pHFehase-ehe-ttA¼ET

{�t{ar--I€--ew+se+Ag--impFevemeAES-aFe-eeAveFeea-ee-ewReFshir-as-a
Fes+aeRt+a!-eeAaem+A+Hm7-eaeh--FeeiaeReia!--eeRaAt--e€--ehe--ew+eeiAg
impFevemeAee--sha!!--have--ehe--F+ghe--ee-eweeAa-aA-eMp+FiAg-!ease-eF
eeAaAey-HpeA-ehe-same-eeFms-€eF-a-peFiee-ehae-wi!!--ewpiFe--Ae--!aeeF
ehaA--!89--eays--a€eeF--wFieeeA--Aeeiee-ee-ehe-eeAaAe-e€-ehe-+AeeAaee

44t--A!l--Reeiees--ee-eeRaAes-sha!!-ee-giveA-wheA-aepes!eea-iA-the
YRteea-6eaeee--ma!!--aaaFessee--ee--ehe--teAaAt--ae--his--!ase--kRewn
Fes+aeRee T--whieh--may--ee-the-aaaFess-e€-ehe-rFereFey-sHejeet-ee-ehe
lease 7 -seRt-ey-eeFtl€iea-eF-Fe�+seeFea-ma!!T-reseage-rFera+eT--Neeiee
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�ay--Ree--ee-wa4vee-ey-a-eeRaRe-HR±ess-eAe-eeRaReis-±ease-seaees-eAae
eAe-eHi±eiAg-4s-ee-ee-eeRveFeeeT
Section 4. Paragraph (1) of subsection (2) of section 71B.503,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
71B.503

Disclosure prior to sale.--

(2) COPIES OF DOC UMENTS TO BE FURNISHED TO PROSPEC TIVE BUYER OR
LESSEE.--Until such time as the developer has furnished the documents
listed below to a person who has entered into a contract to purchase
a unit or lease it for more than 5 years, the contract may be voided
by such person, entitling such person to a refund of any deposit
together with interest thereon as provided in s. 71B.202.
The
contract may be terminated by written notice from the proposed buyer
or lessee delivered to the developer within 15 days after the buyer
or lessee receives all of the documents required by this section.
The documents to be delivered to the prospective buyer are the
prospectus
or disclosure statement with all exhibits, if the
development is subject to the provisions of s. 71B.504, or, if not,
then copies of the following which are applicable:
(1) If the condominium is a conversion of existing improvements,
the statements and disclosure required by s. 71B.616 a--seaeemeAe--ef
eAe--eeAd½e½eA--e€--eAe--½mpFeYemeAes--aAa--e€-½RSpeee4eA-£er-EePm4ee
eamage-aRa-eFeaemeRe-eAeFee£.
Section 5. Subsection
is amended to read:

(15) of section 71B.504, florida Statutes,

71B.504 Prospectus or offering circular.--Every developer of a
residential condominium which contains more than twenty residential
units, or which is part of a group of residential condominiums which
will be served by property to be used in common by unit owners of
more than twenty residential units, shall prepare a prospectus or
offering circular and file it with the Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums prior to entering into an enforceable contract of
purchase and sale of any unit or lease of a unit for more than 5
years, and furnish a copy of the prospectus or offering circular to
each buyer. The prospectus or offering circular may include more
than one condominium, although not all such units are being offered
for sale as of the date of the prospectus or offering circular.
The
prospectus
or
offering
circular
must contain the following
information:
(15) If the condominium is created by conversion of existing
improvements, the following information shall be stated eeAeerA4Rg
ehe-4mpFeYemeRes:
(a) The information
eeRSEFHee4eR.

required

by

s.

71B.616
---

eaee-ane-eype-ef

fer--�Ae-pF4eF-H9eT
fer--fRe--eeAe4e4en--e£--eAe--Feei-aAe-ehe-meeRaA4ea±7-e±eeeF4ea±T
p±Hme4Rg 7 --aAe--seFHeeHFal--e!emenes7--wR4eA---seaeemene---sAa±!---ee
sHeseaAeiaeee--ey--aeeaeA4Ag--a-eepy-et-a-eeFe4t4eaee-et-a-Feg4seeFee
aFeA4eeee-er-eAg4AeeFT
fet--WAeeAeF---ehere---4s---eeFm4ee---eamage7---aAe--eAae--eeFm4ee
4R£eseae4eA-,-4i-aAy7-Ras-eeeR-pFepeF¼y-eFeaeeeT--�Ae-seaeemeAe--sha±±
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ee-sHeseaRe4aeea-ey-4Ae±He4Ag 7 -as-aA-e*A±eie 7 -a-eepy-et-aA-+A�peeE+on
FepeFe-ey-a-eeFe4£4ee-pese-eeAerel-eperaeePT
(b)fer A caveat that there are no express warranties unless they
are�pFessly stated in writing by the developer.
Section 6.

Section 71B.507, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

71B.507 Zoning
and
building.--All
laws,
ordinAnces,
and
regulations concerning buildings or zoning shall be constru�d an1
applied with reference to the nature and use of such pr�perty,
without regard to the form of ownership.
No law, ordinance, or
regulation shall establish any requirement concerning the use,
location, placement, or construction
of
buildings
or
other
improvements which are, or may thereafter be, subjected to th
condominium form of ownership, unless such requirement shAll b
equally applicable to all buildings and improvements of the same kind
not then, or thereafter to be, subjected to the condomini11m form of
ownership.
This section does not apply if the owner in fee of any
land enters into and records a covenant that existing 1mprovemeritsor
improvements to be constructed shall not be converted to the
condominium form of residential ownership prior to 5 years after the
later of the date of the covenant or completion date of the
improvements. Such covenant shall be entered into with the governing
body of the mun1c1pality in which the land is located, or, if the
land 1s not located in a mun1c1pal1ty, with the governing body ---of the
county 1n wh1ch�the _land 1s located.
0

0

Section 7. Part VI of Chapter 719, Florida Statutes, consistin1
of sections 719.604, 719.606, 719.608, 7]9.610, 719.612, 719.614.
719.616, 719.61B, and 719.620, is created to reAd:
PART VI
ROTH COOPERATIVE CONVERSION ACT
719.604 Short title.--This part shall be known and may be cited
as the "Roth Cooperative Conversion Act" in memory of Mr. James S.
Roth, Director, Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums,
1979-BO.
719.606 Conversion
of existing improvements to cooperative;
rental agreements.--When existing improvements are converted to
ownership as a residential cooperative:
(1) (a)
Each residential tenant who has resided in the existin3
improvements for at least the 1B0 days preceding the date of the
written notice of intended conversion shall have the right to ext 0 nd
an expiring rental agreement upon the same terms for a period that
will expire no later than 270 days after the date of the notice. If
the rental agreement expires more than 270 days after the d�te of the
notice, the tenant may not unilaterally extend the rental agreement.

(b) Each other residential tenant shall have the right to exten�
an expiring rental agreement upon the same terms for a period that
will expire no later than 1B0 days after the date of the written
notice of intended conversion. If the rental agreement expires more
than 1B0 days after the date of the notice, the tenant may not
unilaterally extend the rental agreement.
(2) (a) In order to extend the rental agreement as provided in
subsection (1), a tenant shall, within 45 days after the elate of the
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written notice of intended conversion, give written notice to the
developer of the intention to extend the rental agreement.

that such controls are necessary and proper to eliminate
housing emergency.

(b)
If the rental agreement will expire within 45 days following
the date of the notice, the tenant may remain in occupancy for the
45-day decision period upon the same terms by giving the developer
written notice and paying rent on a pro rata basis from the
expiration date of the rental agreement to the end of the 45-day
period.

A county ordinance or other measure adopting an additional 90-day
extension under the provisions of this section is controlling
throughout the entire county, including charter counties, where
adopted, including all municipalities, unless a municipality votes
not to have it apply within its boundaries.

(c) The tenant may extend the rental
extension period or a part of the period.

719.608
content.--

agreement for the full

(3) After the date of a notice of intended conversion, a tenant
may terminate the rental agreement, or any extension period, upon 30
days' written notice to the developer. However, unless the rental
agreement was entered into, extended, or renewed after the effective
date oE this part, the tenant may not unilaterally terminate the
rental agreement but may unilaterally terminate any extension period
upon 30 days' written notice.
(4) A developer may elect to provide tenants who have been
continuous residents of the existing improvements for at least 180
days preceding the date of the written notice of intended conversion
and whose rental agreements expire within 180 days of the date of the
written notice oE intended conversion, the option of receiving in
cash an optional tenant relocation payment at least equal to 1
month's rent in consideration for extending the rental agreement for
not more than 180 days rather than extending the rental agreement for
up to 270 days.
(5) A rental agreement may provide for termination by the
developer upon 60 days' written notice if the rental agreement is
entered into subsequent to the delivery of the written notice of
intended conversion to all tenants and conspicuously states that the
existing improvements are to be converted. No other provision in a
rental agreement shall be enforceable to the extent that it purports
to reduce the extension period provided by this section or otherwise
would permit a developer to terminate a rental agreement in the event
of a conversion.
This subsection applies to rental agreements
entered into, extended, or renewed after the effective date oE this
part; the termination provisions of all other rental agreements are
governed by the provisions of s. 719.402(3) [F.S. 1979].
(6) Any provision of this section or of the rental agreement or
other contract or agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, whenever
a county, including charter counties, determines that there exists
within the county a vacancy rate in rental housing of 3 percent or
less, the county may adopt an ordinance or other measure extending
the 270-day extension period described in (1) (a) of this section and
the 180-day extension described in (1) (b) of this section Eor an
additional 90 days, if;
(a) Such measure was duly adopted, after notice and public
hearing, in accordance with all applicable provisions of the charter
governing such county, and any other applicable laws; and
(b) Such governing body has made and recited in such measure its
findings establishing the existence in fact of a housing emergency so
grave as to constitute a serious menace to the general public and
48

Notice

of

intended

conversion;

time

such

of

grave

delivery;

(1) Prior
to
or simultaneous with the first offering of
individual units to any person each developer shall deliver a notice
of intended conversion to all tenants of the existing improvements
being converted to residential cooperative. All such notices shall
be given within a 72-hour period.
(2) (a) Each notice of intended conversion shall be dated anrl in
writing. The notice shall contain the following statement, with the
phrases of the following statement which appear in UPPER CASE printed
in conspicuous type:
"These apartments are being converted to cooperative by ... (name
of developer) ..• , the developer.
1. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE EXPIRATION OF YOUR
RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER, YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:
a. If
during the
next 270
days after

you have continuously been a resident of these �partments
last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to 270
the date of this notice.

b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these apartments
for the last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
next
180 days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to 180
days after the date of this notice.
c. IN ORDER FOR YOU TO EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT, YOU MUST
GIVE THE DEVELOPER WRITTEN NOTICE WITHIN 45 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS NOTICE.
2.

IF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT EXPIRES IN THE NEXT 45 DAYS:
You may extend your rental agreement for up to 45 days
after the date of this notice while you decide whether
to extend your rental agreement as explained above. To
do so, you must notify the developer in writing.
You
will then have the full 45 days to decide whether to
extend your rental agreement as explained above.

3. During the extension of your rental agreement you will be
charged the same rent that you are now paying.
4. YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AND ANY EXTENSION OF THE
RENTAL AGREEMENT AS FOLLOWS:
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a. If your rental agreement began or was extended or renewed
after ...(effective date of part) ..., you may cancel your rental
agreement upon 30 days' written notice and move. Also, upon 30 days'
written notice you may cancel any extension of the rental agreement.
b. If your rental agreement was not begun or was not extended or
renewed after ...(effective date of part) ... , you may not cancel the
rental agreement without the consent of the developer. You may,
however, upon 30 days' written notice cancel any extension of the
rental agreement.
5. 1\11 notices must be given in writing and sent by mail, return
receipt requested, or delivered in person to the developer at this
address: ...(name and address of developer)..•.
6. If you have continuously been a resident of these apartments
during the last 180 days:
a. You have the right to purchase your apartment, and will have
45 days to decide whether to purchase. If you do not buy the unit at
that price and the unit is later offered at a lower price, you will
have the opportunity to buy the unit at the lower price. However, in
all events your right to purchase the unit ends when the rental
agreement or any extension of the rental agreement ends, or when you
waive this right in writing.
b. Within 90 days you will be provided purchase information
relating to your apartment, including the price of your unit and the
condition of the building. If you do not receive this information
within 90 days, your rental agreement and any extension will be
extended l day for each day over 90 days until you are given the
purchase information.
If you don't want this rental agreement
extension, you must notify the developer in writing.
7. If you have any questions regarding this conversion or the
Cooperative /\ct, you may contact the developer or you may contact the
state agency which regulates cooperatives: The Division of Florida
Land Sales and Condominiums, •••(Tallahassee address and telephone
number of div is ion) •..."
(b) When a developer offers tenants an optional tenant relocation
payment pursuant to s. 719.606(4), the notice of intended conversion
shall contain a statement substantially as follows:
"If you have been a continuous resident of these apartments for
the last 180 days and your lease expires during the next 180 days:
you may extend your rental agreement for up to 270 days, or you may
extend your rental agreement for up to 180 days and receive a cash
payment at least equal to 1 month's rent.
You must make your
decision and inform the developer in writing within 45 days after the
date of this notice."
(c) When
the
rental agreement extension provisions of
719.606(6) are applicable to a conversion, subparagraphs l.a. and
of the notice of intended conversion shall read as follows:

s.
b.

"l. YOU MI\Y REMAIN I\S I\ RESIDENT UNTIL THE EXPIRATION OF YOUR
RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER, YOU MI\Y EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT I\S
FOLLOWS:
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you have continuously been a resident of these ap�rtment�
last 180 days and your rental agreement expires durin? the
days, you mAy extend your rental agreement for up to 36�
the date of this notice.

b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these apartments
for the last 180 days and your rental agreement expires during the
next 270 days, you may extend your rental agreement for up to 2,n
days after the date of this notice."
(3) Notice of intended conversion may not be waived by a tenant
unless the tenant's lease conspicuously states that the building 1�
to be converted and the other tenants residing in the building have
previously received a notice of intended conversion.
(4)
Upon the request of a developer and payment of a f0°
prescribed by the rules of the division And not to exceed $50,
tha
division may verify to a developer that a notice complies with this
section.
(5)
Each developer shall file with the divisi0n a C'.)py of the
notice of intended conversion. The copy of the notice shall be fil
with the division no later than the time when the notice is given to
the tenants.
0�

719.610

Notices.--

(1) 1\11 notices from tenants to a developer shall hP deemed givPn
when deposited in the United States mail, addressed
to
th
developer's address stated in the notice of conversion, and sent by
mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested; '.)r when personAlly
delivered in writing by the tenant to the developer at such address.
The date of a notice is the date when it is mailed or personnlly
delivered by the tenant.
0

(2) All notices from developers to tenants shall b� deemerl given
when deposited in the United States mail addressed to the ten�nt's
last known residence, which may be the address of the property
subject to the rental agreement, sent by certified or registererl
mail, postage prepaid. The date of a notice Is the date when it is
mailed to the tenant.
719.612

Right of first refusal.--

(1) Each tenant, who for the 180 days preceding a notic� of
intended conversion has been a residential tenant of the existinq
improvements, shall have the right of first refusal to rurchase th;
unit in which such tenant resides on the date of the notice, und r
the following terms and conditions:
0

(a) Within 90 days following the written notice of the int nda�
conversion the developer shall deliver to the tenant the following
purchase materials: an offer to sell stating the price and terms of
purchase; the economic information required by s. 719.614;
and the
disclosure documents required by ss. 719.503 and 719.504.
Failure by
the developer to deliver such purchase materials within 90 days
following the written notice of the intended conversion shall
automatically extend the rental agreement, any extension of the
rental agreement provided for in s. 719.606, or any other extension
of the rental agreement. The extension shall be for that number of
days in excess of 90 days that has elapsed from the date of th�
0
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to

the

date

when

the

(b) The tenant shall have the right of first refusal to purchase
the unit for a period of not less than 45 days after mailing or
personal delivery of the purchase materials.
(c)
If, after any right of first refusal has expired, the
developer offers the unit at a price lower than that offered to the
tenant, the developer shall in writing notify the tenant prior to the
publication of the offer. The tenant shall have the right of first
refusal at such lower price for a period of not less than an
additional 10 days after the date of such notice.
Thereafter, the
tenant shall have no additional right of first refusal. As used in
this paragraph, "offer" includes any solicitation to the general
public by means of newspaper advertisement, radio, television, or
written or printed sales literature or price list.
(2)
Prior to closing on the sale of the unit, a tenant alleging a
developer's violation of paragraph (1) (c) may bring an action for
equitable
or
other
relief,
including
specific performance.
Subsequent to closing, the tenant's sole remedy for such a violation
shall be damages. In addition to any damages otherwise recoverable
by law, the tenant shall be entitled to an amount equal the
difference between the price last offered in writing to the tenant
pursuant to this section, and the price at which the unit was sold to
a third party, plus court costs and attorney's fees.
(3)
It is against the public policy of this state for any
developer to seek to enforce any provision of any contract which
purports to waive the right of a purchasing tenant to bring an action
for specific performance.
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(3) Any other information which the division publishes and by
rule determines will assist tenants in making a decision, and which
the division makes available to the developer.
719.616 Disclosure
replacement costs.--

of

condition

(2) The following
improvements:

information

shall

(a)

The date and type of construction.

(b)

The prior use.

Elevators;

3.

Heating and cooling systems;

4.

Plumbing;

5.

Electrical systems;

(c) The running of the tenant's 45-day right of first refusal and
the additional 10-day period provided for by (1) (c) of this section,
if applicable.

6.

Swimming pool;

7.

Seawalls;

719.614 Economic information to be provided.--The developer shall
distribute to tenants having a right of first refusal, if any:

8.

Pavement, and parking areas; and

9.

Drainage systems.

termination

of

the rental agreement and all extensions

(b) Wniver of the right in writing by the tennnt, if the waiver
is executed subsequent to the date of the notice of intended
conversion.
A tenant who waives the right of first refusal waives
the right to receive the purchase information; or

(1) Information in summary form regarding mortgage financing,
estimated down payment, alternative financing and down payments,
monthly payments of principal, interest, and real estate taxes, and
federal income tax benefits.
(2) Market information, if any, compiled from developers on a
voluntary basis and prepared by the division describing cooperative
units which have been offered for sale within the last 12 months in
the county in which the tenant resides. The market information shall
include a statement substantially as follows:
"This information is
from the files of the Division of Florida
Land
Sales
and
52

and

estimated

be

stnterl concerning the

(3) (a) Disclosure of condition shall be made for each of th<?
following components that the existing impro•1ements may include:
2.

(a) The
thereof; or

building

(c) Whether there is termite damage or infestation, and wheth�r
the termite damage or infestation, if any, has been properly treate�.
The statement shall be substantiated by including, as an exhibit, an
inspection report by a certified pest control operator.

Roof;

A tenant's right of first refusal terminates upon:

of

(1)
Each
developer
creating
a residential cooperative bf
converting existing, previously occupied improvements to such form nf
ownership shall disclose the condition of the improvements and the
condition of certain components and
their
current
estimated
replacement cost.

l.

( 4)

CHAPTER 80-3

Condominiums.
It is believed correct but is not warranted by the
Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums or the cooperative
developers.
If you desire additional information, you may contact
the developer or a real estate agent."

(b)
For each component, the following information sh�ll he
disclosed, substantiated by attaching a copy of a certificate under
seal of an architect or engineer authorized to practice in this
state:
1.

The age of the component.

2.

The estimated remaining useful life of the component.
53

3. The
expressed:
a.

estimated

current

replacement

cost

Of

based upon each unit's proportional

The structural soundness of the component.

719.618

Converter reserve accounts; warranties.--

(1)
When existing improvements are converted to ownership as a
residential cooperative, the developer shall establish
reserve
accounts for capital expenditures and deferred maintenance, or give
warranties as provided by subsection (7), or post a surety bond as
provided by subsection
(8).
The developer shall fund the reserve
accounts in amounts calculated as follows:

(a) 1. When the existing improvements include an air conditioning
system serving more than one unit or property which the association
is responsible to repair, maintain, or replace, the developer shall
fund an air conditioning reserve account. When such air conditioning
system includes a central air or water cooling system, the amount of
the reserve account shall be not less than $0.72 for each square foot
of floor area served by the air conditioning system, multiplied by a
fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of the age of
the system in years or 18, and the denominator of which shall be 20.
In addition, when such air conditioning system includes a compressor,
the amount of the reserve account funding shall be increased by not
less than $0.19 for each square foot of floor space served by the air
conditioning system, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which
shall be the lesser of the age of the system in years or 18, and the
denominator of which shall be 20,
2. When -,,ater is supplied to the existing improvements through
galvanized plumbing, the developer shall fund a plumbing reserve
account.
The amount of the funding shall be not less than $0.63 for
each square foot of floor area in the existing improvements,
multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which shall he the lesser
of the age of the plumbing in years or 18, and the denominator of
which shall be 20.
3. Each developer converting existing improvements to ownership
as a residential cooperative shall fund a roof reserve account.
The
amount of the funding shall be not less than the unit amount for each
square foot of roof, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which
shall be the lesser of the age of the roof in years or 18, and the
denominator of which shall be 20.
The unit amount shall be
determined based on the roof type, as follows:
Unit Amount

Roof Type

C.

Built up roof without
insulation
Built up roof with
insulation
Cement tile roof

d.

Asphalt shingle roof

a.
b.

$1.00
foot
$1.85
foot
$2.00
foot
$1.00
foot
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As a total amount, and

b. As a per unit amount,
share of the common expenses.
4.
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per square
per square
per square
per square
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e.

Copper

E.

All other types

CHAPTER 80-J
$0.00 per square
foot
$1.00 per square
foot

(b) The age of any component or structure, for which the
developer is required to fund a reserve account, shall be measured in
years from the later of:
1. The date when the component or structure was replaced or
substantially renewed, if the replacement or renewal of the component
at least met the requirements of the then applicable building code;
or
2. The date when the installation or construction of the existing
component or structure was completed.
(c) When the age of a component or structure is to be measurerl
from the date of replacement or renewal, the developer shall provide
the division with a certificate, in affidavit form, of the developer,
its agent, or an engineer authorized to practice in this state,
verifying:
1.

The date of the replacement or renewal; and

2. That the replacement or renewal at least met the requirements
of the then applicable building code.
(}) (a)
The developer shall fund the reserve account an a pro rata
basis upon the sale of each unit. The developer shall deposit in thn
reserve account not less than a percentage of the total amount to be
deposited in the reserve account equal to the percentage of ownership
of the common elements allocable to the unit sold. When a developer
deposits amounts in excess of the minimum reserve account fundlnq,
later deposits may be reduced to the extent of the excess fundin�.
For the purposes of this subsection, a 11nit is considered as sol-i
when a fee interest in the unit is transferred to a third party or
the unit is leased for a period in excess of 5 years.
(b) When an association makes an expenditure of reserve account
funds before the developer has sold all units, the developer shall
make a deposit in the reserve account. Such deposit shall be at
least equal to that portion of the expenditure which would be charge-i
against the reserve account deposit which would have been made for
any such unit, had the unit been sold. Such deposit may be reduce-i
to the extent the developer has funded the reserve account in excess
of the minimum reserve account funding required by this subsection.
This paragraph applies only when the developer has funded reserv n
accounts as provided by paragraph (a).
(3)

The use of reserve account funds is limited as follows:

(a) Reserve account funds may be spent prior to the assumption of
control of the association by unit owners other than the developer;
and
(b) Reserve account funds may be expended only for repair or
replacement of the specific components for which the funds were
deposited, unless, after assumption of control of the association by
unit owners other than the developer, it is determined by a three55
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fourths vote
purposes.

of

a11

owners

unit

to

ex pend

the funds for other

(4) The developer shall establish the reserve account in the name
of the association at a bank or trust company located in this state.
( 5)

A

accounts.

developer

may

establish

and

fund

additional

reserve

(6) The division shall annually review the funding amounts
established by paragraph (1) (a). In reviewing the funding amounts,
the division shall consider changes in the cost and availability of
labor
and
materials;
advances
in
construction
techniques;
technological
changes;
interest
rates;
inflation;
published
construction cost estimating tables; and the comments of members of
the public,
including representatives of the construction industry
and apartment Industry, particularly general
contractors,
air
conditioning contractors, plumbing contractors, roofing contractors,
architects, and engineers. When the division determines that the
funding amounts require adjustment, the division shall conduct public
hearings and make recommendations to the Legislature regarding the
adjustment and revision of any funding amounts.
(7)
A
developer makes no implied warranties when existing
improvements are converted to ownership as a residential cooperative
and reserve accounts are funded in accordance with this section. As
an alternative to establishing such reserve accounts, or when a
developer fails to establish the reserve accounts in accordance with
this section, the developer shall be deemed to have granted to the
purchaser
of
each
unit an implied warranty of fitness and
merchantability for the purposes or uses intended, as to the roof and
structural components of the improvements and as to mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing elements serving the improvements, except
mechanical elements serving only one unit. Such warranty shall be
for a period beginning with the notice of intended conversion and
continuing
for
3 years thereafter, or the recording of the
declaration to cooperative and continuing for 3 years thereafter, or
1 year after owners other than the developer obtain control of the
association, whichever occurs last, but in no event more than 5
years.
(a) The warranty provided for in this section is conditioned upon
routine maintenance being performed, unless the maintenance is an
obligation of the developer or a developer-controlled association.
The warranty
(b)
successor owners.

shall

inure

to the benefit of each owner and

(c) Nothing in this section affects conversions of existing
improvements for which the developer has filed with the division
prior to the effective date of this part.
(d) Existing improvements converted to residential cooperative
may be covered by an insured warranty program underwritten by an
insurance company authorized to do business in this state, if such
warranty program meets the minimum requirements of this chapter.
To
the degree that such warranty program does not meet the minimum
requirements of this chapter, such requirements shall apply.
(8) When a developer desires to post a surety bond, the developer
shall, after notification to the buyer, acquire a surety bond issued
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by a company licensed to do business in this state, if such a bond is
readily available in the open market, in an amount which would be
equal to the total amount of all reserve accounts required under
subsection (1), payable to the association.
719.620 Prohibition
of
discrimination against n0npurchasing
tenants.--When existing improvements are converted to cooperative,
tenants who have not purchased a unit in the cooperative being
created shall, during the remaining term of the rental agreement and
any extension thereof, be entitled to the same rights, privileges,
and services that were enjoyed by all tenants prior to the date of
the written notice of conversion and are granted, offered, or
provided to purchasers.
Section 8. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
719. 103

( l 7)

is added to section 719.103, Florida

Definitions.--As used in this chapter:

(17)
"Rental agreement" means any written agreement, or oral
agreement 1f for less duration than l year, prov1d1ng for use and
o<:c�uJiancy of premis��Section 9.
719.402

Section 719.402, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Conversion of existing improvements to cooperative.-

Ht- A developer may create a cooperative by converting existing,
previously occupied improvements to such ownership by complying with
parts flaF!; I and VI of this chapter.
4�t-fat---ff--eMtSE¼A�--tmflFevemeA!;S-aFe-eeAvefl;ee-l;e-ewAeFsAtfl-a9-A
FesteeA!;!a!-eeefleFaetveT-eaeA--FesteeA!;ta!--l;eAaA!;--ef--l;Ae--e*tS�tA�
tmflFeveffieAes--sAa±±--Aave--eAe--Ft�Al;--ee-e*l;eAe-aA-e*fltFtA�-!ease-�f
teAaAey-�fleA-eAe-saffie-l;eFms-feF-a-fleFtee-eAal;-wt!!--eMfltFe--Ae--!aeeF
tRaA--!S9--eays--afl;eF--WFtl;l;eA--AeEtee-l;e-�Ae-l;eAaAe-ef-l;Ae-tAeeAeee
aeAveFsteAT--A-eeAaAe-ffi�se-§tYe-wF!eeeA-Ael;tee-l;e--l;Ae--eeve!efleF--eE
Rts--iA!;eAtieA-ee-eKEeAe-Rts-lease-eF-eeAaAey-wieA¼A-39-eays-a€eef-Ae
Feae!ves-Aeetee-eE-l;Ae-tAeeAeee-eeAveFsteAT
4e}--AAy-eisae�Ae-te-aA-eK4se!A�-teAaAe-en-the-flYFeAase-flFtee-e€-a
aeepefae!ve-paFeel-tA-a-eeAYeFsteA-ef-ewtsl;tA�-+mflFevemeAE9-9Aa!l--ee
e€€efee--€ef-a-fleftee-ef-Aee-less-eAaA-69-eays-€Fem-eAe-eaee-eE-€+Fse
ef€eFtA�-ee-s�eA-eeAaAeT
43t4ar--ie--!s--eAe--fle!!ey--e€--l;A4s--seaee--eAae--flFevis+eAs--e€
eeAeFael;sT-±easesT-eF-e!;AeF-HAeeF!;ak+A�s--wA+eA--al!ew--!aAeleFAS---eF
eeve±eflefsT--al;--eAetF--efleteAT--ee-eaAeel-aAe-eeFffi+Aaee-eAe-eeFms-ef
s�eA-!eases-�peA-eAe-eeAveFsteA-e€-tAe-pFefleF!;y-aA4--+mflFevemeA�s--ee
eeefleFal;tve--ewAeFSAtfl--epeA-less-ehaA-129-eays L -AeEtee-ee-ehe-�eAaA�
aFe-a�atnse-p�e!!e-fle±+eyT--AAY-flFevtsteAS-tA-aAy-eeAeFaeET-±easeT-ef
YA0eFeaktA�--WAteA--flF0Vt8e9--€eF--eaAee!!al;teR-eF-EeFmtAaeteA-AE-EAe
eeFffi-e€-aAy-lease-€eF-aA-apafemeAe-eF-eeAeF-FesieeAee-al;--�Ae--efl�!ea
e€-tRe-!aAe±efe-eF-eeve!efleF-€ef-feasen-ef-4es-+Al;eAeee-eeAveFs+eA-ee
a-eeepeFae+ve-€eFm-eE--ewAeFSAtfl-WtEAe�l;-ae--lease--}29--eays L --Aeetee
6R�ll-ee-�AeA€eFeeaele-eMeep!;-tA-eAe-€e!!ewtA�-eases�
±T--i€--eRe--eefffi--e€--eAe--!ease-Aas-!ess-ehaA-!69-eays-FeffiatAiA�
afteF-sYeA-Aee!€teal;teA-t9-�tveAT
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� T --1€--eAe--lease--gFaRes--eAe--eeAaAe--aA-epeieA-te-pYFeAase-tAe
apaFtmeAE-eF-eeAeF-FesieeAee-iA-wAieA-Ae-Fes+ees-aE-a-rF+ee-e�Yal--ee
eF-less-EAaA-EAae-e€€eFee-te-AeA-EeAaAes7 -wAieA-epeieA-is-eMeFe+saele
ey-eAe-eeAaAE-eYFiAg-a-peFiee-e€-Aee-less--EAaA--98--eays--a€eeF--eRe
ma+liRg-e€-a-Reeiee-e€-eAe-+RteReee-eeRYeFsieR-te-EAe-EeRaRtT
J T --1€--EAe--lease-pFeY+ees-tRae-eRe-lesseF-eF-eeYelepeF-sRall-ReE
eeAYeFE-ee-eeepeFaEiYe-ewReFSRip--eMeept--witR--tRe--eeASeAE--e€--tRe
teRaRES--e€--Ret--less--ERaR--69--peFeeAE--e€-ERe-apaFEmeRES-eF-0EReF
ewell+R�s-iR-impFeYemeRes-+ReeReee-ee-ee-eeRYeFeeeT--FeF-tRe--rYFpese
0{-ER+6-YeEe7 -YReeeYf+ee-apaFtmeAES-eF-eWell+R�S-SAall-ee-eeYREee-aRe
tRe-eeYelepeF-eF-lesseF-may-Yeee-tAese-apaFemeRtST
4et--!€--eRe--lease--pFeYiees--€eF-a-ReEi€+eaEieR-Ee-EAe-EeAaAE-e€
less-ERaR-l�9-eays-aAe-i€-tAe-EeFm-e€-tRe-lease--Aas--meFe--eRaR--l59
eays---Femai R iR�---a€teF---Reti€ieatieR--is--�iYeA7--AeE+€+eaE+eR--e€
eeFm!RaeieR-ES-EAe-EeRaRt-will-ee-e€€eeEiYe-+€--EAe--A0E½ee--pF9Y¼Se9
ERat--tAe--teAaAt--sAall-AaYe-l59-eays-eF-meFe-ee€eFe-eaAeellae+eA-eF
teFmiAat+eA-eeeemes-e€€eetiYeT
4et--beases--eMeeYtee--sYese�YeAt-te-tAe-eeYelepeF L s-eF-laAeleFeLs
aAReYReemeRt-e€-iR�eREteR-Ee-eeRYeFe--te--eeereFaE➔Ye--ewReFsAip--may
pFSY½Se--€eF--eaAeellat+eA-eF-EeFmiAatieA-YpeA-Aet-les9-EAaA-69-eays L
Ret+ee-ee-tAe-eeAaRt7 -pFeYieee-tAe-laAeleFe--eeAspieYeYsly--e+seleses
½A--tAe--lease--tAe--¼AEeAE+0A-Ee-eeRYeFE-EAe-rFepeFEy-eeRtaiR¼A1-eAe
leasee-pFem+ses-te-eeepeFatiYe-ewAeFSA½p-aAe-eAae-EAe--lease--may--ee
eaAeelee-YpeA-69-eays L -Ret+ee-Ee-tAe-teRaRET
4et--�Ae-ReE+ee-Fe�YiFemeRes-e€-tA+s-sYeseetieR-sAall-Ret-arrly-ee
a-lease--eREeFee--¼AEe--simYlEaReeYB±y--W½EA7 --eF--9YB9e�YeAE--E07--a
eeAtFaet-te-pYFeAase-�Ae-YR¼ET
44t--All--Ree+ees--ee-eeRaRE9-SAall-ee-giYeA-WAeA-eepes+eee-+A-eAe
YR+eee-Staees--ma+l--aeeFessee--ee--EAe--eeAaRE--aE--A+s--lase--�AewA
Fee+eeRee7 --wAieA--may--ee-eAe-aeeFess-e€-eAe-rFepeFey-sYejeet-ee-eAe
lease 7 -eeRe-ey-eeFei€+ee-eF-Feg+steFee-mail7-pesta�e-pFepa+eT--NeE+ee
may--Ret--ee-waiYee-ey-a-teAaRE-YRleee-eAe-eeRaRELe-leaee-seaees-eAaE
eAe-eY+leiR�-+s-ee-ee-eeAYeFeeaT
Section 10. Paragraph (1) of subsection (2) of section 719. 503,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
719.503

Disclosure prior to sale.--

(2) COPIES OF DOCUMENTS TO BE FURNISHED TO PROSPECTIVE BUYER OR
LESSEE.--Until such time as the developer has furnished the documents
listed below to a person who has entered into a contract to purchase
a unit or lease it for more than 5 years, the contract may be voided
by such person, entitling such person to a refund of any deposit
together with interest thereon as provided in s. 719.202.
The
contract may be terminated by written notice from the proposed buyer
or lessee delivered to the developer within 15 days after the buyer
or lessee receives all of the documents required by this section.
The documents to be delivered to the prospective buyer are the
prospectus
or disclosure statement with all exhibits, if the
development is subject to the provisions of s. 719.504, or, if not,
then copies of the following which are applicable:
(1)
If the cooperative is a conversion of existing improvements,
the statements and disclosure _requir_ed by s. 719,616 a--eEa\;emeRe--e€
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ERe--eeAq½E½eA--0€--eRe--+mpFeYemeAES--aAe--eF-+Aepee�+en-feF-�eFm+�e
eama�e-aAa-eFeaemeAE-eAeFee€.
Section 11. Subsection (15) of section 719.504, rlorida Statutes,
is amended to read:
719.504 Prospectus or offering circular.--Every developer of a
residential cooperative which contains more than 20 residential
units, or which is part of a group of residential cooperatives which
will be served by property to be used in common by unit owners of
more than 20 residenti�l units, shall prepare a prospectus or
offering circular and file it with the Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums prior to entering into an enforceable contract of
purchase and sale of any unit or lease of a unit for more th�n 5
years, and furnish a copy of the prospectus or offering circul�r to
each buyer. The prospectus or offering circular may include more
than one cooperative, although not all such units are being offered
for sale as of the date of the prospectus or offering circular.
The
prospectus
or
offering
circular
must contain the following
information:
If the cooperative is created by conversion of existing
(15)
improvements, the following information shall be stated eeAeePAiA�
eRe-+mpFeYemeAes:
(a)
The information
eeASEFYeeieA.

required

by

s.

719.616

aaee-aAe-eype-ef

4et--lRe-pF¼8F-Y5eT
4et--lRe--eeAeilsieA--e€--eAe--Fee€-aAa-EAe-meeAaAiea± 7 -elee�F+ea! 7
plY�AiR�T--aAe--SePYeEYFal--elemeRlss 7 --wRieR---slsa�eReAE---sAall---ee
sYeelsaAls+alsee--ey--attaeA+A�--a-eefy-e€-a-eeF!s+€+eaee-e€-a-FejisEeFee
aPeAiteee-eF-eA�½ReeFT
4at--WAeEAeF-tAeFe-+e-eeFmiee-eaRa�e-aAs-�Aae-eeF�+te-iA€e�taE+eA7
4€--aAyT--Aae--eeeA--pPefePly--EPeateaT---�Re--seaeeReA�---sAall---ee
sYeeeaAEiaeea--ey--iAelYeiA�7--as-an-e�R+ei� 7 -a-eepy-e€-aA-iAsfeee+�A
PepeFe-ey-a-eeFt+f+ee-fese-eeAeFel-epeFaEeFT
(b)4et A caveat that there are not express warranties unless they
are�pFeesly stated in writing by the developer.
Section 12.
read:

Section

florida

719.507,

Statutes,

is

amended t0

719.507 Zoning
and
building.--1\11
laws,
ordinances,
and
regulations concerning buildings or zoning shall b
c0nstr11ed �wl
applied with reference to the nilture and use of ,rnch prop rty,
No law, ordinance, 0r
without regard to the form of ownership.
regulation shall establish any requirement concerning the use,
location, placement, or construction
of
buildings
or
other
improvements which are, or may thereafter be, subjected to the
cooperative form of ownership, unless such requirement shall be
equally applicable to all buildings and improvements of the same kind
not then, or thereafter to be, subjected to the cooperative form of
ownership.
This section does not apply if the owner in fee of any
land enters into and records a covenant that ex1st1n9 improvements or
improvements to be constructed shall not be converted to the
cooperative form of residential ownership prior to 5 years after the
_ n date of the
la��L_tfie date of the covenant or comi:il�et1�
0

0
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improvements. Such covenant shall be entered into with the overnin
o y o
t e munic i pa ity i n w ic t e an i s ocate , or, i t e
land 1s not located in a municipality, w i th the governing
body of the
· ��
·
county 1n wh i ch the land is located.
Section 13.
read:
718.622

Section

718.622,

Florida

Statutes,

is

created to

(2) The disclosure provided by s. 718.616 and required by s .
718.503 and s. 718.504 to be furnished to each prospective buyer or
lessee for a period of more than 5 years shall be provided to all
such persons who have not, prior to the effective date of this part,
been furnished the documents or prospectu s or offering circular
required by s. 718.503 and s. 718.504.
(3) The provisions of s. 718.618 do not affect a conversion of
existing improvements when a developer has filed with the division
prior to the effective date of this part, provided:
(a)

The documents are proper for Elling purposes; and

(b)

Not later than six months after such filing the developer:

1. Records a declaration for such Elling in accordance with part
of this chapter, and
Gives a notice of intended conversion.

Section 14.
read:
719.622

Section

719.622,

Florida

Statutes,

is

created to

Saving clause.--

(1) All notices of intended conversion given subsequent to the
effective date of this part shall be subject to the requirements of
s. 719.606, s. 719.608 and s. 719.610. Tenants given such notices
shall have a right of first refusal as provided by s. 719.612.
(2) The disclosure provided by s. 719.616 and required by s.
719.503 and s. 719.504 to be furnished to each prospective buyer or
lessee for a period of more than 5 years shall be provided to all
such persons who have not, prior to the effective date of this part,
been furnished the documents or prospectus or offering circular
required by s. 719.503 and s. 719.504.
(3) The provisions of s. 719.618 do not affect a conversion of
existing improvements when a developer has filed with the division
prior to the effective date of this part, provided:
(a)

LAWS OF FLORIDA
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Section 15. IE any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and
to this end the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 16.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor May 1, 1980.

Saving clause.--

(1) All notices of intended conversion given subsequent to the
effective date of this part shall be subject to the requirements of
s. 718.606, s. 718.608 and s. 718.610. Tenants given such notices
shall have a right of first refusal as provided by s. 718.612.

2.

CHAPTER 80-3

The documents are proper for filing purposes; and

(b) Not later than six months after such filing the developer
gives a notice of intended conversion.
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Filed in Office Secretary of State May 2, 1980.
CHAPTER 80-4
House Bill No. 506
An

act relating to the Department of Citrus; amending s.
601.10(11), Florida Statutes; clarifying provi s ions
pertaining to payment of meeting expenses in lieu of
payment of per diem allowances; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsection
is amended to read:

( 11)

of section 601.10, Florida Statutes,

601.10 Powers of the Department of Citrus.--The Department of
Citrus shall have and shall exercise such general and specific powers
as are delegated to it by this chapter and other statutes of the
state, which powers shall include, but not be confined to, the
following:
(11) To conduct an annual merchandising and management meeting in
this state for department field personnel, and to make direct
payment, by means of vendor contracts approved by the commission, for
all necessary lodging, meals, facilities, and training expenses for
department employees attending such annual meeting, in lieu of
payment of individual employee per diem allowances as established by
s. 112.061.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect August 1, 1980.

Approved by the Governor May 5, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 5, 1980.
CHAPTER 80-5
House Bill No. 507
An

act relating to the Department of Citrus; amending s.
601.10(6), Florida Statutes; authorizing the Florida
Citrus Commission to designate authority to execute
contracts; authorizing the assistant secretary
to
attest signature; providing an effective date.
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On motion by Senator Thomas, the rules were waived and
HB 472 was ordered immediately certified to the House.
SB 90-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Council on Criminal Justice; amending s. 23.152(3)(g), Florida
Statutes; adding to the membership of the council; providing
an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Hair, by two-thirds vote SB 90 was read the third time by
title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-37
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Frank

Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

persons shall not be licensed under the Beverage Law; amend
ing s. 743.07(1), Florida Statutes, relating Lo rights of persons
18 and older, to provide an exemption for the Beverage Law;
providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Judiciary-Civil offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Don Childers:
Amendment 1-On page l, lines 20, 23, and 30, and on page 2,
lines 3, 9, 10, and 31, and on page 3, lines 7, 14, and 22, strike
"21" and insert: 19
Senators Don Childers, Maxwell and Trask offered the
following amendment to Amendment 1 which was moved by
Senator Don Childers:
Amendment IA-On page 1, line 1, strike "19" and insert: 20
On motion by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and
time of adjournment was extended until 12:30 p.m.
Senator Steinberg moved that further consideration of SB 114
be deferred. The motion failed.

Nays-None

Amendment lA was adopted. The vote was:

Vote after roll call:

Yeas-26

Yea-Stuart
CS for SB 98 by the Committee on Commerce and Senator
Carlucci was read the first time by title and SB 98 was laid
on the table.
Pending further consideration of CS for SB 98, the rules
were waived and on motion by Senator Carlucci, by two-thirds
vote CS for HB 132 was withdrawn from the Committee on
Commerce.
On motion by Senator CarlucciCS for HB 132-A bill to be entitled An act relating to can
cellation of mortgages; amending s. 701.04, Florida Statutes,
deleting provision for entering satisfaction on margin of
mortgage, lien or judgment; requiring that recorded satisfaction
be sent to the person who has made full payment following
receipt of full payment of a mortgage, lien or judgment; pro
viding for payment of attorney fees and costs; providing an
effective date.
-a companion measure was substituted for CS for SB 98
and read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Car
lucci, by two-thirds vote CS for HB 132 was read the third
time by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on
passage was:
Yeas-34
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
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Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Hill
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Steinberg
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yea-Myers, Stuart, Winn
CS for SB 98 was laid on the table.
Senator Scarborough []residing
SB 114-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Bev
erage Law; amending ss. 561.15(1), 562.ll, and !i62.lll, Florida
Statutes; prohibiting the consumption or possession of alcoholi�
beverages by persons under age 21 :rnd the selling or serving
,,f alcoholic beverages to such persons; providing that such

Mr. President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Fechtel

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston

MacKay
Maxwell
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole

Skinner
Steinberg
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask

Gordon
McClain
Scarborough
Scott

Stuart
Vogt
Ware

Williamson.
Winn

Nays-13
Anderson
Chamberlin
Dunn
Frank

Amendment 1 as :imended was adopted.
Senator Gordon raised a point of order that SB 114 as
amended had substantial fiscal impact and should be referred
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
The Presiding Officer ruled the point well taken. Pursuant
to rule 4.8 the bill was referred to the Committee on Ways
and Means.
On motion by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and the
Committee on Rules and Calendar was granted permission to
meet Tuesday, May 6, at 1:00 p.m.
On motions by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and
time of adjournment was extended until final action on HB 1591
and SB 568.
The Senate resumed consideration of-

HB 1591-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the conver
sion of existing improvements to condominiums and coopera
tives; creating part VI oi chapter 718, Florida Statutes; cre
ating part VI of chapter 719, Florida Statutes; providing a
short title: providing for the extension and termination of
rental agreements; providing for notice of intended conversion
and other notices; providing the right of first refusal; providing
for civil action; providing for damages, costs, and attorney's
fees; providing for the provision of economic information to
tenants; providing for the disclosure of condition of building
and replacement costs; providing for converter reserve accounts
or warranties; providing for the prohibition of discrimination
against nonpurchasing tenants; adding s. 718.103(21), Florida
Statutes; defining ''rental agreement"; adding s. 719.103(17),
Florida Statutes; defining ''rental agreement"; amending s.
718.-!02, Florida Statutes; providing for the conversion of exist
ing improvements to condominium; amending s. 719.-102, Florida
Statutes; providing for che conversion of existing improve-
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ments to cooperative; amending ss. 718.503(2)(]), 718.504(1G),
7Hl.503(2)(]), 719.504(15), Florida Statutes: providing for th<'
disclosure of specified information to buyers; amending ss.
718.507, 719.507. Florida Statutes; specifying the effect of
zoning and building regulations on condominiums an<l coopera
tives; providing severability; providing an effective <late.
Senator Steinberg moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment I-Strike everything- after the enacting clause
and insert: Section 1. Part VJ of Chapter 718, Florida Statutes,
consisting of sections 718.60,1, 718.606, 718.608, 718.610, 718.612.
718.614, 718.616, 718.618, and 718.620, is created to read:
PART VI

ROTH ACT
CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS
718.604 Short title.-This part shall be known and may be
cited as the "Roth Act" in memory of Mr. James S. Roth,
Director, Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums,
1979-80.
718.606 Conversion of existing improvements to condomin
ium; rental agreements.-When existing improvements are con
verted to ownership as a residential condominium:
(1) (a) Each residential tenant who has resided in the
existing improvements for at least the 180 days preceding the
date of the written notice of intended conversion shall have the
right to extend an expiring rental agreement upon the same
terms for a period that will expire no later than 270 days
after the date of the notice. If the rental agreement expires
more than 270 days after the date of the notice, the tenant
may not unilateraily extend the rental agreement.
(b) Each other residential tenant shall have the right
to e},,-tend an expiring rental agreement upon the same terms for
a period that will expire no later than 180 days after the
date of the written notice of intended conversion. If the
rental agreement expires more than 180 days after the date
of the notice, the tenant may not unilaterally extend the
rental agreement.
(2) (a) In order to extend the rental agreement as provided
in subsection (1), a tenant shall, within 45 days after the date
of the written notice of intended conversion, give written
notice to the developer of the intention to extend the rental
agreement.
(b) If the rental agreement will expire within 4fi days fol
lowing the date of the notice, the tenant may remain in
occupancy for the 45-day decision period upon the same terms
by giving the developer written notice and paying rent on a
pro rata basis from the expiration date of the rental agreement
to the end of the 45-day period.
(c) The tenant may extend the rental agreement for the
full extension period or a part of the period.
(3) After the date of a notice of intended conversion, a
tenant may terminate the rental agreement, or any extension
period, upon 30 days' written notice to the developer. However,
unless the rental agreement was entered into, extended, or
renewed after the effective date of this part, the tenant may
not unilaterally terminate the rental agreement but may uni
laterally terminate any extension period upon 30 days' written
notice.
(4) A developer may elect to provide tenants who have been
continuous residents of the existing improvements for at least
180 days preceding the date of the written notice of intended
conversion and whose rental agreements expire within 180
days of th€ date of the written notice of intended conversion
the option of receiving in cash an optional tenant relocation
payment at least equal to 1 month's rent in consideration for
extending the rental agreement for not more than 180 days
rather tban extending the rental agreement for up to 270
days.
(5) A rental agreement may provide for termination by
tbe developer upon 60 days' written notice if the rental agree
ment is entered into subsequent to the delivery of the written
notice of intended conversion to all tenants and conspicuously
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states that th£' existing- improvements are to be converted. No
other provision in a rental agreement shall be enforceable to
thP extent that it purports to reduce tlw extension period pro
vided by this section or otherwise would permit a dL\Veloper
to terminate a rental agreemen; in the event of a conversion.
This subsection applies to rental agreements entered into, ex
tended, or renewed after the effective date of this part; the
termination provisions of all other rental agreements are gov
erned by the provisions of s. 718.402(3) [F.S. 1979].
(6) Any provision of this section or of the rental agree
ment or other contract or agreement to the contrary notwith
standing, whenever a county, including charter counties, deter
mines that there exists within the county a vacancy rate in
rental housing of 3 percent or less, the county may adopt an
ordinance or other measure extending the 270-day extension
period described in (1) (a) of this section and the 180-day
extension described in (1) (b) of this section for an additional
90 days, if:
(a) Such measure was duly adopted, after notice and public
hearing, in accordance with all applicable provisions of the
charter governing such county, and any other applicable laws;
and
( b) Such governing body has made and recited in such
measure its findings establishing the existence in fact of a
housing emergency so grave as to constitute a serious menace
to the general public and that such controls are necessary and
proper to eliminate such grave housing emergency.
A county ordinance or other measure adopting an additional
90-day extension under the provisions of this section is con
trolling throughout the entire county, including charter counties,
where adopted, including all municipalities, unless a municipali
ty votes not to have it apply within its boundaries.
718.608
tent.-

Notice of intended conversion; time of delivery; con

(1) Prior to or simultaneous with the first offering of
individual units to any person each developer shall deiiver
a notice of intended conversion to all tenants of the existing
improvements being converted to residential condominium. All
such notices shall be given within a 72-hour period.
(2) (a) Each notice of intended conversion shall be dated
and in writing. The notice shall contain the following state
ment, with the phrases of the following statement which appear
in UPPER CASE printed in conspicuous type:
"These apartments are being converted to condominium by
. . . (name of developer) .. . , the developer.
1. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE
EXPIRATION OF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER,
YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:
a. If you have continuously been a resident of these apart
ments during the last 180 days and your rental agreement
expires during the next 270 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 270 days after the date of this notice.
b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these
apartments for the last 180 da:,•s and your rental agreement
expires during the next 180 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 180 days after the date of this notice.
c. IN ORDER FOR YOU TO EXTEND YOUR RENTAL
AGREEMENT, YOU MUST GIVE THE DEVELOPER WRIT
TEN NOTICE WITHIN 45 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS NOTICE.
2. IF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT EXPIRES IN THE
NEXT 45 DAYS:
You may extend your rental agreement for up to 45 days
after the date of this notice while you decide whether to
extend your rental agreement as explained above. To do so,
you must notify the developer in writing. You will then
have the full 45 days to decide whether to extend your
rental agreement as explained above.
3. During the extension of your rental agreement you will
be charged the same rent that you are now paying.
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4. YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT
AND ANY EXTENSION OF THE RENTAL AGREEMENT
AS FOLLOWS:
a. If your rental agreement began or was extended or
renewed after ...(effective date of part) . . . , you may cancel
your rental agreement upon 30 days' written notice and move.
Also, upon 30 days' written notice you may cancel any exten
sion of the rental agreement.
b. If your rental agreement was not begun or was not
extended or renewed after ...(effective date of part) ..., you
may not cancel the rental agreement without the consent of the
developer. You may, however, upon 30 days' written notice
cancel any extension of the rental agreement.
5. All notices must be given in writing and sent by mail,
return receipt requested, or delivered in person to the developer
at this address: ...(name and address of developer) ....
6. If you have continuously been a resident of these apart
ments during the last 180 days:
a. You have the right to purchase your apartment and will
have 46 days to decide whether to purchase. If you do not buy
the unit at that price and the unit is later offered at a lower
price, you will have the opportunity to buy the unit at the
lower price. However, in all events your right to purchase the
unit ends when the rental agreement or any extension of the
rental agreement ends, or when you waive this right in writing.
b. Within 90 days you will be provided purchase information
relating to your apartment, including the price of your unit
and the condition of the building. If you do not receive this
information within 90 days, your rental agreement and any
extension will be extended 1 day for each day over 90 days
until you are given the purchase information. If you don't
want this rental agreement extension, you must notify the
developer in writing.
7. If you have any questions regarding this conversion or
the Condominium Act, you may contact the developer or you
may contact the state agency which regulates condominiums:
The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums.
... (Tallahassee address and telephone number of division) .. . ."
(b) When a developer offers tenants an optional tenant
relocation payment pursuant to s. 718.606( 4), the notice of in
tended conversion shall contain a statement substantially as
follows:
"If you have been a continuous resident of these apart
ments for the last 180 clays and your lease expires during
the next 180 days: you may extend your rental agreement for
up to 270 days, or you may extend your rental agreement for
up to 180 days and receive a cash payment at least equal to
1 month's rent. You must make your decision and inform the
developer in writing within 45 days after the date of this
notice."
(c) When the rental agreement extension provisions of
s. 718.606(6) are applicable to a conversion, subparagraphs
La. and b. of the notice of intended conversion shall read as
follows:
"l. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE
EXPIRATION OF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER,
YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS FOL
LOWS:
a. If you have continuously been a resident of these apart
ments during the last 180 days am! your rental agreement
expires during the next 360 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 360 days after the elate of this notice.
b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these
apartments for the last 180 days and your rental agreement
expires during the next 270 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 270 days after the date of this notice."
(3) Notice of intended conversion may not be waived by
a tenant unless the tenant's lease conspicuously states that
the building is to be converted and the other tenants residing
in the building have previously received a notice of intended
conversion.
(4) Upon the request of a developer and payment of a
fee prescribed by the rules of the division and not to exceed
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$50, the division may verify to a developer that a notice com
plies with this section.
(5) Each developer shall file with the division a copy of
the notice of intended conversion. The copy of the notice
shall be filed with the division no later than the time when
the notice is given to the tenants.
718.610 Notices.(1) All notices from tenants to a developer shall be deemed
given when deposited in the United States mail, addressed to
the developer's address stated in the notice of conversion, and
sent postage prepaid, return receipt requested; or when per
sonally delivered in writing by the tenant to the developer at
such address. The date of a notice is the date when it is
mailed or personally delivered by the tenant.
(2) All notices from developers to tenants shall be deemed
given when deposited in the United States mail addressed to
the tenant's last known residence, which may be the address
of the property subject to the rental agreement, sent by cer
tified or registered mail, postage prepaid. The date of a notice
is- the date when it is mailed to the tenant.
718.612

Right of first refusal.-

(1) Each tenant, who for the 180 days preceding a notice
of intended conversion has been a residential tenant of the
existing improvements, shall have the right of first refusal
to purchase the unit in which such tenant resides on the date
of the notice, under the following terms and conditions:
(a) Within 90 days following the written notice of the
intended conversion, the developer shall deliver to the tenant
the following purchase materials: an offer to sell stating the
price and terms of purchase; the economic information re
quired by s. 718.614; and the disclosure documents required by
ss. 718.503 and 718.504. Failure by the developer to deliver
such purchase materials within 90 days following the written
notice of the intended conversion shall automatically extend
the rental agreement, any extension of the rental agreement
provided for in s. 718.606, or any other extension of the rental
agreement. The extension shal! be for that number of days in
excess of 90 days that has elapsed from the date of the
wTitten notice of the intended conversion to the date when
the purchase materials are delivered.
(b) The tenant shall have the right of first refusal to
purchase the unit for a period of not less than 45 days after
mailing or personal delivery of the purchase materials.
( c) If, after any right of first refusal has expired, the
developer offers the unit at a price lower than that offered
to the tenant, the developer shall in writing notify the tenant
prior to the publication of the offer. The tenant shall have
the right of first refusal at such lower price for a period of
not less than an additional 10 days after the date of such
notice. Thereafter, the tenant shall have no additional right of
first refusal. As used in this paragraph, "offer " includes any
solicitation to the general public by means of newspaper adver
tisement, radio, television, or written or printed sales literature
or price list.
(2) Prior to closing on the sale of the unit, a tenant
alleging a developer's violation of paragraph (1)(c) may
bring an action for equitable or other relief, including specific
performance. Subsequent to closing, the tenant's sole remedy
for such a violation shall be damages. In addition to any
damages otherwise recoverable by law, the tenant shall be
entitled to an amount equal to the difference between the
price last offered in writing to the tenant pursuant to this
section, and the price at which the unit was sold to a third
party, plus court costs and attorney's fees.
(3) It is against the public policy of this state for any
developer to seek to enforce any provision of any contract
which purports to waive the right of a purchasing tenant to
bring an action for specific performance.
(4)

A tenant's right of first refusal terminates upon:

(a) The termination of the rental agreement and all exten
sions thereof; or
(b) Waiver of the right in writing by the tenant, if the
waiver is executed subsequent to the date of the notice of
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intended conversion. A tenant who waives the right of first
refusal waives the right to receive the purchase information; or
( c) The running of the tenant's 45-day right of first
refusal and the additional 10-day period provided for by
(1) (c) of this section, if applicable.
718.614 Economic information to be provided.-The developer
shall distribute to tenants having a right of first refusal, if
any:
(1) Information in summary form regarding mortgage
financing, estimated down payment, alternative financing and
down payments, monthly payments of principal, interest, and
real estate taxes, and federal income tax benefits.
(2) Market information, if any, compiled from developers on
a voluntary basis and prepared by the division describing
condominium units which have been offered for sale within
the last 12 months in the county in which the tenant resides.
The market information shall include a statement substantially
as follows: "This information is from the files of the Division
of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums. It is believed correct
but is not warranted by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums or the condominium developers. If you desire
additional information, you may contact the developer or a real
estate agent."
(3) Any other information which the division publishes
and by rule determines will assist tenants in making a decision,
and which the division makes available to the developer.
718.616 Disclosure of condition of building and estimated
replacement costs.( 1) Each developer creating a residential condominium by
·converting existing, previously occupied improvements to such
form of ownership shall disclose the condition of the improve
ments and the condition of certain components and their
-current estimated replacement cost.
(2) The following information shall be stated concerning
the improvements:
(a)

The date and type of construction.

(b)

The prior use.

(c) Whether there is termite damage or infestation, and
whether the termite damage or infestation, if any, has been
properly treated. The statement shall be substantiated by in
cluding, as an exhibit, an inspection report by a certified pest
control operator.
(3) (a) Disclosure of condition shall be made for each of
the following components that the existing improvements may
include:

4.

The structural soundness of the component.

718.6188

Converter reserve accounts: warranties.-

( 1) When existing improvements are converted to owner
ship as a residential condominium, the developer shall establish
reserve accounts for capital expenditures and deferred main
tenance, or give warranties as provided by subsection (7), or
post. a surety bond as provided by subsection ( 8). The developer
shall fund the reserve
accounts in amounts calculated as
follows:
(a)l. When the existing improvements includ·e an air con
ditioning system serving more than one unit or property which
the association is responsible to repair, maintain, or replace, the
developer shall fund an air conditioning reserve account. When
such air conditioning system includes a central air or water
cooling system, the amount of the reserve account shall be not
less than $0.72 for each square foot of floor area served by
the air conditioning system, multiplied by a fraction, the numer
ator of which shall be the lesser of the age of the system in
years or 18, and the denominator of which shall be 20. In
addition, when such air conditioning system includes a com
pressor, the amount of the reserve account funding shal! be
increased by not less than $0.19 for each square foot of floor
space served by the air conditioning system, multiplied by a
fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of the
age of the system in years or 18, and the denominator of
which shall be 20.
2. When water is supplied to the existing improvements
through galvanized plumbing, the developer shall fund a plumb
ing reserve account. The amount of the funding shall be not
less than $0.63 for each square foot of floor area in the existing
improvements, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which
shall be the lesser of the age of the plumbing in years or 18,
and the denominator of which shall be 20.
3. Each developer converting existing improvements to
ownership as a residential condominium shall fund a roof re
serve account. The amount of the funding shal! be not less
than the unit amount for each square foot of roof, multiplied
by a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of
the age of the roof in years or 18, and the denominator of which
shall be 20. The unit amount shall be determined based on the
roof type, as follows:
Roof Type

Unit Amount

a.

Built up roof without insulation

$1.00 per square foot

b.

Built up roof with insulation

$1.85 per square foot

C.

Cement tile roof

$2.00 per square foot

d.

Asphalt shingle roof

$1.00 per square foot

l.

Roof;

e.

Copper

$0.00 per square-foot

2.

Elevators;

f.

All other types

$1.00 per square foot

3.

Heating and cooling systems;

4.

Plumbing;

5. Electrical systems;
6.

Swimming pool;

7.

Seawalls;

8.

Pavement, and parking areas; and

-9.

Drainage systems.

(b) For each component, the following information shall be
disclosed, substantiated by attaching a copy of a certificate
under seal of an architect or engineer authorized to practice
in this state:
l.

The age of the component.

2.

The estimated remaining useful life of the component.

3. The estimated current replacement cost of the component,
.. expressed:
a.

As a total amount; and

b. As .a per unit amount, based upon each unit's propor
tional share-of the common expenses.

(b) The age of any component or structure, for which the
developer is required to fund a reserve account, shall be meas
ured in years from the later of:
1. The date when the component or structure was replaced
or substantially renewed, if the replacement or renewal of the
component at least met the requirements of the then applicable
building code; or
2. The date when the installation or construction of the
existing component or structure was completed.
(c) When the age of a component or structure is to be meas
ured from the date of replacement or renewal, the developer
shall provide the division with a certificate, in affidavit form,
of the developer, its agent, or an engineer authorized to prac
tice in this .state, verifying:
1. The date of the replacement or renewal; and
2. That the replacement or renewal at least met the require
ments of the then applicable building code.
(2) (a) The developer shall fund the reserve account on a
pro rata basis upon the sale of each unit. The developer shall
.deposit in the reserve account not less than a percentage of the
total amount to be deposited in the reserve account equal to the
percentage of ownership of the common elements allocable to the
unit sold. When a developer deposits amounts in excess of the
minimum reserve account funding, later deposits may be reduced
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to the extent of the excess funding. For the purposes of this
subsection, a unit is considered as sold when a fee interest in
the unit is transferred to a third party or the unit is leased for
a period in excess of 5 years.
(b) When an association makes an expenditure of reserve
account funds before the developer has sold all units, the de
veloper shall make a deposit in the reserve account. Such de
posit shall be at least equal to that portion of the expenditure
which would be charged against the reserve account deposit
which would have been made for any such unit, had the unit been
sold. Such deposit may be reduced to the extent the developer
has funded the reserve account in excess of the minimum re
serve account funding required by this subsection. This para
graph applies only when the developer has funded reserve ac
counts as provided by paragraph (a).
(3)

The use of reserve account funds is limited as follows:

(a) Reserve account funds may be spent prior to the assump
tion of control of the association by unit owners other than
the developer; and
(b) Reserve account funds may be expended only for repair
or replacement of the specific components for which the funds
were deposited, unless, after assumption of control of the associ
ation by unit owners other than the developer, it is determined
by a three-fourths vote of all unit owners to expend the funds
for other purposes.
( 4) The developer shall establish the reserve account in
the name of the association at a bank or trust company located
in this state.
(:i) A developer may establish and fund additional reserve
accounts.
(6) The division shall annually review the funding amounts
established by paragraph (1) (a). In reviewing the funding
amounts, the division shall consider changes in the cost and
availability of labor and materials; advances in construction
techniques; technological changes; interest rates; inflation; pub
lished construction cost estimating tables; and the comments of
members of the public, including representatives of the con
struction industry and apartment industry, particularly general
contractors, air conditioning contractors, plumbing contractors,
roofing contractors, architects, and engineers. When the divi
sion determines that the funding amounts require adjustment,
the division shall conduct public hearings and make recommenda
tions to the Legislature regarding the adjustment and revision
of any funding amounts.
(7) A developer makes no implied warranties when existing
improvements are converted to ownership as a residential con
dominium and reserve accounts are funded in accordance with
this section. As an alternative to establishing such reserve ac
counts, or when a developer fails to establish the reserve ac
counts in accordance with this section, the developer shall be
deemed to have granted to the purchaser of each unit an im
plied warranty of fitness and merchantability for the purposes
or uses intended, as to the roof and structural components of
the improvements and as to mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
·elements serving the improvements, except mechanical elements
serving only one unit. Such warranty shall be for a period
beginning with the notice of intended conversion and continuing
for 3 years thereafter, or the recording of the declaration to
condominium and continuing for 3 years thereafter, or 1 year
after owners other than the developer obtain control of the as
sociation, whichever occurs last, but in no event more than 5
years.
( a) The warranty provided for in this section is conditioned
upon routine maintenance being performed, unless the main
tenance is an obligation of the developer or a developer-con
trolled association.
(b) The warranty shall inure to the benefit of each owner
and successor owners.
(c) Nothing in this section affects conversions of existing
improvements for which the developer has filed with the divi
sion prior to the effective date of this part.
(d) Existing improvements converted to residential condo
minium may be covered by an insured warranty program under
written by an insurance company authorized to do business in
this �tate, if such warranty program meets the minimum
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requirements of this chapter. To the degree that such warranty
program does not me€t the minimum requirements of this
chapter, such requirements shall apply.
(8) When a developer desires to post a surety bond, the
developer shall, after notification to the buyer, acquire a surety
bond issued by a company licensed to do business in this state,
if such a bond is readily available in the open market, in an
amount which would be equal to the total amount of all reserve
accounts required under subsection (1), payable to the associa
tion.
718.620 Prohibition of discrimination against nonpurchasiilg
tenants.-When existing improvements are converted to con
dominium, tenants who have not purchased a unit in the con
dominium being created shall, during the remaining term of
the rental agreement and any extension thereof, be entitled to
the same rights, privileges, and services that were enjoyed by
all tenants prior to the date of the written notice of conversion
and are granted, offered, or provided to purchasers.
Section 2. Subsection (21)
Florida Statutes, to read:
718.103

is added to section 718.103,

Definitions.-As used in this chapter:

(21) "Rental agreement" means any written agreement, or
oral agreement if for less duration than 1 year, providing for
use and occupancy of premises.
Section 3.
read:
718.402
ium.-

Section 718.402, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Conversion of existing improvements to condomin

B+ A developer may create a condominium by converting
existing, previously occupied improvements to such ownership
by complying with parts � I and VI of this chapter.
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Section 4. Paragraph (I) of subsection (2) of section 718.503, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
718.503

Disclosure prior to sale.-

(2) COPIES OF DOCUMENTS TO BE FURNISHED TO
PROSPECTIVE BUYER OR LESSEE.-Until such time as
the developer has furnished the documents listed below to a
person who has entered into a contract to purchase a unit
or lease it for more than 5 years, the contract may be voided
by such person, entitling such person to a refund of any de
posit together with interest thereon as provided in s. 718.202.
The contract may be terminated by written notice from the
proposed buyer or lessee delivered to the developer within 15
days after the buyer or lessee receives all of the documents
required by this section. The documents to be delivered to the
prospective buyer are the prospectus or disclosure statement
with all exhibits, if the development is subject to the provisions
of s. 718.504, or, if not, then copies of the following which are
applicable:
(1) If the condominium is a conversion of existing im
provements, the statements and disclosure required by s. 718.Gl G
a �nt e-f tJi.e ee-ne-i-tie-n ef t4e impFa,,ements a-n4 ef +n
� ffi' � 4am&ge &fHl �mMffi.t �Section 5. Subsection (15) of section 718.504, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
718.504 Prospectus or offering circular.-Every developer
of a residential condominium which contains more than twenty
residential units, or which is part of a group of residential
condominiums which will be served by property to be used in
common by unit owners of more than twenty residential units,
shall prepare a prospectus or offering circular and file it with
the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums prior
to entering into an enforceable contract of purchase and sale
of any unit or lease of a unit for more than 5 years, and furnish
a copy of the prospectus or offering circular to each buyer.
The prospectus or offering circular may include more than one
condominium, although not all such units are being offered for
sale as of the date of the prospectus or offering circular. The
_prospectus or offering circular must contain the following in
formation:
(15) If the condominium is created by conversion of exist
ing improvements, the following information shall be stated
eet1eef'Hiag t1,e imprevemmaits:
(a) The information required by s. 718.61G e&te &nd �
ef e0t1sti>m�ti0n.
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(b)fe-t A caveat that there are no express warranties unless
thf'�- arC' e,,;�:, staled in writing b�- the developer.
Seclion G.
read:

Section 718.507, Florida Statutes, is amended to

718.507 Zoning and building.-All laws, ordinances, and
regulations concerning buildings or zoning shall be construed
and applied with reference to the nature and use of such prop
erty, without regard to the form of ownership. No Jaw, ordi
nance, or regulation shall establish any requirement concerning
the use, location, placement, or construction of buildings or other
improvements which are, or may thereafter be, subjected to
the condominium form of ownership, unless such requirement
shall be equally applicable to all buildings and improvements
of the same kind not then, or thereafter to be, subjected to the
condominium form of ownership. This section does not apply if
the owner in fee of any land enters into and records a cove
nant that, existing improvements or improvements to be con
struc/,ed shall not be converted to the condominium form of
residential ownership prior to 5 years after the later of th8
date oj the co1,enant or completion date of the improvements.
Such covenant shall be entered into with the governing body
of the municipality in which the land is located, or, if the land
is not located in a municipality, with the governing body of
the county in which the land is located.
Section 7. Part VI of Chapter 719, Florida Statutes, con
sisting of sections 719.604, 719.606, 719.608, 719.610, 719.612,
719.614, 719.Gl6, 719.618, and 719.620, is created to read:
PART VI
ROTH COOPERATIVE CONVERSION ACT
719.604 Short title.-This part shall be known and may
be cited as the "Roth Cooperative Conversion Act" in memory
of Mr. James S. Roth, Director, Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums, 1979-80.
719.606 Conversion of existing improvements to cooperative;
rental agreements.-When existing improvements are converted
to ownership as a residential cooperative:
(1) (a) Each residential tenant who has resided in the exist
ing improvements for at least the 180 days preceding the date
of the written notice of intended conversion shall have the
right to extend an expiring rental agreement upon the same
terms for a period that will expire no later than 270 days after
the date of the notice. If the rental agreement expires more
than 270 days after the date of the notice, the tenant may not
unilaterally extend the rental agreement.
(b) Each other residential tenant shall have the right to
extend an expiring rental agreement upon the same terms for
a period that will expire no later than 180 days after the date
of the written notice of intended conversion. If the rental
agreement expires more than 180 days after the date of the
notice, the tenant may not unilaterally extend the rental agree
ment.
(2) (a) In order to extend the rental agreement as pro
vided in subsection (1), a tenant shall, within 45 days after
the date of the written notice of intended conversion, give
written notice to the developer of the intention to extend the
rental agreement.
(b) If the rental agreement will expire within 45 days fol
lowing the date of the notice, the tenant may remain in occu
pancy for the 45-day decision period upon the same terms by
giving the developer written notice and paying rent on a pro
rata basis from the expiration date of the rental agreement to
the end of the 45-day period.
( c) The tenant may extend the rental agreement for the
full extension period or a part of the period.
(3) After the date of a notice of intended conversion, a
tenant may terminate the rental agreement, or any extension
period, upon 30 days' written notice to the developer. How
ever, unless the rental agreement was entered into, extended, or
renewed after the effective date of this part, the tenant may
not unilaterally terminate the rental agreement but may uni
laterally terminate any extension period upon 30 days' written
notice.
( 4) A developer may elect to provide tenants who have
been continuous residents of the existing improvements for at
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least 180 days preceding the date of the written notice of in
tended conversion and whose rental agreements expire within
180 days of the date of the written notice of intended conversion,
the option of receiving in cash an optional tenant relocation
payment at least equal to 1 month's rent in consideration for ex
tending the rental agreement for not more than 180 days rather
than extending the rental agreement for up to 270 days.
( 5) A rental agreement may provide for termination by
the developer upon 60 days' written notice if the rental agree
ment is entered into subsequent to the delivery of the written
notice of intended conversion to all tenants and conspicuously
states that the existing improvements are to be converted. No
other provision in a rental agreement shall be enforceable to the
extent that it purports to reduce the extension period provided
by this section or otherwise would permit a developer to termi
nate a rental agreement in the event of a conversion. This sub
section applies to rental agreements entered into, extended, or
renewed after the effective date of this part; the termination
provisions of all other rental agreements are governed by the
provisions of s. 71().402(3) [F.S. 197 9].
( 6) Any provision of this section or of the rental agreement
or other contract or agreement to the contrary notwithstanding,
whenever a county, including charter counties, determines that
there exists within the county a vacancy rate in rental housing
of 3 percent or less, the county may adopt an ordinance or
other measures extending the 270-day extension period de
scribed in ( 1)(a) of this section and the 180-day extension de
scribed in (1) (b) of this section for an additional 90 days, if;
(a) Such measure was duly adopted, after notice and public
hearing, in accordance with all applicable provisions of the
charter governing such county, and any other applicable laws;
and
(b) Such governing body has made and recited in such
measure its findings establishing the existence in fact of a
housing emergency so grave as to constitute a serious menace to
the general public and that such controls are necessary
and proper to eliminate such grave housing emergency.
A county ordinance or other measure adopting an additional
90-day extension under the provisions of this section is con
trolling throughout the entire county, including charter coun
ties, where adopted, including all municipalities, unless a munici
pality votes not to have it apply within its boundaries.
719.608
tent.-

Notice of intended conversion; time of delivery; con

( 1) Prior to or simultaneous with the first offering of in
dividual units to any person each developer shall deliver a notice
of intended conversion to all tenants of the existing improve
ments being converted to residential cooperative. All such
notices shall be given within a 72-hour period.
(2)(a) Each notice of intended conversions shall be dated and
in writing. The notice shall contain the following statement, with
the phrases of the following statement which appear in UPPER
CA.SE printed in conspicuous type:
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You may extend your rental agreement for up to 45 days
after the date of this notice while you decide whether to
extend your rental agreement as explained above. To do so,
you must notify the developer in writing. You will then
have the full 45 days to decide whether to extend your
rental agreement as explained above.
3. During the extension of your rental agreement you will
be charged the same rent that you are now paying.
4. YOU MAY CANCEL YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT
AND ANY EXTENSION OF THE RENTAL AGREEMENT
AS FOLLOWS:
a. If your rental agreement began or was extended or
renewed after ...(effective date of part) ..., you may cancel
your rental agreement upon 30 days' written notice and move.
Also, upon 30 days' written notice you may cancel any exten
sion of the rental agreement.
b. If your rental agreement was not begun or was not
extended or renewed after ...(effective date of part) ... , you
may not cancel the rental agreement without the consent of
the developer. You may, however, upon 30 days' written notice
cancel any extension of the rental agreement.
5. All notices must be given in writing and sent by mail,
return receipt requested, or delivered in person to the developer
at this address: ...(name and address of developer) ....
6. If you have continuously been a resident of these apart
ments during the last 180 days:
a. You have the right to purchase your apartment, and will
have 45 days to decide whether to purchase. If you do not
buy the unit at that price and the unit is later offered at a
lower price, you will have the opportunity to buy the unit at
the lower price. However, in all events your right to purchase
the unit ends when the rental agreement or any extension of
the rental agreement ends, or when you waive this right in
writing.
b. Within 90 days you will be provided purchase information
relating to your apartment, including the price of your unit
and the condition of the building. If you do not receive this
information within 90 days, your rental agreement and any
extension will be extended 1 day for each day over 90 days
until you are given the purchase information. If you don't
want this rental agreement extension, you must notify the
developer in writing.
7. If you have any questions regarding this conversion or
the Cooperative Act, you may contact the developer or you
may contact the state agency which regulates cooperatives:
The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums,
...(Tallahassee address and telephone number of division) ....
(b) When a developer offers tenants an optional tenant
relocation payment pursuant to s. 719.606( 4), the notice of
intended conversion shall contain a statement substantially as
follows:

l. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE
EXPIRATION OF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER,
YOU .\1.A.Y EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS FOL
LOWS:

"If you have been a continuous resident of these apartments
for the last 180 days and your lease expires during the next
180 days: you may extend your rental agreement for up to
270 days, or you may extend your rental agreement for up to
180 days and receive a cash payment at least equal to 1
month's rent. You must make your decision and inform the
developer in writing within 45 days after the date of this
notice."

a. If you have continuously been a resident of these apart
ments during the last 180 days and your rental agreement ex
pires during the next 270 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 270 days after the date of this notice.

(c) When the rental agreement extension provisions of s.
719.606(6) are applicable to a conversion, subparagraphs La.
and b. of the notice of intended conversion shall read as
follows:

b. If vou have not been a continuous resident of these apart
ments for the last 180 days and your rental agreement expires
during the next 180 days, you may extend your rental agree
ment for up to 180 days after the date of this notice.

"l. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE
EXPIRATION OF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER,
YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:

c. IN ORDER FOR YOU TO EXTEND YOUR RENTAL
AGREE.MENT, YOU :.VIUST GIVE THE DEVELOPER WRIT
TEN NOTICE WITHIN ,.5 DAYS . .\.FTERTHE DATE OF THIS
NOTICE.

a. If you have continuously been a resident of these apart
ments during the last 180 days and your rental agreement
expires during the next 360 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 360 days after the date of this notice.

" IF YOUR RENT . .\.L ..\.GREEMENT EXPIRES IN THE
NEXT -15 DAYS:

b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these apart
ments for the last 180 days and your rental a�reement expires

"These apartments are being converted to cooperative by
... (name of developer) ..., the developer.
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during the next 270 days, you may extend your rental agree
ment for up to 270 days after the date of this notice."
(3) Notice of intended conversion may not be waived by
a tenant unless the tenant's lease conspicuously states that
the building is to be converted and the other tenants residing
in the building have previously received a notice of intended
conversion.
(4) Upon the request of a developer and payment of a fee
prescribed by the rules of the division and not to exceed $50,
the division may verify to a developer that a notice complies
with this section.

which purports to waive the right of a purchasing tenant to
bring an action for specific performance.

(5) Each developer shall file with the division a copy of
the notice of intended conversion. The copy of the notice
shall be filed with the division no later than the time when
the notice is given to the tenants.

( c) The running of the -tenant's 45-day right of first re
fusal and the additional 10-day period provided for by (1) (c)
of this section, if applicable.

719.610

Notices.-

(1) All notices from tenants to a developer shall be deemed
given when deposited in the United States mail, addressed
to the developer's address stated in the notice of conversion,
and sent by mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested;
or when personally delivered in writing by the tenant to the
developer at such address. The date of a notice is the date
when it is mailed or personally delivered by the tenant.
(2) All notices from developers to tenants shall be deemed
given when deposited in the United States mail addressed to
the tenant's last known residence, which may be the address
of the property subject to the rental agreement, sent by
certified or registered mail, postage prepaid. The date of a
notice is the date when it is mailed to the tenant.
719.612

Right of first refusal.-

( 1) Each tenant, who for the 180 days preceding a notice
of intended conversion has been a residential tenant of the
existing improvements, shall have the right of first refusal to
purchase the unit in which such tenant resides on the date
of the notice, under the following terms and conditions:
(a) Within 90 days following the written notice of the
intended conversion the developer shall deliver to the tenant
the following purchase materials: an offer to sell stating the
price and terms of purchase; the economic information required
by s. 719.614; and the disclosure documents required by ss.
719.503 and 719.504. Failure by the developer to deliver such
purchase materials within 90 days following the written notice
of the intended conversion shall automatically extend the rental
agreement, any extension of the rental agreement provided
for in s. 719.606, or any other extension of the rental agreement.
The extension shall be for that number of days in excess of 90
days that has elapsed from the date of the written notice of
the intended conversion to the date when the purchase materials
are delivered.
(b) The tenant shall have the right of first refusal to
purchase the unit for a period of not less than 45 days after
mailing or personal delivery of the purchase materials.
(c) If, after any right of first refusal has expired, the
developer offers the unit at a price lower than that offered
to the tenant, the developer shall in writing notify the
tenant prior to the publication of the offer. The tenant shall
have the right of first refusal at such lower price for a period
of not less than an additional 10 days after the date of such
notice. Thereafter, the tenant shall have no additional right
of first refusal. As used in this paragraph, "offer" includes
any solicitation to the general public by means of newspaper
advertisement, radio, television, or written or printed sales
literature or price list.
(2) Prior to .closing on .the sale of the unit, .a ·tenant
·--alleging a developer's violation of paragraph (1) (c) may bring
an action for equitable or other relief, including specific per
formance. Subsequent to closing, the tenant's sole remedy for
such a _violation shall be damages. In addition to any damages
otherwise recoverable by law, the tenant shall be entitled to an
-amount equal the differenee between the price last offered in
writini; to the t�nant pursuant .-to this section, and the price
at- wb1cb the- umt wail sold to -a third party, plus court costs
·and attorney's fees.
(3) It is against the public policy of this state for any
·developer to seek to enforce any provision of any contract

(4)

A tenant's right of first refusal terminates upon:

(a) The termination of the rental agreement and all ex
tensions thereof; or
(b) Waiver of the right in writing by the tenant, if the
waiver is executed subsequent to the date of the notice of
intended conversion. A tenant who waives the right of first
refusal waives the right to receive the purchase information:
or

719.614 Economic information to be provided.-The developer
shall distribute to tenants having a right of first refusal, if
any:
(1) Information in summary form regarding mortgage fi
nancing, estimated down payment, alternative financing and
down payments, monthly payments of principal, interest, and
real estate taxes, and federal income tax benefits.
(2) Market information, if any, compiled from developers
on a voluntary basis and prepared by the division describing
cooperative units which have been offered for sale within the
last 12 months in the county in which the tenant resides. The
market information shall include a statement substantially as
follows: "This information is from the files of the Division of
Florida Land Sales and Condominiums. It is believed correct but
is not warranted by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums or the cooperative developers. If you desire
additional information, you may contact the developer or a real
estate agent."
(3) Any other information which the division publishes
and by rule determines will assist tenants in making a decision,
and which the division makes available to the developer.
719.616 Disclosure of condition of building and estimated
replacement costs.(1) Each developer creating a residential cooperative by
converting existing, previously occupied improvements to such
form of ownership shall disclose the condition of the improve
ments and the condition of certain components and thei r
current estimated replacement cost.
(2) The following information shall be stated concerning
the improvements:
(a)

The date and type of construction.

(b)

The prior use.

(c) Whether there is termite damage or infestation, and
whether the termite damage or infestation, if any, has been
properly treated. The statement shall be substantiated by
including, as an exhibit, an inspection report ·by a certified
pest control operator.
(3) (a) Disclosure of condition shall be made for each of the
following components that the existing improvements may in
clude:
1.

Roof;

2.

Elevators;

3.

Heating and cooling systems;

4.

Plumbing;

5.

Electrical systems;

6.

Swimming pool;

,.

Seawalls;

8.

Pavement, and parking areas; and

9.

Drainage systems.

(b) For each component, the following information shall be
disclosed, substantiated by attaching a copy of a certificate
under seal of an architect or engineer authorized to practice in
this state:
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1.

The age of the component.

2.

The estimated remaining useful life of the component.

3. The estimated current replacement cost of the component,
expressed:
a.

As a total amount, and

b. As a per unit amount, based upon each unit's proportional
share of the common expenses.
4.

The structural soundness of the component.

719.618

Converter reserve accounts; warranties.-

( 1) When existing improvements are converted to owner
ship as a residential cooperative, the developer shall establish
reserve accounts for capital expenditures and deferred mainte
nance, or give warranties as provided by subsection (7), or post
a surety bond as provided by subsection (8). The developer
shall fund the reserve accounts in amounts calculated as fol
lows:
(a)1. When the existing improvements include an air condi
tioning system serving more than one unit or property which
the association is responsible to repair, maintain, or replace, the
developer shall fund an air conditioning reserve account. When
such air conditioning system includes a central air or water
cooling system, the amount of the reserve- account shall be not
less than $0.72 for each square foot of floor area served by the
air conditioning system, multiplied by a fraction, the numer
ator of which shall be the lesser of the age of the system in
years or 18, and the denominator of which shall be 20. In
addition, when such air conditioning system includes a com
pressor, the amount of the reserve account funding shall be
increased by not less than $0.19· for each square foot of floor
space served by the air conditioning system, multiplied by a
fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of the age
of the system in years or 18, and the denominator of which shall
be 20.
2. When water is supplied to the existing improvements
through galvanized plumbing, the developer shall fund a plumb
ing reserve account. The amount of the funding shall be not
less than $0.63 for each square foot of floor area in the exist
ing improvements, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of
which shall be the lesser of the age of the plumbing in years
or 18, and the denominator of which shall be 20.
3. Each developer converting existing improvements to own
ership as a residential cooperative shall fund a roof reserve
account. The amount of the funding shall be not less than the
unit amount for each square foot of roof, multiplied by a frac
tion, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of the age of
the roof in years or 18, and the denominator of which shall be
20. The unit amount shall be determined based on the roof type,
as follows:
Roof Type

Unit Amount

a.

Built up roof without insulation

b.

Built up roof with insulation

$1.85 per square foot

C.

Cement tile roof

$2.00 per square foot

$1.00 per square foot

d.

Asphalt shingle roof

$1.00 per square foot

e.

Copper

$0.00 per square foot

f.

All other types

$1.00 per square foot

(b) The age of any component or structure, for which the
developer is required to fund a reserve account, shall be meas
ured in years from the later of:
1. The date when the component or structure was replaced
or substantially renewed, if the replacement or renewal of the
component at least met the requirements of the then applicable
building code; or
2. The date when the installation or construction of the ex
isting component or structure was completed.
(c) When the age of a component or structure is to be
measured from the date of replacement or renewal, the de-
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veloper shall provide the division with a certificate,. in affidavit
form, of the developer, its agent, or an engineer authorized to
practice in this state, verifying:
1.

The date of the replacement or renewal; and

2. That the replacement or renewal at least met the re
quirements of the then applicable building code.
(2) (a) The developer shall fund the reserve account on a
pro rata basis upon the sale of each unit. The developer shall
deposit in the reserve account not less than a percentage of
the total amount to be deposited in the reserve account equal
to the percentage of ownership of the common elements allocable
to the unit sold. When a developer deposits amounts in excess of
the minimum reserve account funding, later deposits may be
reduced to the extent of the excess funding. For the purposes of
this subsection, a unit is considered as sold when a fee interest
in the unit is transferred to a third party or the unit is leased
for a period in excess of 5 years.
(b) When an association makes an expenditure of reserve
account funds before the developer has sold all units, the de
veloper shall make a deposit in the reserve account. Such deposit
shall be at least equal to that portion of the expenditure which
would be charged against the reserve account deposit which
would have been made for any such unit, had the unit been
sold. Such deposit may be reduced to the extent the developer
has funded the reserve account in excess of the minimum reserve
account funding required by this subsection. This paragraph
applies only when the developer has funded reserve accounts· as
provided by paragraph (a).
(3)

The use of reserve account funds is limited as follows:

(a) Reserve account funds may be spent prior to the. assump
tion of control of the association by unit owners other than the
developer; and
(b) Reserve account funds may be expended only for repair
or replacement of the specific components for which the funds
were deposited, unless, after assumption of control of the asso
ciation by unit owners other than the developer, it is deter
mined by a three-fourths vote of all unit owners to expend
the funds for other purposes.
(4) The developer shall establish the reserve account in the
name of the association at a bank or trust company located in
this state.
( 5) A developer may establish and fund additional reserve
accounts.
(6) The division shall annually review the funding amounts
established by paragraph (1) (a). In reviewing the funding
amounts, the division shall consider changes in the cost and
availability of labor and materials; advances in- construction
techniques; technological changes; interest rates; inflation;.
published construction cost estimating tables; and the com
ments of members of the public, including representatives of
the construction industry and apartment industry, particularly
general contractors, air conditioning contractors, plumbing con
tractors, roofing contractors, architects, and engineers. When
the division determines that the funding amounts require ad
justment, the division shall conduct public hearings and make
recommendations to the Legislature regarding the adjustment
and revision of any funding amounts.
(7) A developer makes no implied warranties when existing
improvements are converted to ownership as a residential coop
erative and reserve accounts are funded in accordance with
this section. As an alternative to establishing- such reserve
accounts, or when a developer fails to establish the reserve
accounts in accordance with this section, the developer shall
be deemed to have granted to the purchaser of each unit an
implied warranty of fitness and merchantability for the pur
poses or uses intended, as to the roof and structural com
ponents of the improvements and as to mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing elements serving the improvements, except
mechanical elements serving only one unit. Such warranty shall
be for a period beginning with the notice of intended conversion
and continuing for 3 years thereafter, or the recording of the
declaration to cooperative and continuing for 3 years thereafter,
or 1 year after owners other than the developer obtain control
of the association, whichever occurs last, but in no event more
than 5 years.
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(a) The warranty provided for in this section is conditioned
upon routine maintenance being performed, unless thE> main
tenance is an obligation of the developer or a developer
controlled association.
(b) The warranty shall inure to the benefit of each owner
and successor owners.
(c) Nothing in this section affects conversions of existing
improvements for which the developer has filed with the divi
sion prior to the effective date of this part.
( d) Existing improvements converted to residential coop
erative may be covered by an insured warranty program under
written by an insurance company authorized to do business
in this state, if such warranty program meets the minimum
requirements of this chapter. To the degree that such warranty
program does not meet the minimum requirements of this
chapter, such requirements shall apply.
(8) When a developer desires to post a suret,· bond, the
developer shall, after notification to the buyer, acquire a surety
bond issued by a company licensed to do business in this state,
if such a bond is readily available in the open market, in an
amount which would be eaual to the total amount of all reserve
accounts required under subsection ( 1), payable to the associa
tion.
719.620 Prohibition of discrimination against nonpurchasing
tenants.-When existing improvements are converted to coop
erative, tenants who have not purchased a unit in the coopera
tive being created shall, during the remaining term of the
rental agreement and any extension thereof, be entitled to the
same rights, privileges, and services that were enjoyed by all
tenants prior to the date of the written notice of conversion
and are granted, offered, or provided to purchasers.
Section 8. Subsection (17)
Florida Statutes, to read:
719.103

is added to section 719.J 03,

Definitions.-As used in this chapter:

(17) "Rental agreement" means any written agreement, or
oral agreement if for less duration than 1 year, providing for
use and occupancy of premises.
Section 9.
read:
719.402
tive.-

Section 719.402, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Conversion of existing improvements to coopera-

+B- A developer may create a cooperative by converting
existing, previously occupied improvements to such ownership
by complying with parts � I and VI of this chapter.
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Section 10. Paragraph (1) of subsection (2) of section 719.503, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
719.503

Disclosure prior to sale.-

(2) COPIES OF DOCUMENTS TO BE FURNISHED TO
PROSPECTIVE BUYER OR LESSEE.-Until such time as the
developer has furnished the documents listed below to a
person who has entered into a contract to purchase a unit or
lease it for more than 5 years, the contract may be voided
by such person, entitling such person to a refund of any
deposit together with interest thereon as provided in s. 719.202.
The contract may be terminated by written notice from the
proposed buyer or Jessee delivered to the developer within 16
days after the buyer or lessee receives all of the documents
required by this section. The documents to be delivered to the
prospective buyer are the prospectus or disclosure statement
with all exhibits, if the development is subject to the provisions
of s. 719.604, or, if not, then copies of the following which are
applicable:
(1) If the cooperative is a conversion of existing improve
ments, the statements and disclosure required by s. 719.616
a staten1rnt ef tee e0Hditi0n &.€ -the iHlflFSveIBento &H6 ef ¼fi
SJ3eetie-n MF•teF-ffi+te � &H6 tFeatment theffef.
Section 11. Subsection (16) of section 719.504, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
719.504 Prospectus or offering circular.-Every developer
of a residential cooperative which contains more than 20
residential units, or which is part of a group of residential
cooperatives which will be served by property to be used in
common by unit owners of more than 20 residential units,
shall prepare a prospectus or offering circular and file it with
the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums prior to
entering- into an enforceable contract of purchase and sale of
any unit or lease of a unit for more than 5 years, and furnish
a copy of the prospectus or offering circular to each buyer. The
prospectus or offering circular may include more than one co
operative, although not all such units are being offered for
sale as of the date of the prospectus or offering circular. The
prospectus or offering circular must contain the following in
formation:
(15) If the cooperative is created by conversion of existing
improvements, the following information shall be stated e&e
€-i,Hl-tflg tee �-.ts:
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(b)W A caveat that there are not express warranties
unless they are eiEfJFeosly stated in writing by the developer.
Section 12.
to read:

Section 719.507, Florida Statutes, is amended

719.507 Zoning and building.-All laws, ordinances and regu
lations concerning buildings or zoning shall be construed and
applied with reference to the nature and use of such property,
without regard to the form of ownership. No law, ordinance,
or regulation shall establish any requirement concerning the
use, location, placement, or construction of buildings or other
improvements which are, or may thereafter be, subjected to
the cooperative form of ownership, unless such requirements
shall be equally applicable to all buildings and improvements
of the same kind not then, or thereafter to be, subjected. to
the cooperative form of ownership. This section does not apply
if the owner in fee of any land enters into and records a
covenant that existing ·improvements or ·improvements to be
constr?.lcted shall not be converted to the cooperative form of
residential ownership prior to 5 years after the later of the
date of the covenant or completion date of the improvements.
Such covenant shall be entered into with the governing body
of the municipality in which the land is located, or, if the land
is not located in a municipality, with the governing body of
the county in which the land is located.
Section 13.
read:
718.622

Section 718.622, Florida Statutes is created to

Saving clause.-

(1) All notices of intended conversion given subsequent to
the effective date of this part shall be subject to the require
ments of s. 718.606, s. 718.608 and s. 718.610. Tenants given
such notices shall have a right of first refusal as provided by
s. 718.612.
(2) The disclosure provided by s. 718.616 and required by
s. 718.503 and s. 718.504 to be furnished to each prospective
buyer or lessee for a period of more than 5 years shall be
provided to all such persons who have not, prior to the effec
tive date of this part, been furnished the documents or pro
spectus or offering circular required by s. 718.503 and s.
718.504.
(3) The provisions of s. 718.618 do not affect a conversion
of existing improvements when a developer has filed with the
division prior to the effective date of this part, provided:
(a)

The documents are proper for filing purposes; and

(b) Not later than six months after such filing the de
veloper:
1. Records a declaration for such filing in accordance with
part I of this chapter, and
2.

Gives a notice of intended conversion.

Section L4.
read:
719.622
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Section 719.G2'.:!, Florida Statutes, is created to

Saving clause.-

( 1) All notices of intended conversion given subsequent to
the effective date of this part shall be subject to the require
ments of s. 719.606, s. 719.ti08 and s. 719.610. Tenants given
such notices shall have a right of first refusal as provided by
s. 719.61:2.
('.:!) The disclosure provided by s. 719.616 and required by
�- 719.503 and s. 719.504 to be furnished to each prospective
bu ycr nr lessee for a period or more than :; ye:irs shall be

provided to all such persons who have not, prior to the effec
tive date of this part, been furnished the documents or pro
spectus or offering circular required by s. 719.503 and s. 719.504.
( 3) The provisions of s. 719.618 do not affect a conversion
of existing improvements when a developer has filed with the
division prior to the effective date of this part, provided:
(a)

The documents are proper for filing purposes; and

( b) Not later than six months after such filing the developer
gives a notice of intended conversion.
Section 15. If any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the
invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of
the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision
or application, and to this end the provisions of this act are
declared severable.
Section 16.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Amendment 2-Strike everything before the enacting clause
and insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to the con
version of existing improvements to condominiums and coopera
tives; creating part VI of chapter 718, Florida Statutes; creat
ing part VI of chapter 719, Florida Statutes; providing a short
title; providing for the extension and termination of rental
agreements; providing for notice of intended conversion and
other notices; providing the right of first refusal; providing
for civil action; providing for damages, costs, and attorney's
fees; providing for the provision of economic information to
tenants; providing for the disclosure of condition of building
and estimated replacement costs; providing for converter re
serve accounts, warranties, or surety bonds; providing for the
prohibition of discrimination against nonpurchasing tenants;
adding s. 718.103(21), Florida Statutes; defining "rental agree
ment"; adding s. 719.103(17), Florida Statutes; defining "rental
agreement"; amending s. 718.402, Florida Statutes; providing
for the conversion of existing improvements to condominium;
amending s. 719.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the con
version of existing improvements to cooperative; amending ss.
718.503(2)(1), 718.504(15), 719.503(2)(1), 719.504(15), Florida
Statutes; providing for the disclosure of specified information
to buyers; amending ss. 718.507, 719.507, Florida Statutes;
specifying the effect of zoning and building regulations on
condominiums and cooperatives; providing a saving clause; pro
viding severability; providing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Steinberg, by two-thirds vote HB 1591
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, and cer
tified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Frank

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gordon, Stuart
CS for SB's 825, 107, 229, 37-1 and 636 was laid on the table.
On motion by Senator Steinberg, the rules were waived and
HB 1591 was ordered immediately certified to the House.
The President [lresiding
The Senate resumed. consideration ofSB ,,1;H-. ..\.bill to be entitled . ..\.nad relating to the intangible
tax: anwndint; s. l!)\l.Ll:.!. Florida Statutes; providing that all
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The House was called to order by the Speaker at 9:15 a.m.
The following Members were recorded present:
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn

Flynn
Fontana
Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly

Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T. F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Pajcic
Patchett

Patterson
Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J. H.
Smith, L. J.
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young

On motion by Mr. Allen, without objection, HB's 676 and 678
were withdrawn from further consideration.

Consideration of the Special and Continuing Order
On motion by Mr. Haben, without objection, the rules were
waived and HB 1591 was taken from the last item on the
Special Order Calendar and placed as the first bill to be
considered.

Excused� �epresentatives Hodes, Malloy, O'Malley and Spaet;
Representat!ve Crawfor_d, due to his newborn daughter's illness;
Representat!ve Hazouri, due to hospitalization of his wife;
Representative R. C. Johnson, due to illness; Representative
Robmson; to attend Governor's Purchasing Commission meeting
m Pensacola.
A quorum was present.

HB 1591-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the con
version of existing improvements to condominiums and coop
erati\'es; creating part VI of chapter 718, Florida Statutes;
creating part VI of chapter 719, Florida Statutes; providing a
short title; providing for the extension and termination of
rental agreements; providing for notice of intended conversion
and other notices; providing the right of first refusal; pro
vidi11g for civil action; providing for damages, costs, and
attorney's fees; providing for the provision of economic infor
m:c:.tion to tenants; providing for the disclosure of condition of
building and replacement costs; providing for converter reserve
aceoums or warranties; providing for the prohibition of dis
crimination against nonpurchasing tenants; adding s. 718.103(21), Florida Statutes; defining "rental agreement"; adding
s. 719.103(17), Florida Statutes; defining "rental agreement";
amending s. 718.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the con
version of existing improvements to condominium; amending
s. 719.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the conversion of
existing improvements to cooperative; amending ss. 718.503(2) (]), 718.504(15), 719.503(2) (I), 719.504(15), Florida Stat
utes; providing for the disclosure of specified information to
buyers; amending ss. 718.507, 719.507, Florida Statutes; specify
ing the effect of zoning and building regulations on condo
miniums and cooperatives; providing severability; providing an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title.

Prayer
Prayer was offered by Father Frank Flvnn
Loyola Catholic Church, Palm Beach Gardens.

On point of order by Mr. Morgan, Chairman, that HB's 683
and 1556 do not affeci appropriations, the bills were withdrawn
from the Committee on Appropriations and placed on the
Calendar.

St. Ignatius

The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 33, lines 1-31, strike all of said lines
and insert:

Pledge
The Members pledged allegiance to the Flag.
House Physician
The Speaker introduced Dr. Brian Gibbons of Cocoa Beach,
who is serving in the Clinic today.

The Journal
The Journal of April 28 was approved as corrected.

Motions Relating to Committee Reierences
On motion by Ms. Meek, without objection, HB 393 was
withdrawn from further consideration.
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(2) Market information, if any, compiled from developers
on a voluntary basis and prepared by the division describing
cooperative units which have been offered for sale within the
last 12 months in the county in which the tenant resides. The
market information shall include a statement substantially as
follows: "This inforn:ation is from the files of the Division of
Florida Land Sales and Condominiums. It is believed correct
but is not warranted by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums or the cooperative developers. If you desire addi
tional information, you may contact the developer or a real
estate agent."
(3) Any other information which the division publishes and
by rule determines will assist tenants in making a decision ' and
which the division makes available to the developer.

April 29, 1980
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719.616 Disclosure of condition of building and estimated
replacement costs.( 1) Each developer creating a residential cooperative by
converting existing, previously occupied improvements to such
form of ownership shall disclose the condition of the improve
ments and the condition of certain components and their
current estimated replacement cost.
(2) The following information shall be stated concerning
the improvements:

Margolis
Martin
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers

(a)

The date and type of construction.

Nays-17

( b)

The prior use.

Bankhead
Batchelor
Carlton
Carpenter
Crady

( c) Whether there is termite damage or infestation, and
whether the termite damage or infestation, if any, has been
properly treated. The statement shall be substantiated by in
cluding, as an exhibit, an inspection report by a certified pest
control operator.
Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Melby offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 17, line 9, after the word "amounts"
insert: In no event shall the division suggest a change in the
funding formula after a developer has complied with sub
section 718.608, 718.610, 718.612,. 718.614, and 718.616.
Dr. Melby moved the adoption of the amendment.
On motion by Mr. Kutun, the amendment was laid on the
table.
Repre�entative Melby offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 16, line 19, strike "three-fourths"
and insert: majority
Dr. Melby moved the adoption of the amendment.
On motion by Mr. L. J. Smith, the amendment was laid on
the table.
Representative Melby offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 15, line 19, after "unit" insert: In
the event the square footage of the units is unequal the larger
units shall call for a greater proportional funding to the re
serve accounts than the smaller units, based upon size and
not price.
Dr. Melby moved the adoption of the amendment.
Mr. L. J. Smith moved that the amendment be laid on the
table. Pending consideration thereof, without objection, the
amendment was withdrawn.
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Nergard
Ogden
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Rosen

Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith, L.J.
Thomas
Thompson

Tygart
Upchurch
Warner
Watt
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Crotty
Deratany
Evans
Hagler
Jennings

Lewis, J. W.
Mica
Nuckolls
Price
Shackelford

Ward
Weinstock

The question recurred on the passage of HB 1591. The vote
was:
Yeas-85
The Chair
Allen
Barrett
Bell
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Conway
Cox
Davis
Dunbar
Easley
Eckhart
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana
Foster
Fox
Gallagher

Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Gustafson
Haben
Hattaway
Hawkins, M. E.
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun

Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T. F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Mann
Margolis
Martin
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson

Plummer
Reynolds
Richmond
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith, L. J.
Thompson
Tygart
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Woodruff
Young

Crady
Crotty
Deratany
Evans
Hagler

Hall
Jennings
Mica
Ogden
Price

Ready
Shackelford
Thomas
Upchurch
Ward

Nays-20
Bankhead
Batchelor
Boles
Carlton
Carpenter

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Dyer, L.R. Hawkins
Yeas to Nays-A. E. Johnson
Nays to Yeas-Batchelor

Mr. Richmond moved to reconsider the vote by which Amend
ment 1 was adopted. Pending consideration thereof, without
objection, the motion to reconsider was withdrawn.

So the bill passed, as amended. On motion by Mr. Richmond,
the rules were waived and the bill was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.

On motion by Mr. Richmond, the rules were waived and HB
1591, as amended, was read the third time by title. The vote
was:

Consideration of HB's 593, 1523, CS for HB 1290 and HB
1505 was temporarily deferred.

Yeas-89
The Chair
Allen
Barrett
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Conway
Cox:
Davis

Dunbar
Easley
Eckhart
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana
Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Gordon

Grant
Gustafson
Haben
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, M. E.
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.

Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, T. F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Mann

By the Committee on Ethics & Elections and Representa
tive HattawayCS for HB 63-A bill to be entitled An act relating to elec
tions; amending s. 98.031(1), Florida Statutes, and adding
subsection ( 5) thereto. authorizing the supervisor of elections
to se!ect polling· place locations; amending s. 101.71_(2) and
(:3), Florida Statutes, conforming to the act proV1s1�ns re
lating to polling places and the procedure used _to notify the
electors of the change of polling places; repealmg s._ 101.'.3,
Florida Statutes, relating to the descri!)tion of election dis
tricts and precincts; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 63 was_ laid on
the table. On motion by Mr. Haben, the rules w�re waived and
CS for HB 63 was read the second time by title and, under
Rule 8.10, referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
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Yeas_:__:39
Mr. President Frank
Gordon
Anderson
Gorman
Barron
Grizzle
Beard
Hair
Carlucci
Henderson
Chamberlin
Hill
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D. Holloway
Jenne
Dunn
Johnston
Fechtel

MacKay
Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

On motion by Senator Hair, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote SCR 443 was withdrawn from the Committee
on Rules and Calendar.
Commendation

SCR 443--A concurrent resolution commending the school
system of Duval County, Florida and the teachers, students,
administrators, parents and School Board members as the
largest fully-accredited school system in the nation.
-was read the second time in full. On motion by Senator
Hair, SCR 443 was adopted and certified to the House. The
vote was:
Yeas-37
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
S�einberg
Stuart

719.507, Florida Statutes; specifying the effect of zoning and
building regulations on condominiums and cooperatives; provid
ing severability; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB's 825, 107, 229,
374 and 636 were laid on the table.
On motion by Senator Steinberg, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB's 825, 107, 229, 374 and 636 was read the second time
by title.
Senator Scarborough presiding

Nays-None

Anderson
Gorman
Grizzle
Barron
Beard
Hair
Carlucci
Hill
Childers, D.
Holloway
Childers, W. D. Jenne
Dunn
Johnston
Fechtel
MacKay
Frank
Maxwell
Gordon
McClain
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Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yea-Chamberlin, Lewis
Senator Hair introduced the following representatives of the
Duval County teachers, students, parents and school administra
tion to the Senate: Dr. James Corwin, chairman of the school
board; Herb Sang, superintendent of schools; Ms. Luanne
Bennett, president, Duval Teachers United and Mrs. Joanne
DiGiandomenico, president, Duval Council PTA.
On motion by Senator Hair, the rules were waived and
SCR 443 was ordered immediately certified to the House.
SPECIAL ORDER
By the Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer
Affairs and Senators Steinberg and ThomasCS for SB's 825, 107, 229, 374. and 636-A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the conversion of existing improvements to
condominiums and cooperatives; creating part VI of chapter
718, Florida Statutes; creating part VI of chapter 719, Florida
Statutes; providing a short title; providing for the extension
and termination of rental agreements; providing for notice of
intended conversion and other notices; providing the right
of first refusal; providing for civil action; providing for dam
ages, costs, and attorneys' fees; providing for the provision of
economic information to tenants; providing for the disclosure
of condition of building and estimated replacement costs; pro
viding for converter reserve accounts, warranties, or surety
bonds; providing for the prohibition of discrimination against
nonpurchasing tenants; adding s. 718.103(21), Florida Stat
utes: defining "rental agreement"; adding s. 719.103( 17). Flor
ida Statutes; defining "rental agreement"; amending s. 718.--102.
Florida Statutes; providing for the conversion of existing im
provements to condominium; ami,nding s. 7l!J.-102, Florida Stat
utes; providing for the conversion of existing improvements to
cooperative: amending ss. 718.503(2) (1), 718.504( 15), 719.50:1(2) (1), 719.504(15), Florida Statutes; providing for the dis
closure of specified information to buyers; :1mending ss. 718.ii07.

Senators Steinberg and Thomas offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Steinberg and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 11, line 4, and on page 32, line 21
strike the period (.) and insert: ; or
Amendment 2-On page 10, line 16, and on page 32, line 2,
strike "or (d)"
Amendment 3--On page 5, line 1, and on page 26, line 21,
strike "the Florida and United States Constitutions,"
Amendment 4-On page 28, lines 28-31, strike all of said
lines and on page 29 lines 1-5, strike all of said lines and
insert: 6. If you have continuously been a resident of· these
apartments during the last 180 days: a. You have the right
to purchase your apartment, and will have 45 days to decide
whether to purchase. If you do not buy the unit at that price
and the unit is later offered at a lower price, you will have
the opportunity to buy the unit at the lower price. However,
in all events your right to purchase the unit ends when the
rental agreement or any extension of the rental agreement
ends. or when you waive this right in writing.
b.

Within 90 days you will be provided purchase

( Renumber subsequent subparagraph.)
Amendment 5-On page 7, strike all of lines 10 through 18
and insert: 6. If you have continuously been a resident of
these apartments during the last 180 days:
a. You have the right to purchase your apartment and
will have 45 days to decide whether to purchase. If you do
not buy the unit at that price and the unit is later offered
at a lower price, you will have the opportunity to buy the
unit at the lower price. However, in all events your right to
purchase the unit ends when the rental agreement or any
extension of the rental agreement ends, or when you waive this
right in writing.
b.

Within 90 days you will be provided purchase

( Renumber subsequent subparagraph.)
Amendment 6--On page 8, between lines 12 and 13 insert:
"(c) When the rental agreement extension provisions of s.
718.606 ( 6) are applicable to a conversion, subparagraphs La.
and b. of the notice of intended conversion shall read as
follows:
"l. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE
EXPIRATION OF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER,
YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:
a. If you have continuously been a resident of these
apartments during the last 180 days and your rental agreement
expires during the ne:,,_1; 360 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 3G0 days after the date of this notice.
b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these
apartments for the last 180 days and your rental agreement
expires during the next 270 days, you may extend your rental
:11;reement for up to ::!70 clays after the date of this notice."
Amendment 7-On page ::!9, between lines 29 and 30 insert:
" ( c) When the rental agreement extension provisions of s.
71 !J.606( 6) arc applicable to a conversion, subparngraphs l.a.

.10URJ\AL OF THE SEI\ATE
and b. of the notice of intended conversion shall read as
follows:
"1. YOU MAY REMAIN AS A RESIDENT UNTIL THE
EXPIRATION OF YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT. FURTHER,
YOU MAY EXTEND YOUR RENTAL AGREEMENT AS
FOLLOWS:
a. If you have continuously been a resident of these
apartments during the last 180 days and your rental agreement
expires during the next 360 days. you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 360 days after the date of this notice.
b. If you have not been a continuous resident of these
apartments for the last 180 days and your rental ag-reement
expires during the next 270 days, you may extend your rental
agreement for up to 270 days after the date of this notice."
Amendment 8-On page 45 between lines 14 and 15, insert:
Section 13. Section 718.622, Florida Statutes is created to
read:
718.622

Saving clause.-

(1) All notices of intended conversion given subsequent to
the effective date of this part shall be subject to the require
ments of s. 718.606, s. 718.608 and s. 718.610. Tenants given
such notices shall have a right of first refusal as provided by
s. 718.612.
(2) The disclosure provided by s. 718.616 and required by
s. 718.503 and s. 718.504 to be furnished to each prospective
buyer or lessee for a period of more than 5 years shall be
provided to all such persons who have not, prior to the effec
tive date of this part, been furnished the documents or pros
pectus or offering circular required by s. 718.503 and s. 718.504.
(3) The provisions of s. 718.618 do not affect a conversion
of existing improvements when a developer has filed with the
division prior to the effective date of this part, proYided:
(a)
(b)
oper:

The documents are proper for filing purposes; and
Not later than six months after such filing the devel

1. Records a declaration for such filing in accordance with
part I of this chapter, and
2.

Gives a notice of intended conversion.

Section 14.
read:
719.622

Section 719.622, Florida Statutes, is created to

Saving clause.-

(1) All notices of intended conversion given subsequent to
the effective date of this part shall be subject to the require
ments of s. 719.606, s. 719.608 and s. 719.610. Tenants given
such notices shall have a right of first refusal as provided by
s. 719.612.
(2) The disclosure provided by s. 719.616 and required by
s. 719.503 and s. 719.504 to be furnished to each prospective
buyer or lessee for a period of more than 5 years shall be
provided to all such persons who have not, prior to the effec
tive date of this part, bee11 furnished the documents or pros
pectus or offering circular required br s. 719.503 and s. 719.504.
(3) The provisions of s. 719.618 do not affect a conversion
of existing improvements when a developer has filed with the
division prior to the effective date of this part, provided:
(a)

The documents are proper for filing purposes; and

(b) Not later than six months after such filing the developer
gives a notice of intended conversion.
(Renumber subsequent sections.)
Amendment 9-On page 2 in title, line 3 insert after "co
operatives;": providing a saving clause;
Pending further consideration of CS for SB's 825, 107, 229,
374 and 636, on motion by Senator Steinberg, the rules were
waived and the Senate reverted to-

April :rn. 1981.J

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Honorable Phili ) > D. Lewis, President
J am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed as amended, RB 1591 and requests the
concurrence of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Clerk
By the Committee on Judiciary and Representatives Rich
mond. Silver, Kirkwood, and othersHB 1591-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the con
version of existing improvements to condominiums and coop
eratives; creating part VI of chapter 718, Florida Statutes;
creating part VI of chapter 719, Florida Statutes; providing a
short. title; providing for the extension and termination of
rental agreements; providing for notice of intended conversion
and other notices; providing the right of first refusal; pro
viding for civil action; providing for damages, costs, and
attorney's fees; providing for the provision of economic infor
mation to tenants; providing for the disclosure of condition of
building and replacement costs; providing for converter reserve
accounts or warranties; providing for the prohibition of dis
crimination against nonpurchasing tenants; adding s. 718.103(21), Florida Statutes; defining "rental agreement"; adding
s. 719.103(17), Florida Statutes; defining "rental agreement";
amending s. 718.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the con
version of existing improvements to condominium; amending
s. 719.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the conversion of
existing improvements to cooperative; amending ss. 718.503(2) (I), 718.504(15), 719.503(2) (]), 719.504(15), Florida Stat
utes; providing for the disclosure of specified information to
buyers; amending ss. 718.507, 719.507, Florida Statutes; specify
ing the effect of zoning and building regulations on condo
miniums and cooperatives; providing severability; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motion by Senator
Steinberg, the rules were waived and the bill was placed on the
Calendar.
SPECIAL ORDER, continued
The Senate resumed consideration of CS for SB's 825, 107,
229, 374 and 636 as amended, and on motion by Senator
Steinberg, HB 1591, a companion measure, was substituted
therefor. On motion by Senator Steinberg, by two-thirds vote
HB 1591 was read the second time by title.
Consideration of RB 1591 was deferred.
SB 92-A bill to be entitled An act relating to service
warranty associations; amending s. 634.401(2), Florida Stat
utes, excluding from the definition of "service warranty" cer
tain service contracts entered into between consumers and
nonprofit organizations or cooperatives whose members consist
of condominium associations and condominium owners; pro
·.·iding an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Steinberg, by two-thirds vote SB 92 was read the third time
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-34
Frank
Anderson
Barron
Gordon
Gorman
Beard
Carlucci
Grizzle
Chamberlin
Henderson
Hill
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D. Holloway
Jenne
Dunn
Fechtel
Johnston
Nays-None
The President presiding

MacKay
Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Poole
Scarborough
Scott

Steinberg
Thomas
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Votes after roll call:
Yea-Hair, Lewis, Peterson
SB 164-A bill to be entitled An act relating to condo
miniums; amending s. 718.103(13), Florida Statutes; excluding
certain persons from the definition of "developer"; amending
s. 718.401, Florida Statutes; exempting the conversion of cer
tain residential cooperatives to condominiums from provisions
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I.

Summarv
A. Present Situation:

Currently, the law on t:ie subject ci conc.ominium conversion is
§ 718.402, which provides the following:
(1) That condominiums may be createc. by converting existing, pre
viously occupied L�prova�ents to such ownership through compliance
with Part I of Ch. 718. [§ 718.402(1)]
(2) That after written notice to tenants of an intended conversion,
each resic.ential tenant shall have the right to extend an expiring
lease or tenancy for 180 days. A tenant wishing to exercise this
option must notify the developer within 30 days after receiving notice
of the intended conversion.
(§ 718. 402(2) (a)]
(3) Discounts on the purchase price of a condominium, which are
offered to existing tenants, must be offered for at least 60 days
from the date of the first offer to such tenants. [ § 718. 402(2) (b)]
(4) Anticil?atory conversion lease provisions, allowing landlords or
developers to cancel leases on less than 120 days notice to tenants
if the property is converted to condominiurn ownership, are against
public policy and unenforceable exceot:
(a) If the lease term remaining after notification of conversion
is less than l�0 days [§ 718.402(3)(a)(l));
(b) If the lease aives tenants an
unit at a orice ecual'to or less than
and the option is.exercisable for not
the notice of the intended conversion
[§ 718.402(3)(a)(2));

option to
the !?rice
less than
is �ailed

pu!"chase their rental
offered to non-tenants,
a 90-day period after
to the tenants

(c) If the lease provic.es that no conversion may ta�e place unless
at least 60� of the tenants consent to it. (Unoccupied units may be
voted by the landlord/developer.) (§ 718.402(3)(a)(3)]
(5) If a te.:-:nination orovision in a lease provides for less than 120
days notice to tenants, and the lease has more than 1S0 days remaining
after notification is given, such provision •.nl.l be unenforceable un
less it gives the tenants 150 days or more before termination =ecomes
ef£ective [§ 718.402(3)(b)].
(6) Leases signed a_;:ter the landlord/developer has announced an in
tention to convert may provide for termination upon not less than 50
days notice to tenants. Conspicuous disclosu=e in the lease is =e
quired (5 718.402(3) (c) J.
(7) Notice re�uira�ents unde= this section do not apply to leases
signed at the same time as or after contracts to ?Urchase units
[§ 718.412(3)(d)].
(3) Notice to tenants is effect�ve �?on mailing, a�d te�ants cc�not
waive such notice unless t�ei= leases state that the builCing i3 ;o���
to be convert2c. [§ 713. 402 (4)].
The stat�te dealing �ith cooperative conversion is § 719.402, and
ccntai�s ?rovisions exac�ly ?a=5llel �o t�e ones desc�ijed 2�ove.
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creating part VI of chapter 718, Florida
Statutes; creating part VI of chap ter 719,
Florida Statutes; providing a short title;
providing for the extension and termination of
rental agreements; providing for notice of
intended conversion and other notices;
providing the right of first refusal; providing
for civil action; providing for damages, costs,
and attorney's fees; providing for the
provision of economic information to tenants;
providini for the disclosure of condition of
building and replacement costs; providing ·for
converter reserve accounts or warranties;
providing for the prohibition of discrimination
against nonpurchasing tenants; adding s.
718.103(21), Florida Statutes; defining "rental
agreement"; adding s. 719.103(17), Florida
Statutes; defining "rental agreement"; amending
s. 718.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the
conversion of existing improvements to
condominium; amending s . 7 19 • 4 0 2, Fl orida
Statutes; providing for the conversion of
existing improvements to cooperative; amending
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186-276C -4-O

l ii"6-2 7 6C-4-0
( b)

The tenant shall have th'e ·ri-ght of fi'rst l:efus·a1
0
2,1 to purchase :t'f.,-e unit f.o·r a .peri' od o'f no:t les
' s than '45 days
·
-�f t.er mail'ing or persona1 d·elivery of the purchase mater'ia'ls.
i'

If, after ·any right of 'fir
' 'st refusal has expired·,

(c)

the developer offers the unit at a ·pri·ce lowe·r .than tha·t

offered to the tenant, the dev·eloper sh_a'll 'in · wr\ti.ng.;noti'. fy

71 · th·e \enant prior ..to \[he rpUbn·�·a.tio'ri 'of ;the 'o'ffer.
0

9.I

Th:e -,tJt..-ant·

shall have the right of ·first ·refusal at ·such lciwe'r ·pr.ice for
Thereafter, the tenant shal·l have rio

131 means of newspaper advertisement, radio, television, or

141 writ'ten or pr-inted sales liter·ature ·or · price list.

15

(2 )

4.77
4.78

161 ai'leging a developer's violation of paragraph (1) ( c) may bring I 4.82

18
19

performance.

Subsequent to cloiing, the tenant's sole remedy

for such a violation shall be.damages.

In addition to any

w\ damages otherwise recoverable.by law, the tenant shall be

21

entitled to an amount equal to the difference between the

1
22 price iast offered in writing to the te·nant pursuant ·to this

23\ section, and the price at which the unit-was �
· old.to ·a third
24

25

26

27

28
29

30
31

1

party, plus court costs and attorney's fees.
(3)

It is against the public policy 6f this state·for

4.83

4:84
5.1

5.3
5.4
5.'5

5.8

any developer to seek to enforce ariy provision of · any contract I 5.9

which purports to waive the right of a purchasing tenant to
bring an action for speclfic performance.
(4)

(a)

5.10

A · tenant's right of first refusal termin,ites upon: I 5.14
The termination of the rental agreement and all

extensions thereof; or

10
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5.17

5:18

A tenant who waives the right of first

5.23

5.24

The running of the tenant's 45-day right of first

(c)

5.27

5.28

refusal and the additional 1 O-day period provided for by
(1) (c)

4.i3

4.75

5.21

refusal waives the right to receive the purchase information.

4.71

Prior t'o closing o'n the 'sale 'of the unit, '·a 'tenant I 4.'81

171 an action for equitabl'e or either relief, including spe· c i'fic

intended conversion.

4.
· 70

11 additional right of ifr;t refusal'. 'As �·sed 'in th'is p aragraph, I 4;76
:
1
. 'by
12 "offer• includes any ·solicitation to the general public

-Waiver of the right in writing by the tenant, if

the waiver is executed subsequent to the date of the notice of I 5. 22

4.66

.
a period of no·t less than ·an additional
'1:0 d·ays ·a'fter the -a'ate·I 4.74

101 of such notice.

(b)

4'.6
' 5

if applirable.

718.614

'
,<.51

Economic information to be provided.--The

developer shall distribute to tenants having a right of first

101 refusal, if any:
11

5.32

Information in summary form regarding mortgage

( 1)

5.36

12 financing, estimated down payment, alternative financing and
1
13 down payments, monthly payments of princ_ipal, interest, and

5.37

141 real estate taxes, and federal income tax benefits.
15

5.38

Market information, if any, compiled from -

(2)

5.41

developers on a voluntary basis and prepared by the division
1
17 describing condominium units which have been offered for sale
16

5.42

181 within the last 12 months in the county in which the tenant
191 resides.

20
21

The market information shall include a statement

substantially as follows:

"This information is from the files

of the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums.

22\ believed correct but is not warranted by the Division of
231

Florida Land Sales and Condominiums or the condominium

241 developers.
25

26

27

28

29 \
30
31

It is

If you desire additional information, you may

contact the developer or a real estate agent."
(3)

I

5.44

5.45

5.46

5.47

5.48
5.49

Any other information which the division publishes I 5.52

and by rule determines will assist tenants in making a

decision, and which the division makes available to the
developer.

5.43

718.616

Disclosure of condition of building and

estimated replacement costs.--

11
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5.53
5.57

186··'..'76C-4-0
(1)

186-276C-4-0
�ach developer creating a residential condominium

by converting existing, previously occupied improvements to

5.62

current estimated replacement cost.

5.64

(2 ). The following information shall be stated

,5. 67

(a)

The date and type of construction.

5.71

(c)

Whether there is termite damage or infestation,

5.78

concerning the improvements:
(b)

The prior use.

11

and whether the termite damage or infestation, if any, has

13

by including, as an exhibit, an inspection report by a

12

141
15

5.61

such form of ownership shall disclose the condition of the

improvements and the condition of certain components and their

10

5.60

been properly treated.

The statement shall be substantiated

certified pest control operator.
(3)

(a)

Disclosure of condition shall be made for each

5.79

5.80
5.81

18

19

include:

1.
2.

Roof;

Plumbing;

6.15

22

5.

Electrical systems;

21

23

4.

6.

Swimming pool;

24

7.

Seawa11 s ;

26

9.

Drainage systems.

25
27

8.

(b)

Pavement, and parking areas; and
For each component, the following information

28

shall be disclosed, substantiated by attaching a copy of a

30

to practice in this state:

29

31

certificate under seal of an architect or engineer authorized
1.

The age of the component.
12
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6. 41

a.

As a total amount; and

6. Si

component, expressed:
b.

As a per unit amount, based upon each unit's

proportional share of the common expenses.
4.

10

11

12

The structural soundness of the component.

718.618
(1 )

Converter reserve accounts; warranties.--

6. s;

6.51

6.51

6. 6)

When existing improvements are converted to

6. 61

establish reserve accounts for capital expenditures and

6.6i

ownership as a residential condominium, the developer shall

13 .deferred maintenance, or give warranties as provided by
141 subsection (7), or post a surety bond as provided by

17

6.8

Heating and cooling systems;

The estimated current replacement cost of the

6.2

Elevators;

3.

3.

151 subsection (8).

6.5

20

6.4f

5.84

16/ of the following components that the existing improvements may I 6.1
17

The estimated remaining useful life of the

21 component.

5.68
5.75

2.

6.61

The developer shall fund the reserve accounts I 6.6!

16

in amounts calculated as follows:

18

conditioning system serving more than one unit or .property

(a)l.

6. 61

When the existing improvements include an air

19

which the association is responsible to repair, maintain, or

21

account.

6.71

6.7;
6.71

6.12

20

6.18

22

When such air conditioning system includes a central 6.7:
,
air or water cooling system, the amount of the, reserve account 6.71

6.25

�

area served by the air conditioning system, multiplied by a

6.22

n

6.28

25

6.35 .,

27

6.37

29

6.40

31

6.32

6.36

replace, the developer shall fund an air conditioning reserve

shall be not less than $0.72 for each sq�are foot of floor

fraction, the numerator of which shall be the lesser of the

26

age of the system in years or 18, and the denominator of which

28

includes a compressor, the amount of the reserve account

30

square foot of floor space served by the air conditioning

shall be 20.

In addition, when such air conditioning system

funding shall be increased by not less than $0.19-for each
system, multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which shall
13
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6.71

6. 7;

6. 8,
6.8;

6.8:
6.8,
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I.

Summarv
A. Present Situation:

C'..lrrently, the law on the subject c£ condominimn conver:oion is
§ 718.402, which provides the :ollowing:
(1) That condominiums may be created by converting existing, pre
viously occupied improve.'Tlents to such ownership t:1rcugh compliance
with Part I of Ch. 718. [§ 718.402(1)]
(2) That after written notice to tenants o an intended conver:o
each residential tenant shall have the rig t to extend an expir
lease or tenancy for 180 days. A tenant w shing to exercise th
option must notify the developer within 30 days after receiving
of the intended conversion.
[5 718.402(2)(a)]

on,
ng
s
notice

(3) Discounts on the purchase price of a condominium, which are
offered to existing tenants, must be offered for at least 60 days
from the date of the first offer to such tenants. [§ 718.402(2)(:0)]
(4) Anticif)atory conversion lease provisions, allowing landlorcs or
develooers to cancel leases on less than 120 davs notice to tenants
if the.property is converted to condominium own�rship, are against
public policy and unenforceable exceot:
(a) If the lease term remaining after notification of conversion
is less than l_SO days [§ 718.402(3)(a)(1));
(b) If the lease gives tenants an
unit at a price equal to or less than
and the option is exercisable for not
the notice of the intended conversion
[§ 718.402(3)(a)(2)];

option to
the price
less than
is �ailed

purchase their rental
offered to non-tenants,
a 90-day period after
to the tenants

(c) If the lease provides that no conversion may take place unless
at least 60% of the tenants consent to it. (Unoccupied units may be
voted by the landlord/developer.) [§ 718.402(3)(a)(3)]
(5) If a te::::nination ?revision in a lease provides for less than 120
days notice to tenants, and the lease has more than 1S0 days remaining
after notification is given, Silch provision wil2. be unenforceable u.n
less it gives the tenants 150 days or more before te::::nination 8ecomes
ef::ective [§ 718.402(3)(b)].
(6) Leases signed after the landlord/developer has announced an in
tention to convert may provic.e for termination upon :-iot less thc.!1 SO
days notice to tenants. Conspicuous disclosure in the lease is re
quired [§ 718.402(3) (c)].
(7) Notice requir��ents under this section do not c.?ply to leases
signed at the same time as or after contracts to purchase units
[§ 718.412(3)(d)].
(3) Notice �o tenants is effective �?On mailing, 2�G te�cnts ca�not
waive such notice unless their leases state that t�e building is ;oing
to be convert2c: [§ 718.402(4)].
The stat�t= dee.ling with cooperative conversion is§ 719.402, and
contains provisions exactly parallel co the ones descrijed ajove.
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The bill ?rovides more notice to tenants t�cn tie ?resent law, �nC
additionally resuires disclosu=e to tenants and orosoective ourchasers
of cer�ain :<i;1ds of infor:nation, and ?rovides :;:,oSt-?�=chc.se ?rotections
to unit owners ar..d nonpurci:asing tenants. .=..lso included in the bill
is a local option incentive for apart.znent development.
Problems which have arisen in the conversion process in ?lorida are
dealt with in a comcrehensive manner bv the bill, .and will effect
tenants in buildings being converted, �evelopers and landlorjs oi
such buildings, and pu=chase=s and prospective purchasers.
The bill c:::-eates Part VI of the CondominiUll' .=..ct and entitles t:1.is
part the "Roth Act", in memory of l'!r. James S. ?.oth, who was di=ector
of the Division of ?lorida Land Sales and Condominiums d=ing 1979
and the first part of 1980.
The provisions of the �ill and their effects on 9resent law are as
follows:
Time-Related Requirements for Lease
Extensions, Notices of Intended Conversion,
and Anticipatorv Conversion Lease Ter.nination
Provisions
(1) All notices from tenants to developers and vice versa must be
in writing, sent by certified or registered mail or personally deliv
ered, and are effective upon mailing. [§ 718.610(1) and (2)]
*New Provision.
Lease Extensions:
(2) Tenants who have resided in their apartments for at least 180 days
before the date of written notice of an inter:.ded conversion may e:(tend
expiring leases for a period of up to 270 days after the notice, unless
the lease doesn't expire until more than 270 days after the date of
notice (in which case tenants may not unilaterally extend leases).
[§ 718.606(l)(a)]
(3) ;.,.11 other tenants may extend their leases for up to 180 days after
the date of written notice of an intended conversion, unless the lease
doesn't expire until more than 180 days after the notice (in which case
tenants may not unilaterally extend leases).
[§ 713.606(1) (b)]
*Present la� 9errnits all tenants to r��ai� resider.ts until the lease
expires or for a period of up to 180 days after the notice of
intended conversion.
[§ 718.402(2)(a)j
(4) Tenants wishing to extend leases must gi·J"e written :-iotice to the
developer of such intention within 45 days after the notice of con
version.
[§ 718.606(2)(a)]
*Present law requires tenants to notify the develo9er of the intent
to extend leases, within 30 days after notice of conversion.
[§ 718.402(2)(a)]
(5)
the
for
and

Tenants having less than 45 days remaining in their leases on
date of notice of intended conversion may =��ain in occu?ar.cy
the 45-day decision ?eriod �y giving the developer written notice
j?aying rent on a pro rata basis.
[ § 718. 606 (2) (b)]

*New ?revision.
(6) Tenants r.iay t:er:ninate leases or extension periods cfter notice
of an inte!"lded conversion is give!"! u;;ion 30 days w-ritten notice to
t:1.e develo9er, unless the lease was �ade or extended after the e�fec
tive date of this bill, in which case a tencnt may not unila�erally
te:-:ninate a lease (!:n..:t may so ter.;iinate en extens:..on period)
[§ 718.603(3)]

-3(7) In exchange for tenants agreeing not to extend leases for more than
130 days (rather than up to 270 days), c'.eve o;,ers may choose to ,novide
tenants who have been residents for at leas 130 days before the notice
of conversion, and whose leases expire with n 180 days of the notice,
with the option of receiving a cash "ootional tenant relocation oavr.ient"
e�ual to at least one month's rent. [§ 718.606(4)}
*New Provision.
(8) Counties have the local ootion of adopting ordinances extendinq the
270 and 180 day extension period for a� additional 90 days (making such
periods 360 and 270, respectively) upon the determination that the rental
vacancy rate is the county is 3% or less, notwithstanding any contract
or lease provision to the contrary. The ordinances can be adopted
after notice and public hearing, and an express finding by the governing
body of the county that a housing emergency so grave as to constit�te a
serious menance to the general public exists and that controls are needed
to eliminate the emergency. The ordinance will apply throughout the
county unless a municipality votes not to have it apply there.
*New Provision. Would allow counties with more severe condominium
conversion problems to give tenants additional time in which to relocate.
Antici;::,atorv Conversion Lease Tennination Provisions:
(9) After the effective date of this bill, developers may provide for 60
days written notice in leases entered into after the notice of intended
conversion. Conspicuous disclosure in the lease is required. (Leases
made before this bill is effective are governed by § 718.402(3).)
[§ 718.606(:,)]
*This ,:,revision is the same =.s present§ 718.402(3) (c).
(10) Otherwise, lease provisions purporting to reduce the extension period
provided for by this statute or which would somehow perr.iit a developer to
perminate a rental agreement in the event of conversion are unenforceable.
[§ 718.606(5))
*Presently, anticipatory conversion lease provisions are unenforceable
with several complicated exceptions. [See·§ 718.402(3)(a)(1)-(3), and
§ 718.402(3)(::i).]
Notices of Intended Conversion:
(11) All notices of conversion are to be given with a 72 hour period of
each other, and must be delivered to all tenants before or at the same
time as units are offered for sale to anvone. Sotices must be dated, in
writing, and contain the statutorily-preicribed provisions (§ 718.608
(2)(a)(l)-(8)), except in leases made after notice of conversion (these
leases are governed by the rules set out in (7) above).
*New Provisions.
(12) Tenants cannot waive notice of conversion, unless their leases state
conspicuously that the building is to be converted and that the other
tenants in the building have already received notice. §
(
718.608(4))
*Present§ 718.402(4) states that tenants cannot waive such notice unless
their leases state that the building is going to be converted.
(13) The Division can verify to a developer that a notice complies, �pon
request and payment of a ?rescribed fee (not to exceed $SO). (§ 718.608(5)}
*New Provision.
(14) Developers must file notices of intended conversion with the Divi
sion no later than the time when notice is given to tenants. [§ 718.603(6))
'"New Pro•1ision.

-4-

Richt of First �efusal
(1) Tenants �ho have been residents 180 days before the notice of con
version have the right of first refusal to purchase the unit they live
in, under the following terms [§ 718. 612 (1)(a) -(c)]:
(a) The developer must deliver to tenants certain ?urchase materials
9including ?rice, terms of purchase, economic infor:nation required by
§ 718. 614, and the disclosure documents recruired bv § 718. 503 and . 504).
Failure to timely do so extends the elase or lease- extension period pro
portionately.
(b) Tenants have right of first refusal for not less than a 45 day
?eriod after receiving the purchase materials.
(c) If, after this right expires, the developer reduces the price
of the unit, the tenant must be notified in writing prior to publication
of the new offer and will have the right of first refusal at the lower
price for 10 days after such notice.
*These ?revisions are new, although present law requires that any discount
offered to a tenant must be offered for at least 60 days. [§ 718.402(2) (b)]
(2) Tenants alleging violation by the developer may bring an action for
equitable or other relief prior to the closing on the sale of a unit, and
sue for damages.after the closing. Contract provisions purporting to
waive tenants right to bring an action for specific perfor:nance are against
public policy.
[§ 718.612(2) and (3)]
*New Provision.
(3) Tenants right of first refusal terminates upon [§ 718.612(4)]
(a) Termination of the lease and all extensions thereof;
(b) Waiver of the right in writing by the tenant, if waiver is
executed after the date of notice of conversion.
(c) The running of the tenants 45 day right of first refusal, and
the additional 10 day period if applicable.
*New Provisions.
Disclosure and Infer.nation Related Recruirements
(1) Purchase materials must be delivered to tenants as described in (l) (a)
above under "Right of First Refusal."
(2) Developers must disclose the condition of the building, the condi
tion of certain enumerated components and their current replacement
cost. Extensive and specific information must be disclosed by the
developer under new §718.616, some of which requires the certificate
of an architect or engineer.
*Present law recruires disclosure of ter�ite infestation [see § 718.503
(2) (1)], and for developments of :!lore than 20 units disclosure regard
ing the date and type of construction, ?rior use, and the condition of
the roof, mechanical, electrical, ?lumbing, and structural elements.
The bill is much more comprehensive than the present law and ?rovides
more protection to the prospective 9urchaser.
[See present § 718.504(15)]
Post-Purchase Protection to Unit Owners
(1) Developers must establish reserve accounts for capital expenditures
and deferred maintenance, give warranties, or post a surety bond as ?ro�
viced in the bill. Reserve account funding is to be calculated according
to a statutory formula. The funds cannot be used before the association
of unit owners assumes control and may be s;,ent only for re:_Jair or re
?lacement of the s?ecific components for which the funds were deposited
(unless 3/4 of all unit owners decide differently). [§ 713.618(1)-(3)]
*Presently, develo9ers may ciisclaim express warr-ar.ties. [§ 718.S0cl(lS) (e))
This bill requires con verting developers to either contribute a small
portion of their sales ?roceeds to a reserve account, give �arranties, or
?Ost a sure�y bond. �he=e is currently no such provision in �he law.

-5-

(See, however, § 718.112(2) (k) which provides that eac!1 condominium
shall maintain a reserve account for ca?ital xpenditures and deferred
maintenance, including but not limited to roo replacement, building
painting, and pavement resurfacing, unless wa ved annually by a 2/3
vote of a quorum present at the association meeting.)
Post-Purc!1ase Protections to �onourchasina Tenants
(1) Tenants staying in a building after notice of an intended conversion
shall, during the rest of their lease term or extension, be entitled to
the same rights, ?rivileges, and services that they enjoyed before the
[§ 718.620]
notice or that are granted or offered to purchasers.
*New ?revision.
Local Ootion Incentive for Aoartment Develooment
(1) § 718.507, prohibiting discrimination against the condominium for�
of ownership by zoning laws, ordinances, and regulations, is amended
to provide that such prohibition does not apply if the owner records a
covenant entered into with the governing body of the municipality where
the land is located (or county if the land is not in a municipality),
which covenant states that buildings existing or to be built shall not
be converted to condominiums before 5 years from the date of the covenant
or the date buildings are completed, whichever is later.
*Present law permits local governments to provide incentives, if an
apartment building developer agrees never to convert to condominiu.r:1.
The proposed amendment would permit local governments to grant incen
tives to apartment developers provided the developer agrees not to
convert the building until after a number of years specified by the
local government, but no less than 5 years.

The bill's provisions for cooperative conversion are exactly ?arallel
to those for condominium conversion.

The entire bill is to become effective upon becoming law.

IJJ\Tt: April 25, 1980
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Concbminium and Cooperative
Conversion
I.

C S / SB's 82 5, 1 0 7 , 229,
374, a n d 636 by E CCA,
Senator Steinberg & o t h e r

'SUM-1ARY:

This bill addresses the conversion of existing inproverrents to =ndo
miniums in chapter 718, Florida Statutes, and the conversion of existing
inproverrents to cooperatives in chapter 719, Florida Statutes. All
existing sections referenced in this bill, arrendrrents to existing
sections, and created sections are paralleled in chapters 718 and 719
except for the use of the v-.Drds "condominium" and "cooperative" in the
respective chapters. Referenced sections are identical by number and
=ntent, (i.e., s. 718.402/719.402). Therefore, the following surrma.ry
relating to cxmdominiums is applicable to cooperatives in every respect.
A. Present Situation:
In the conversion of existing residential inproverrents to o.-mer
ship as a residential condominium, a tenant has the right to extend
an expiring rental agreement for up to 180 days after notice of
intended =nversion. If the tenant intends to extend the agreerrent,
written notice must be given to the developer within 30 days.
Rental agreerrents which =ntain anticipatory conversion provisions
may offer varying lengths of extension up to 150 days. A lease,
executed subsequent to notice of intended =nversion, which provides
for termination by the developer upon no less than 60 days notice
to the tenant and discloses intended =nversion, may be terminated
ac=rdingly (s. 718.402, F.S.). After a tenant has extended a
rental agreerrent, the tenant has no option to terminate the agree
ment prior to the expiration date.
Any discount on the purchase price offered to an existing tenant
must remain open for at least 60 days (s. 718.402(3)(c), F.S.).
A developer is required to provide certain docurrents to a purchaser
including disclosure of termite infestation and treatment, and for
developrrents of rrore than 20 units, disclosure regarding the date
and type of =nstruction, prior use, and the condition of the roof,
mechanical, electrical, plumbing and structural elerrents
(s. 718.503(2)(1), 718.504(15), F.S.).
Local goverrurents are restricted and in sorre instances prohibited
from establishing certain types of incentives for the construction
of apartments (s. 718.507, F.S.).
B. Effect of Proposed Changes:
A tenant who has resided in his apart:rrent for at least 180 days
prior to date of notice of intended conversion may extend an
expiring rental agreement for up to 270 days unless the rental agree
ment does not expire until rrore than 270 days, in which case the
lease could not be extended unilaterally. All other tenants ¼':)uld
have the right to extend for up to 180 days unless the rental
agreement does not expire until rrore than 180 days, in which case
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the lease could not be extended unilaterally. Counties, including
charter counties, where a rental housing vacancy rate of 3% or less
exists, may adopt an ordinance or other measure extending the 270 day
and 180 day extension periods for an additional 90 days, if such rreasure
is duly adopted which establishes the existence of a housing errergency
severe enough to warrant such controls (s. 718.606, F.S.) ..
A tenant would have 45 days following the date of notice of intended
conversion to decide whether to extend a rental agreerrent. If a
rental agreerrent expires within the 45 days the tenant could remain
during the period by paying rent on a pro rata basis fran expiration
of the lease to the end of the 45 day period (s. 718.606(2)(b), F.S.).
After the date of notice of conversion, the rental agreerrent or
extension rray be tenninated by the tenant upon 30 days' written notice
to the developer. Ha.vever, if the rental agreerrent was made or
extended after the effective date of this bill, a tenant rray not unilaterally tenninate a rental agreerrent, but n,ay so tenninate an extension
(s. 718.606(3), F.S.).
If a rental agreerrent, executed subsequent to notice of intended con
version, provides for tennination by the developer upon no less than
60 days notice to the tenant and discloses intended =nversion, a
rental agreerrent =uld be tenninated acoordingly (s. 718.606(5), F.S.).
A tenant eligible for 270 days extension, whose lease expires within
180 days, may be offered the option of receiving a cash payrrent at
least equal to one rronth's rent in exchange for agreeing to extend
an expiring rental agreerrent for no rrore than 180 days (s/718.606(4),
F.S.).
Notices of intended =nversion, clear 1y specifying the tenant's rights,
would be delivered to all tenants of existing improverrents being con
verted prior to or simultaneous with the first offering of individual
units. All notices must be given within a 72 hour period. A tenant
=uld not waive notice of oonversion unless the lease =nspicuously
states intended conversion and other tenants have received notice of
oonversion. A return receipt must be requested for all notices sent
by mail between a developer and a tenant. If a developer requests
the division to verify that a notice ccmplies with the section of
notice of intended =nversion, he would pay a fee of $50. (s. 718.608,
F.S.).
Any tenant who has been a residential tenant for 180 days preceding
notice of conversion would.have the right of first refusal to purchase
the unit in which he resides at a price as low as will be offered to
any other person. The tenant would have at least 45 days to exercise
this right. If, after the right of first refusal expires, the developer
offers to sell at a lower price, the tenant would again have the right
of first refusal for an additional 10 days with no additional right
of first refusal (s. 718.612, F.S.).
Within 90 days of the date of notice of intended conversion, a developer
would provide tenants with purchase n,aterials, including an offer to
sell, stating price and tenns of purchase, and the economic information
and disclosure docurrents specified in the statutes. Additionally,
to tenants having a right of first refusal, the developer would provide
=rket information on other condominium unit offerings, educational
n,aterials and certain eoonomic infornBtion (s. 718.612(2), F.S.).
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Prior to closing on the sale of a unit, a tenant alleging violation by
the developer =uld bring an action for equitable or other relief.
After the closing, the tenant could sue for damages. Public p:::ilicy of
the state would prohibit a developer from seeking to enforce cx:mtract
provisions which purp:::irt to waive the right of a purchasing tenant
to bring an action for specific performance (s. 718.612(2), (3), F.S.).
A developer would disclose to prospective purchasers the condition of
the building and certain estimated replacerrent costs as detailed
statutorily. Disclosure must include a caveat that there are no
express warranties unless stated by the developer (s. 718.616, F.S.).
A developer would be required to establish converter reserve accounts
for capital expenditures and deferred maintenance, give to each purchaser
an inplied warranty of fitness and merchantability, or p:::ist a surety
bond, payable to the association, in an anount equal to the total of
all reserve accounts required (s. 718.618, F.S.).
Funding of reserve accounts is prescribed statutorily. Any changes in
funding amounts would be by the Legislature (s. 718.618(6), F.S.).
Provisions in the reserve accounts and warranties section of this bill
will not be applicable to conversions in which the developer has
filed with the division prior to 'the effective date of this bill
(s. 718.618(7) (c), F.S.).
Discrimination against non-purchasing tenants during the rema111111g term
or the extension of a rental agreement would be prohibited' (s. 718.620,
F.S.).
Local governments could grant incentives to apartment developers pro
vided the developer agreed not to convert the building until after a
mrrrber of years specified by the local government, but not less than
5 years (s. 718.507, F.S.).
II. ECONCMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOI'E:
A.

Public:
By exercising the right to extend a rental agreement, tenants could
benefit from additional time to evaluate their alternatives and make
informed decisions, and to accumulate capital necessary for rroving
expenses or for a down payment should they decide to purchase a unit.
Tenants who accept the cash relocation payment in exchange for a
reduced extension period will derive funds they would not have ordinarily
received.
Time delays (extension of leases, 45 day decision periods, 45 day
period for right of first refusal) would result in delaying =mpletion
of conversion. Such time delays could be costly to the developer by
increasing the inherent risks of conversion such as fluctuating
interest rates, construction costs, housing demand, etc.
The developer would incur the cost of required notices, disclosure
documents, and educational materials. Cost to the developer of reserve
accounts, inplied warranties, or surety bonds cannot be established;
hc:wever, the cost of either would be =ntingent up:::in factors relative
to each conversion. It is presurred that all such costs to the developer
will be passed on to tbe purchaser.
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B. Governrrent:
Any cost to the Division of Land Sales and Condominiums would be paid
by developers, through fees, and ultimately passed to the purchaser.
'lb the degree of inproverrents made in conversion, and to the extent of
the resulting level of assessrrent by the property appraiser, ad
valorern tax revenue could increase as conversions are completed.
III. CCMMENTS:
A report to the Governor, Condominium Conversions in Florida, prepared by
the Division of Land Sales and Condominiums and released in February, 1980,
provides the following information. The five counties with the greatest
absolute m.nnber of conversions are Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Pinellas,
and Hillsborough. "Unfortunately, the recent a=eleration in conversion
activity is occurring in an environrrent of abnormally low vacancy rates.
The vacancy rate for the above-mentioned five counties averages 1. 2%
corrpared to the generally accepted national nonn of 5 to 6%." Purchase
prices of condominiums are generally high and rental prices continue to
escalate. This report estimated that 25% to 50% of the existing tenants
of a converted building will purchase the unit which they rented.
The Irrpact of Condominium Conversion.by Hersker and Associates, an
independent research project, was conducted in Dade, Bra,.,ard, Palm Beach,
and Pinellas counties, January 1979 - January 1980, to detennine the
inpact of condominium conversions upon the persons rrost directly affected,
the purchasers of these units and the tenants who are displac� from them.
According to this study, the loss of rental units on the market is not
as great as generally anticipated, and the displacement problem is not
as critical as previously assumed. Following are quotes from the study:
"As a generalization, approximately 40% of the tenants in South
Florida purchase their conversions, although this percent varies
considerably on any given building."
"The outside purchasers who rroved into the converted apartments
were predominantly from within the same counties. That is,
80% rroved to the condominium conversion from within the four
county area surveyed. About half of these released a rented
apartment • • • and another 10% rroved from a rented home."
"The average rent increase in the four county area was slightly
greater than 10% for those who rroved fran conversions to other
rental aparbnents. "
"The average time utilized to find alternate housing ranged by
county from 1.9 rronths in Broward to 3 .1 rronths in Palm Beach,
with the four county average rel=ation time being 2.3 rronths."
IV. AMENI:MENTS:
None

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONI'AINED IN
COMMITI'EE SUBSTITUTE FOR CS/SB 825, 107, 229, 374 AI.\JD 636
1.

Provides local option for =unties, including charter =unties, where a rental
housing vacancy rate of 3% or less exists, to adopt an ordinance or other measure
extending the 270 day and 180 day extension periods for an additional 90 days,
if such measure is duly adopted which established the existence of a housing
errergency severe enough to warrant such controls.

2.

Establishes 72 hour period after the first offering of individual units within
which notice of intended =nversion ITRlSt be given to tenants.

3.

Return receipt requested would be required with any notice to the tenant or
developer.

4.

In a notice of intended conversion, the tenant would not be advised of his right
to purchase his apartrrent at a price as low as will be offered to any other person.

5.

Reduces the fee not to exceed $100 to $50 which a developer would pay upon
requesting the division to verify thatanotice canplies with the section of
notice of intended conversion.

6.

Tenant would have the right of first refusal no less than 45 days after mailing
or personal delivery (instead of receipt) of purchase materials.

7.

After expiration of right of first refusal, if developer offers unit at a price
lc:wer than offered to the tenant, the tenant would have right of first refusal
at lc:wer price for 10 days (instead of 30 days), with no additional right of
first refusal.

8.

Requires developer to distribute economic information to tenants having right
of first refusal, rather than requiring the division to adopt rules providing
the same.

9.

A developer would be required, in the disclosure to a tenant to provide estirrated
replacement =sts and the estirrated remaining useful life of certain corrponents
in the existing structure as specified in the bill. Additionally, the structural
soundness of the =rrponents ITRlSt be disclosed.

10.

In conversion, a developer shall establish reserve accounts, give implied
warranties to each purchaser, or post a surety bond payable to the association,
in an arrount equal to the total arrount of all reserve accounts required.

11.

When the age of a canponent or structure is to be measured from the date of
replacement or renewal, the developer must include in a certificate of verifi
cation to the division that the replacement or renewal met the requirerrents
of the then applicable building code.

12.

For purposes of the reserve ac=unts subsection, a unit would be considered as
sold when a fee interest in the unit is transferred to a third party or the
unit is leased for a period in excess of 5 years.

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES C'ONTAINED IN CCMMITTEE
SUBSTITUTE FOR CS/SB 825, 107, 229, 374 AND 636 (Cont'd)
Page 2
13.

Requires developer to make certain deposits in the reserve account when associa
tion makes an expenditure of the acc01..mt funds before the developer sells all
units. (Applicable only when developer has funded reserve accounts on a pro
rata basis upon the sale of each unit.)

14.

Reserve account funds could be spent by unit =ners other than the developer
prior to asscming =ntrol of the association.

15.

Reserve account funds could only be expended for repair or replacerrent of the
specific =rrponents, unless it is determined by a three-fourths vote of all
uriit owners, after the association is no longer developer-=ntrolled, that
funds TIB.Y be expended for other purposes.

16. Arrong other considerations by the division in its annual review of funding arrounts
in reserve accounts, the division would consider =mrents of representatives of
the construction and apartrrent industries.
17. Revision of reserve funding arrounts would be by the legislature instead of by
/
rules of the division.
18.

Nothing in the reserve ac=unts and warranties section of this bill will apply
to a developer who has filed for conversion with the division prior to the
effective date of this bill.
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36-1099-80
A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to the conversion of existing

3

improvements to condominiums and cooperatives;

4

creating part VI of chapter 718, Florida

5

Statutes; creating part VI of chapter 719,

6

Florida Statutes; providing a short title;

7

providing for the extension and termination of

8

rental agreements; providing for notice of

9

intended conversion and other notices;

10

providing the right of first refusal; providing

ll

for civil action; providing for damages, costs,

12

and attorney's fees; providing for the

13

provision of economic information to tenants;

14

providing for the disclosure of condition of

15

building and replacement costs; provjding for

16

converter reserve accounts or warranties;

17

providing for the prohibition of discrimination

18

against nonpurchasing tenants; adding s.

19

718.103(21), Florida Statutes; defining "rental

20

agreement"; adding s. 719.103(17), Florida

21

Statutes; defining "rental agreement"; amending

22

s. 718.402, Florida Statutes; providing for the

23

conversion of existing improvements to

24

condominium; amending s. 719.402, Florida

25

Statutes; providing for the conversion of

26

existing improvements to cooperative; amending

27

ss. 718.503(2)(1), 718.504(15), 719.503(2)(1) .,

28

719.504(15), Florida Statutes; providing for

29

the disclosure of specified information to

30

buyers; amending ss. 718.507, 719.507, Florida

31

Statutes; specifying the effect of zoning and
l
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building regulations on condominiums and
cooperatives; providing severability; providing
an effective date.

3
4

5

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

6

Section 1.

8
9
10

Part VI of Chapter 718, Florida Statutes,
✓
I
consisting of sections 718.604, 718.606, 718.608, 718.610,

./

'

i

718.61L 718.614, 718.616, 718.618, and 718.620, is created to
read:

11

PART VI

12

ROTH ACT
CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS

13
14

✓

718.604

Short title.--This part shall be known and may

15

be cited as the "Roth Act" in memory of Mr. James S. Roth,

16

Director, Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums,

17

1979-80.

18

�]!8"!!{6:Q67 Conversion of existing improvements to

19

condominium; rental agreements.--When existing improvements

20

are converted to ownership as a residential condominium:

21

( 1)

(a)

Each residential tenant who has resided in the

22

existing improvements for at least the 180 days preceding the

23

date of the written notice of intended conversion shall have

�

the right to'extend an expiring rental agreement upon the same

25

terms for a period that will expire no later than 270 days

U

after the date of the notice.

27

more than 270 days after the date of the notice, the tenant

28

may not unilaterally extend the rental agreement.

29

(b)

If the rental agreement expires

Each othef residential tenant shall have the right

30

to extend an expiring rental agreement upon the same terms for

31

a period that will expire no later than 180 days after the
2
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Florida Land Sales and Condominiums or the condominium
2

dev e 1 ope rs .

3

contact the developer or a real estate agent."

4

5
}ff 6

(3)

If you desire additional information, you may
Any other information which the division publishes

and by rule determines will assist tenants in making a
decision.

11 7
8
9

Disclosure of condition of building and
replacement costs.-(1)

Each developer creating a residential condominium

10

by conv�rting existing, previously occupied improvements to

11

such form of ownership shall disclose the condition of the

12

improvements and the condition of certain components and their

1113
14
15

current replacement cost.
(2)

The following information shall be stated

concerning the improvements:

16

(a)

The date and type of construction .

• 17

(b)

The prior use.

18

(c)

Whether there is termite damage or infestation,

19

and whether the termite damage or infestation, if any, has

M

been properly treated.

21

by including, as an exhibit, an inspection report by a

22

certified pest control operator.

23

(3) (a)

The statement shall be substantiated

Disclosure of condition shall be made for each

24

of the following components that the existing improvements may

25

include:

26

1.

Roof;

27

2.

Elevators;

28

3.

Heating and cooling systems;

29

4.

Plumbing;

30

5.

Electrical systems;

31

6.

Swimming poo 1;
11
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7.

Seawalls;

2

8.

Pavement, and parking areas; and

3

9.

Drainage systems.
For each component, the following information

(b)
5

shall be disclosed, substantiated by attaching· a copy of a

6

certificate under seal of an architect or engineer authorized
to practice in this state:

,q
;..•

8

l.

The age of the component.

9

2.

The expected remaining useful life of the

10
11
12

component.
3.

The current replacement cost of the component,

expressed:

13

a.

As a total amount; and

14

b.

As a per unit amount, based upon each unit's

15

,._\ (
6
17

18
19

proportional share of the common expenses.
4.

The safety, soundness, and functioning ability of

the component.
fli&BY¾t6Tsa Converter reserve accounts; warranties.-When existing improvements are converted to

( 1)

20

ownership as a residential condominium, the developer shall

21

establish reserve accounts for capital expenditures and

22

deferred maintenance, or give warranties as provided by

24

25

��,,.,,�hw.-B---

subsection (71�

The developer shall fund the reserve accounts

in amounts calculated as follows:
( a) 1.

When the existing improvements include an air

U

conditioning system serving more than one unit or property

27

which the association is responsible to repair, maintain, or

n

replace, the developer shall fund an air conditioning reserve

29

account.

30

air or water cooling system, the amount of the reserve account

31

When such air conditioning system includes a central

shall be not less than $0.72 for each square foot of floor
12
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CONDOMINIUMS

fact unless the board first determines from a review
of the complete record that the findings of fact were
not based upon competent substantial evidence or
that the proceedings upon which the findings were
based did not comply with essential requirements of
law.
(3)(a) Each condominium association shall pay to
the division, on or before January 1 of each year, an
annual fee in the amount of 50 cents for each resi
dential unit in condominiums operated by the associ
ation. If the fee is not paid by June 1, then the associ
ation shall be assessed a penalty of 10 percent of the
amount due, and the association shall not have
standing to maintain or defend any action in the
courts of Florida until the amount due plus any pen
alty is paid.
(b) Any person filing a complaint with the divi
sion under this section shall pay a filing fee of$10 for
each complaint.
(c) All fees shall be deposited in the Land Sales
Trust Fund as provided by law.

History.-s. 1. ch. 76-222; s. 1, ch. 77-174; s. 2, ch. 77;221; s. 4, ch. 78-323; ss.
�. 12, ch. 78-340; s. 32, ch. 79-4; s. 15, ch. 79-314.
'Note.-Repealed bys. 4, ch. 78-323, effective October 1, 1981, except for the

possible effect of laws affecting this section prior to that date.

718.502 Filing prior to sale or lease.-:(!) A developer of a residential condominium
shall file with the division one copy of each of the
documents and items required to be furnished to a
buyer or lessee by ss. 718.503 and 718.504, if applica
ble. Until the developer has so filed, a contract for
sale or lease of a unit for more than 5 years shall be
voidable by the purchaser or lessee prior to the clos
ing of his purchase or lease of a unit.
(2) Prior to filing as required by subsection (1), a
developer shall not offer a contract for purchase or
lease of a unit for more than 5 years but may accept
deposits for reservations upon filing with the Divi
sion of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums of the
Department of Business Regulation an escrow agree
ment and reservation agreement form. The division
shall notify the developer within 20 days of receipt
of the reservation filing of any deficiencies contained
therein. Such notification shall not preclude the de
termination of reservation filing deficiencies at a
later date, nor shall it relieve the developer of any
responsibility under the law. The escrow agreement
and the reservation agreement form shall include a
statement of the right of the prospective purchaser
to an immediate unqualified refund of the reserva
tion deposit moneys upon written request to the es
crow agent by the prospective purchaser or the de
veloper. The reservation agreement form shall also
include the following:
(a) A statement of the obligation of the developer
to file condominium documents with the division pri
or to entering into a binding purchase or lease agree
ment for more than 5 years.
(b) A statement of the right of the prospective
purchaser to receive all condominium documents as
required by this chapter.
(c) The name and address of the escrow agent
and a statement that the prospective purchaser may
obtain a receipt from the agent upon request.
(d) A statement as to whether the developer as
sures that the purchase price represented in or pur
suant to the reservation agreement will be the price
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in the contract for purchase and sale, or that the
price represented may be exceeded within a stated
amount or percentage, or that no assurance is given
as to the price in the contract for purchase or sale.
(3) Upon filing as required by subsection (1), the
developer shall pay to the division a filing fee of $10
for each residential unit to be sold by the developer
which is described in the documents filed. If the con
dominium is to be built or sold in phases, the fee
shall be paid prior to offering for sale units in any
subsequent phase.
(4) Any developer who complies with this section
shall not be required to file with any other division
or agency of this state for approval to sell the units
in the condominium, the information for the con
dominium for which he filed.
History.-s. I, ch. 76-222; s. 8, ch. 79-314.

718.503 Disclosure prior to sale.(1) CONTENTS OF CONTRACTS.-Any con
tracts for the sale of a unit or a lease thereof for an
unexpired term of more than 5 years shall contain:
(a) The following legend in conspicuous type:
THIS AGREEMENT IS VOIDABLE BY BUYER BY
DELIVERING WRITTEN NOTICE OF THE BUY
ER'S INTENTION TO CANCEL WITHIN 15 DAYS
AFTER THE DATE OF EXECUTION OF THIS
AGREEMENT BY THE BUYER, AND RECEIPT
BY BUYER OF ALL OF THE ITEMS REQUIRED
TO BE DELIVERED TO HIM BY THE DEVELOP
ER UNDER SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STAT
UTES. BUYER MAY EXTEND THE TIME FOR
CLOSING FOR A PERIOD OF NOT MORE THAN
15 DAYS AFTER THE BUYER HAS RECEIVED
ALL OF THE ITEMS REQUIRED. BUYER'S
RIGHT TO VOID THIS AGREEMENT SHALL
TERMINATE AT CLOSING.
(b) The following caveat in conspicuous type
shall be placed upon the first page of the contract:
ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RE
LIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING THE REP
RESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR
CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, REFERENCE
SHOULD BE MADE TO THIS CONTRACT AND
THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY SECTION
718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FUR
NISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR
LESSEE.
(c) If the unit has been occupied by someone oth
er than the buyer, a statement that the unit has been
occupied.
(d) If the contract is for the sale or transfer of a
unit subject to a lease, the contract shall include as
an exhibit a copy of the executed lease and shall
contain within the text in conspicuous type: THE
UNIT IS SUBJECT TO A LEASE (OR SUBLEASE).
(e) If the contract is for the lease of a unit for a
term of 5 years or more, the contract shall include as
an exhibit a copy of the proposed lease.
(D If the contract is for the sale or lease of a unit
that is subject to a lien for rent payable under a lease
of a recreational facility or other commonly used
facility, the contract shall contain within the text
the following statement in conspicuous type: THIS
CONTRACT IS FOR THE TRANSFER OF A UNIT
THAT IS SUBJECT TO A LIEN FOR RENT PAYA
BLE UNDER A LEASE OF COMMONLY USED FA-
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CILITIES. FAILURE TO PAY RENT MAY RESULT
IN FORECLOSURE OF THE LIEN.
(g) The contract shall state the name and address
of the escrow agent required by s. 718.202 and shall
state that the purchaser may obtain a receipt for his
deposit from the escrow agent upon request.
(h) If the contract is for the sale or transfer of a
unit in a condominium in which time-share estates
have or may be created, the contract shall contain
within the text in conspicuous type: UNITS IN THIS
CONDOMINIUM ARE SUBJECT TO TIME
SHARE EST ATES.
(2) COPIES OF DOCUMENTS TO BE FUR
NISHED TO PROSPECTIVE BUYER OR LESSEE.
-Until such time as the developer has furnished the
documents listed below to a person who has entered
into a contract to purchase a unit or lease it for more
than 5 years, the contract may be voided by such
person, entitling such person to a refund of any de
posit together with interest thereon as provided in s.
718.202. The contract may be terminated by written
notice from the proposed buyer or lessee delivered to
the developer within 15 days after the buyer or les
see receives all of the documents required by this
section. The documents to be delivered to the pro
spective buyer are the prospectus or disclosure state
ment with all exhibits, if the development is subject
to the provisions of s. 718.504, or, if not, then copies
of the following which are applicable:
(a) The declaration of condominium, or the pro
posed declaration if the declaration has not been
rec,orded, which shall include the certificate of a sur
veyor approximately representing the locations re
quired by s. 718.104.
(b) The documents creating the association.
(c) The bylaws.
(d) The ground lease or other underlying lease-of
the condominium.
(e) The management contract, maintenance con
tract, and other contracts for management of the
association and operation of the condominium and
facilities used by the unit owners having a service
term in excess of 1 year, and any management con
tracts that are renewable.
(f) The estimated operating budget for the con
dominium and a schedule of expenses for each type
of unit.
(g) The lease of recreational and other facilities
that will be used only by unit owners of the subject
condominium.
(h) The lease of recreational and other common
facilities that will be used by unit owners in common
with unit owners of other condominiums.
(i) The form of unit lease if the offer is of a lease
hold.
(j) Any declaration of servitude of properties
serving the condominium but not owned by unit
owners or leased to them or the association.
(k) If the development is to be built in phases or
if the association is to manage more than one con
dominium, a description of the plan of phase devel
opment or the arrangements for the association to
manage two or more condominiums.
(1) If the condominium is a conversion of existing
improvements, a statement of the condition of the
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improvements and of inspection for termite damage
and treatment thereof.
(m) The form of agreement for sale or lease of
units.
(n) A copy of the floor plan of the unit and the
plot plan showing the location of the residential
buildings and the recreation and other common
areas.
(o) A copy of all covenants and restrictions which
will affect the use of the property and which are not
contained in the foregoing.
(3) OTHER DISCLOSURE.(a) If condominium parcels are offered for sale or
lease prior to completion of construction of the units
and of improvements to the common elements, or
prior to completion of remodeling of previously occu
pied buildings, the developer shall make available to
each prospective purchaser or lessee, for his inspec
tion at a place convenient to the site, a copy of the
complete plans and specifications for the construc
tion or remodeling of the unit offered to him and of
the improvements to the common elements appurte
nant to the unit.
(b) Sales brochures, if any, shall be provided to
each purchaser, and the following caveat in conspic
uous type shall be placed on the inside front cover or
on the first page containing text material of the sales
brochure, or otherwise conspicuously displayed:
ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RE
LIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRE
SENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR COR
RECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE
TO THIS BROCHURE AND TO THE DOCUMENTS
REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA
STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOP
ER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. If time-share estates
have or may be created with respect to any unit in
the condominium, such sales brochure shall contain
the following statement in conspicuous type: UNITS
IN THIS CONDOMINIUM ARE SUBJECT TO
TIME-SHARE ESTATES.
History.-s. 1, ch. 76-222; s. 1, ch. 77-174; s. 8, ch. 78-328; s. 16, ch. 79-314.

718.504 Prospectus or offering circular.-Ev
ery developer of a residential condominium which
contains more than twenty residential units, or
which is part of a group of residential condominiums
which will be served by property to be used in com
mon by unit owners of more than twenty residential
units, shall prepare a prospectus or offering circular
and file it with the Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums prior to entering into an enforce
able contract of purchase and sale of any unit or
lease of a unit for more than 5 years, and furnish a
copy of the prospectus or offering circular to each
buyer. The prospectus or offering circular may in
clude more than one condominium, although not all
such units are being offered for sale as of the date of
the prospectus or offering circular. The prospectus
or offering circular must contain the following infor
mation:
(1) The front cover or the first page must contain
only:
(a) The name of the condominium.
(b) The following statements in· conspicuous
type:
1. THIS PROSPECTUS (OFFERING CIRCU-
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M E M O R A N D U M
To:

Persons Interested in Conversion
Legislation

From:

David B. Mursten, Special Counsel

Date:

April 18, 1980
2:03 p.m.

Subject:

Roth Act Status Report

t�

Senate
The Roth Act has been filed in the Senate as Senate Bill 825
by Senators Steinberg and MacKay. The bill will be referred
to committee during the week of April 21. It is anticipated
that the bill will be referred to the Senate Committee on
Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs.
House of Representatives
In the House of Representatives the Roth Act is Proposed
Committee Bill 42 pending before the Subcommittee on Consumer,
Probate and Family Law. The Subcommittee held a hearing on
the bill and adopted amendments. A summary of the amendments
is included in this status report. (See other side.)
The Subcommittee plans to hold one more hearing on the bill.
That hearing is scheduled for Tuesday, April 22, at 1:15
p.m. in room 212, House Office Building. Also, the bill is
tentatively scheduled to be heard by the House Committee on
the Judiciary, on Thursday, April 24, in room 212 House
Office Building. The time of the hearing has not been set.
The amendments to be considered at the Tuesday Subcommittee
hearing will deal with the proposed Section 718.618, Florida
Statutes, of the Roth Act. This proposed section relates to
converter reserve accounts and warranties.
Any persons desiring additional information or having
questions regarding the Roth Act should contact the Division
of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums, telephone 488-1631.
DBM/sem

Offin· of the Secretary

Division of i lott'ls & Jfrstauranls

I )ivision of /\lcoholic lkverngrs & Tobacco

I)i\'ision of Florida Land SaJps & Condominiums

Division of Pari-Mutuel Wnf,caing
Avenue. Ro,;m 5]()
Miami, Florida :1:11:1r,

J:J:,O N.W. 12th

Division of Gl�n1•ral lfrgulation

AMENDMENTS TO THE ROTH ACT ADOPTED BY THE HOUSE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSUMER, PROBA'rE AND FAMILY LAW
April 18, 1980
Page

Line

4

25

�6

9

7

19-20

Amendment
Strike "on the same date" and
insert "within a 72 hour period"
After "mail" insert "return
receipt requested"
Strike "a notice of intended
conversion shall not be effective
unless it complies with this
section."

7

22

8

2

After "postage prepaid" insert
"return receipt requested"

9

5

Strike "receipt" and insert
"mailing or personal delivery"

10

14-18

Strike "100" and insert "50"

Strike "The division shall adopt
rules providing that developers
converting existing improvements
to residential condominium shall
disclose to tenants having a right
of first refusal, if any:" and
insert "The developer shall
distribute to tenants having a
right of first refusal, if any:"

10

19

11

6

After "decision" insert ", and
which the division makes available
to the developer"

11

7

After "and", insert "estimated"

11

13

12

9

12

11

12

16-17

14

6-7

Strike lines 6-7 and insert
$0. 00 per
"e. Copper
square foot
$1.00 per
f. All other types
square foot"

14

13-15

Strike "meets the specifications
used in the installation or
construction of the original
component or structure" and
insert "met the requirements of
the then applicable building code"

14

24-26

Strike "meets the specifications
utilized in the installation or
construction of the component or
structure" and insert "met the
requirements of the then applicable
building code"

Strike "available"

After "current" insert "estimated"
Strike "expected" and insert
"estimated"
After "The" insert "estimated"
Strike lines 16-17 and insert
"The structural soundness of
the component."

(Note: These same amendments apply to the Roth Cooperative
Conversion Act. See Pages 22-43 of the bill.)
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STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION
THE JOHNS BUILDING
725 SOUTH BRONOUGH STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32301

April 3, 1980

Bob Graham, Governor
R. B. Burroughs, Jr., Secretary

The Honorable Phillip D. Lewis
President of the Senate
Room 208, Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Serles / £: Certon I 36 �

Dear President Lewis:
Enclosed with this letter is a copy of the legislation
prepared by the Division of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums proposing the amendments recommended by the
report, "Condominium Conversions in Florida: A Report
to Governor Bob Graham."
The draft bill was prepared by Mr. David B. Mursten of the
Div�sion staff. Mr. Mursten is available to meet with you
and your staff regarding the details of this proposal.
I know Jim Roth appreciated your assistance in preparing
the recommendations upon which this legislation is based.
I an hopeful the Division will receive your continued aid,
and look forward to working with you toward the adoption
of conversion legislation at the upcoming legislative
session. If the Division may provide you with any addi
tional information or assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely,
DIVISION OF FLORIDA LAND SALES
AND CONDOMINIUMS
By:

t://4-1---

Earl M. Fpster, Director
/

EMF/ml
Enclosure

·I

..,, wr
u'

cc:

608 New Comeau Building
Clematis Street
West Palm Beach 33401

Office of the S,mtacy

Division of Hotels & Restaurants

Division of Alcoholic Beverages & Tobacco

Division of General Regulation

Division of Florida Land Sales & Condominiums

Division of Pari-Mutuel Wagering
1350 N.W. 12th Avenue, Room 510
Miami, Florida 33136
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A bill to be entitled

� lI:

creating part VI of chapter 718, Florida

i
,i !

Florida Statutes; providing a short title;

7

providing for the extension and termination

8

of rental agreements; providing for notice

9

of intended conversion; providing for notices;

.,

3

i

.,

sl

10

An act relating to the conversion of existing
improvements to condominiums and cooperatives;
Statutes; creating part VI of chapter 719,

providing for the right of first refusal;
providing for the provision of economic
information to tenants; providing for the
disclosure of condition of building and

14

replacement costs; providing for converter

15

reserve accounts or warranties; providing

16

for the prohibition of-discrimination against

17

non-purchasing tenants; adding subsection (21)

18

to s. 718.103, Florida Statutes, defining

19

"rental agreement"; adding subsection (17) to

20

s. 719.103, Florida Statutes, defining

21

"rental agreement"; amending s. 718.402,

22

Florida Statutes, providing for the conversion

23

of existing improvements to condominium;

24

amending s. 719.402, Florida Statutes,

25

providing for the conversion of existing

26

improvements to cooperative; amending

27

ss. 718.503(2)(1), 718.504(15), 719.503(2)(1),

22

719.504(15), Florida Statutes, providing

29

for the disclosure of specified information to

JO
Jl

�ODI�G: Woras underlined 2re additions; wor�s in
����e�-�����g� ty9e are cieletions from existing �ilW.

l

by the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums or
the cooperative developers.

If additional information is

J

desired, contact the develo�er, or a licensed real estate

4

agent."
(3)

5
G

Any other information which the division

publishes and by rule determines will assist tenants in
making a decision.
719.616

8
9

Disclosure of condition of building and

replacement costs.-(1)

10

Each developer creating a residential

11

cooperative by converting existing, previously occupied

12

improvements to such form of ownership shall disclose the

13

condition of the improvements, and disclose the condition of

14

certain components and their current replacement cost.

15
16

(2)

The following information shall be stated

concerning the improvements--

17

(a)

The date and type of construction.

18

(b)

The prior use.

19

(c)

Whether there is termite damage, and whether

20

the termite infestation, if any, has been properly treated.

21

The statement shall be sub�tantiated by including, as an

22

exhibit, an inspection report by a certified pest control

23

operator.

2-'i

(3) (a)

Disclosure of condition shall be made

25

for each of the following components that the existing

26

improvements may include:

27

1.

roof;

2 fl

2.

elevators;

29

3.

heating and cooling systems;

JO
31
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4.

plumbing;

2

5.

electrical systems;

J

6.

swimming pool;

4

7.

seawalls;

5

8.

pavement, and parking areas; and

6

9.

drainage systems.

7

(bl

For each component, the following information

8

a shall be disclosed, substantiated by attaching a copy of

9

a certificate under seal of an architect or engineer

10

authorized to practice in this state--

11

1.

The age of the component.

12

2.

The expected remaining useful life of

13

the component.
The current replacement cost of the

14

3.

15

component, expressed--

16

a.

As a total amount, and

17

b.

As a per unit amount, based upon each unit's

18
19
20

proportional share of the common e�penses.
4.

The safety, soundness, and functioning

ability of the component.

21

719.618

22

(1)

Converter reserve accounts; warranties.--

When existing improvements are converted to

23

ownership as a residential cooperative, the developer shall

24

establish reserve accounts for capital expenditures and

25

deferred maintenance, or give warranties as provided by

26

subsection (7) of this section.

27

the reserve accounts in amounts calculated as follows:

28
29

(a)

1.

The developer shall fund

When the existing improvements include

an air conditioning system serving more than one unit or

30
31
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STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION
THE JOHNS BUILDING
725 SOUTH BRONOUGH STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32301
Bob Graham, Governor
R. B. Burroughs, Jr., Secretary

February 11, 1980

James S. Roth, Director
Division of Florida Land Sales
and Condominiums

Honorable Bob Graham
Governor
State Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Governor Graham:
Pursuant to your request, I have prepared, and am enclosing
herewith, the report entitled: "CONDOMINIUM CONVERSIONS IN
FLORIDA: A REPORT TO GOVERNOR BOB GRAHAM."
This report establishes that increased demand for condominium
ownership results from changing lifestyles, demographic
factors, general inflation, rapidly accelerating costs of
construction, inflationary expectations, desire for conve
nience, increase in foreign investment, vacation home popu
larity, and federal income tax considerations. Steadily
increasing costs of ownership and management of apartment
buildings, without a corresponding increase in rental rates,
have reduced profitability of the operation of rental buildings,
thereby making rental apartments more readily available for
conversion.
To the developer, conversion of an existing building represents
the most efficient and expeditious method of meeting the
demand for condominium ownership. The end product, a condo
minium, can be produced more quickly through the conversion
process than by new construction, thereby reducing the risks
inherent in an 18 to 24 month time delay between initial
concept and ultimate sale, including risks of: rising
interest rates; increasing construction costs; changing
demand; and other time related uncertainties.
In addition to meeting the demand for condominium ownership,
the conversion process generates its own demand: generally
25 to 50 percent of the tenants in a converted rental build
ing will purchase the unit in which they live. Particularly
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in a market with an extremely low rental vacancy rate, the
conversion process produces an often severe, adverse economic
and psychological impact on the tenant, who must either
purchase the apartment in which the tenant lives, or seek
other housing in a market offering few alternatives.
The Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums, while
recognizing the incentives for developers to convert, is
sensitive to the fact that the conversion process can be,
and often is a traumatic experience for those tenants affected.
Legislation, such as moratoria and associated rent control,
tenant approval as a condition to conversion, and similar
legislation prohibiting or severely restricting conversion
activity, is an overreaction to a symptom and does not
address the underlying causes. Such legislation is detrimental
to the fulfillment of the long term housing desires and
needs of our citizens, and adversely impacts upon the operation
of the free marketplace.
The recommended legislation seeks to provide the affected
tenants with additional time in which to evaluate their
alternatives, additional information to make an informed
decision, and additional rights and protections during and
after the conversion process. Ultimately however, the
fundamental causes must be addressed.
The disincentive to retention of ownership of existing
apartment buildings, and the low rate of construction of new
apartment buildings, magnify the negative features of the
conversion phenomenon, in that: low profitability creates
an incentive for apartment building owners to convert, or
sell the apartment buildings to developers who will convert;
the economic and psychological impact on tenants in a converted
apartment building is accentuated by the lack of availability
of alternative rental housing; and this lack of availability
induces many tenants in converted apartments to purchase the
units they have previously chosen to rent. From a long
range point of view, legislation must create incentives for
the construction of additional apartment buildings.
The report also discusses legislation adopted by other
jurisdictions, and includes a synopsis of legislative
proposals that are not recommended.

Honorable Bob Graham
February 11, 1980
Page Three
In summary, the theme of the legislative proposals is to
respond decisively to the current pressing needs, and
address the problems from a long range planning point of
view, while recognizing the detrimental effects of excessive
governmental intrusion into the free marketplace.
Sincerely
�

J
D

fuR'�

Roth
or, Division of Florida
Land Sales and Condominiums

JSR/ml
Enclosure
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INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of Florida residents are experiencing
the condominium conversion phenomenon:

The process whereby

an apartment building is transformed into the condominium
form of ownership.

The immediate social impact of the conversion process on the
existing tenants is largely negative.

When an apartment

building is converted to condominium, tenants--predominately
senior citizens who, by hypothesis, have previously elected
to rent rather than own their dwelling units--face two often
traumatic alternatives:

Relocation, or purchase of their

rental unit as a condominium.

Being placed in this decision

making position is almost universally a source of great
anxiety, as neither of the alternatives is attractive from
the tenants' perspective.

The prospect of relocation and

separation from friends and familiar surroundings is a
source of further anxiety, disorientation, and insecurity,
particularly for the senior citizens.

The problems of dislocation associated with the conversion
process have been accentuated by the recent dramatic increase
in the rate of conversions, occurring in a low vacancy rental
market.

Although it is the conversion that forces tenants to

reenter the housing market, the source of the problem is the

lack of available rental units.

While conversion does

not reduce the supply of available housing--it simply trans
forms rental housing into condominium units--the fundamental
problem is the lack of sufficient housing in general.

This

is an economic result of the increased demand for all types
of housing, and the inability of the marketplace, particularly
in an inflationary environment experiencing record high
mortgage rates, to meet this demand.

Conversions are a symptom of a problem, not the cause.

The

goal of the Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums
in its recommendations, is to mitigate the symptoms of
tenant displacement, without unduly disrupting the process
by which Florida's long term housing needs are satisfied.
The legislative proposals recognize that tenants faced with
the conversion process must have the information and time to
orderly and effectively assess the alternatives with which
they are presented.

Moreover, whether the ultimate decision

is to purchase or rent, these tenants face unique problems
that are addressed by the recommended legislation.

The theme of the legislative proposals is to respond in a
decisive manner to the current needs and address the funda
mental long range issues.
-2-

The first four sections of this report trace the development
and causes of the current condominium conversion phenomenon.
Sections 5 and 6 discuss the economic and psychological
impact of the conversion process on the tenants directly
affected.

Section 7 discusses issues unique to the older

converted building, while Section 8 addresses the long range
outlook for condominium conversions.

The existing statutory

framework in Florida and certain other jurisdictions is
summarized in Sections 9 and 10.

The main body of the

report is contained in Section 11, which proposes legislation
to address the issues delineated in the preceding sections.
Finally, Section 12 discusses legislative approaches that
are not recommended.

The report establishes the need for legislation to address
five distinct objectives.

The objectives are to:

PROVIDE THE TENANTS SUFFICIENT TIME TO MAKE AN
INFORMED DECISION AND ORDERLY TRANSITION, IF DECISION
IS NOT TO PURCHASE.
PROVIDE THE TENANTS A CLEAR AND UNDERSTANDABLE
PRESENTATION OF ALL ECONOMIC FACTS AND INFORMATION
NECESSARY TO MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION WITH
RESPECT TO THE PURCHASE OF A CONVERTED UNIT.
PROVIDE POST PURCHASE PROTECTIONS TO UNIT OWNERS.
PROVIDE POST CONVERSION PROTECTIONS TO NONPURCHASING
TENANTS FOR DURATION OF TERM OF OCCUPANCY.
PROVIDE LONG-RANGE INCENTIVES TO APARTMENT CONSTRUCTION.
-3-

1
STATISTiCAL BACKGROUND--FLORIDA CONDOMINIUM
DEVELOPMENT
Approximately 1,400,000 persons live in approximately
600,000 condominium units in the State of Florida.

This

represents almost one-sixth of the total population of
Florida.

The records of the Division of Florida Land Sales

and Condominiums reflect a dramatic increase in the number
of individual condominium units filed in the last three
years:

1977--33,300 units;

1978--55,800 units; and

1979--81,960 units.

A report published by the United States Department of Housing
and Urban Development in August 1975, predicted that 50 percent
of all new housing starts in the United States during the
1980's will be condominiums, and that within twenty years
50 percent of all dwelling units in the United States will
be condominiums or cooperatives.

As reflected on Exhibit A, approximately 20 percent of all
condominium units filed with the Division of Florida Land
Sales and Condominiums during 1979 were conversions of
existing apartment buildings.

Although conversions occur

throughout the state, as Table I-A reflects, the five
counties with the greatest absolute number of conversions
are Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Pinellas and Hillsborough.
During 1979, conversions in these five counties represented

-4-

T.-\BLE l-A
A

Location

I

B

C

D

Percent of
apartment
units in
the state

Jan. 79

Jan. 79

Jan. 80

79,452

I 3. 9

77,002

176,784

JO. 9

173,112

(3,672)

37, 160

6.5

38,657

1,497

�umber of :

licensed
apartment
units (l)

Broward
Dade
Hillsborough

V,
I

Palm Beach
Pinellas
Five Counties
Statewide

increase

Jan. 79Jan. 80
(2,444)

5.1

28,336

53,566

9.4

50,992

(2,574)

65.8

368,099

(8,224)

572,340

---

567,347

Percent
(decrease)
increase

number of
licensed
apartments

29,367
376,329

F

�et
(dee rease)

�umber of
licensed
apartment
units (I)

i

!

E

(1,031)

(4,993)

i

I
I

I

:

!
!

!

I

i

I

Jan. 79Jan. 80
(3.08)

G

H

Percent of
total
Jan. 79
units
apartments
converted
to condo- I converted
minium (3) i to condo! miniurn
! Jan. 79Jan. 79Jan. 80
Jan. 80

�u�ber of
apartment

3,155

I

I

I

J

Vacancv
rate
rental
apart-

:--umber
of

Nov. 79
(percent)

:'Jov. 79

created
(3)

(2)

3.97

0.5

385

I

13,988

I

Jan. 79Jan. 80

-----

22.6
32.9

142

3,675

[4,805

44.8

l.7

867

8,726

29.6

1. 2

4,417

53,976

23.4

0.5

866

4.03

1,645

4.43

1,005

1,067

3.63

2.6
0.5

(4.81)

2,581

4.82

(2. 19)

12,653

3.36

2.82

Jan. 79Jan. 80

l Conversions
' as a
I percent of
created
condominiums

[2,782

2.38

16,145

miniums

ments

4,205

(0.87)

�umber
of
condo-

vacancies

(2.08)

(3.51)

L

K

---

---

81,960

NOTES:
1.

The number of apartments is understated by an approximate factor of ten percent. Excluded are apartments not licensed by the state:
buildings containing less than four rental apartments. Also excluded from the nlli�ber of apartments are rooming houses, rental
condominiums, retirement housing and nursing homes. Source: Florida Department of Business Regulation, Division of Hotels and
Restaurants.

2.

Vacancy Rate Source: Report by Reinhold Wolff Economic Research, Inc. Keith White, President, advises that the "Vacancy Race" is
an estimate compiled from a survey which is believed to be representative but lacks scientific precision.

3.

Condominium Statistics Source:
of Condominiums.

Florida Department of Business Regulation, Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums, Bureau

7.2

19.7

I

33 percent, 2 3 percent, 7 percent, 30 percent and 4 5 percent,
respectively, of all condominium units filed w ith the Division
for that particular county.

(Table I-A lists those counties

w hich have experienced 1,000 or more conversions durin g 19 79 .)

Unfortunately, the recent acceleration in conversion activity
is occurring in an environment of abnormally low vacancy
rates.

T he vacancy rate for the above-mentioned five counties

averag es 1. 2 percent compared to the g enerally accepted
national norm of 5 to 6 percent.

While it is not possible to establish any causal or functional
relationship between vacancy rates and conversion activity,
it is clear that condominium conversions do remove units
from the rental market and thereby reduce vacancy rates.
TABLE I-B

Year
(July)

Number of Licensed
Rental Apartments
Statewide* *

1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969

570,645
570,165
565,485
561,780
543,162
519,820
460,682
426,089
391,497
353,546
313,467

Net Change
From
Preceding
Year
480
4,680
3,705
18,618
23,342
59,138
34,593
34,592*
37,951
40,079

* Average--actual statistics not available.
** See Note 1 to Table I-A on the preceding page.
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Percent Change
From
Preceding
Year
0.1
0.8
0.7
3.4
4.5
12.8
8.1
8.8
10.7
12 .8

Table 1-B describes the growth in rental un its from July

1969 through July 1979.

I f on e ign ores the recession yea r

of 197 0 a n d the extraordin a r y con dition s that ex isted in

197 4, there is a distin ct tren d of deceleration in the
growth of n ew apa rtment un its.

This dece leration is also

illustrated b y a comparison of the 10 .64 percent growth in
rental un its during the five year period en ding July 1975,
and the 1.9 percent rate during the succeeding five year
period en ding J uly 1979:
growth rate.

A n 8 2 p ercent declin e in the

This tren d is demon strated further by

Table 1-C, which describ es the growth in the rental apartments on a semia n n ual b asis from J ul y 197 5.

The s e mia n n ual

statistics n ot only con fir m the deceleration in the growth
of rental un its,

but also ref lect that during 1979 there was

an actual declin e in the n umb er of licen sed rental apartments.
TABLE 1-C
Six Month
Period
Ending
Jan.
July
Jan.
July
Jan.
July
Jan.
July
Jan.
July

80
79
79
78
78
77
77
76
76
75

Number of Licensed
Rental Apartments
Statewide*

Net Change
From
Preceding
Period

(3,298)
(1,695)
2,175
3,029
1,651
2,028
1,677
8,142
10,476

567,347
570,645
572,340
570,165
567,136
565,485
563,457
561,780
553,638
543,162

* See Note 1 to Table I-A on page 5.
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Percent Change
From
Preceding
Period

(0.6)
(0.3)
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.3
1.5
1. 9

There were 16,145 condominium units created by conversion
during 1979, which represents 2.82 percent of the licensed
rental units in Florida in January 1979.

Even if no conversions

had taken place in 1979, the growth of rental units would
not have kept pace with migration to Florida and the demand
created by other sources.

Therefore, the underlying problem

is the decelerating growth, and what now appears to be
negative growth, in the availability of rental units, a
phenomenon that is aggravated, but certainly not caused by
conversions.

While conversions do not bear the primary responsibility for
low vacancy rates, it is clear that when there is signi
ficant conversion activity in an area of few vacancies, the
low vacancy rate has a dramatic negative impact on the
tenant whose apartment unit is converted:

The tenant must

seek housing in a market where few rental alternatives
exist.

Indeed, the practical vacancy rate may be lower than

statistics would indicate.

A vacancy rate will be over-

stated to the extent that the vacant rental pool contains
units that are substandard or undesirable due to location,
neighborhood factors, or unusual characteristics.

The HUD study referred to on the first page of this section
states that "most conversions have taken place in the areas
of low rental vacancies which may make it difficult for some
tenants who do not wish to convert to find suitable housing
-8-

at the same place and in the same neighborhood."

Testimony

before the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Affairs of the
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs of the
United States Senate, held on June 28,

1979, states that

according to the Economic and Market Analysis Division of
HUD, vacancy rates lower than 6 percent tend to inflate
rental rates and create a situation where tenants are
forced to pay rents greater than they can afford, move to
housing below pre-existing standards, or move to localities
with higher vacancy rates.

The testimony further reflects

agreement among certain experts that as vacancy rates fall
further, low and moderate income households experience
greater difficulty in locating comparable housing within
their community, and when rates fall below 3 percent the
impact is experienced by the middle income households.

The

national vacancy rate stood at 4.8 percent in the first
quarter of 1979, as compared to 6.1 percent ten years ago.
(Testimony of Daniel Lauber.)

In the counties of Florida currently experiencing the
greatest number of conversions the vacancy rates are far
below 3 percent - averaging 1.2 percent in the five counties
most affected, and would remain less than 6 percent even if
no conversions whatsoever took place.

While conversions

tend to be more successful in a market of low vacancy rates
and tend to further depress the vacancy rate, the greatest
negative impact of conversions is that this phenomenon
-9-

forces persons to seek rental housing in a market already
characterized by short supply, thus increasing the psycho
logical and emotional impact on those tenants who are
directly affected by the conversion process.

-10-

2

DEMAND FOR CONDOMINIUM OWNERSHIP
Increased demand for condominium ownership is a result of a
variety of fundamental influences:

shifts in population

structure; the impact of inflation, federal income tax
considerations, decline in the currency value, and other
economic factors.

With regard to demographics, two of the most rapidly growing
segments of the population are those aged twenty-five to
This demographic

thirty-four and those over sixty-five.

phenomenon has existed for the last five to ten years, and
should continue well into the 1980's.

The nationwide growth

in the number of senior citizens has increased the migration
to Florida of these two person households which desire the
convenience of condominium-style living.

The desirability

of this form of ownership is shared by the increasingly
large number of two person childless households in the
twenty-five to thirty-four year age group which has ex
perienced a decline in fertility rates as more women have
elected to pursue a career.

Additionally, demand has been

augmented by the increased rate of dissolution of marriages.

During the 1970's the average price of a new home increased
at a greater rate than average family income in Florida.
-11-

Rapidly increasing costs of housing, including land, financing,
construction and real property taxes, have reinforced the
desire for smaller dwelling units in high density areas, in
preference to the more expensive single-family housing. A
more complete discussion of this phenomenon may be found in
the text and tables contained in the annual publications
of Housing in Florida, published by the Department of
Community Affairs, Division of Technical Assistance and
the Florida Council on State Housing Goals, State of Florida.

Moreover, the existing inflationary pressures for all housing,
including rental, compounded by the overlay of the demographic
structure, have bred a "buy now" psychology, as many persons
have purchased, and continue to purchase condominiums for
their appreciation potential and as a hedge against accelerating
inflation rates.

Inflation has fostered the desire of some

tenants to stabilize a major portion of their cost of housing,
by purchasing a condominium or other form of equity ownership.
As a result, the major cost of housing becomes the constant
monthly payment of principal and interest, rather than rental,
which is subject to inflationary pressures.

Thus, inflationary

expectations have provided an incentive for both the consumer
and investor to purchase condominium units.

For the domestic investor,

the condominium is particularly

attractive, as compared to a single-family dwelling.
-12-

The

mechanics for maintenance, management, and often rental, are
inherently easier in the condominium form of ownership.

For

the consumer and investor alike, equity buildup, resulting
from mortgage amortization and price appreciation, as well as
the tax deductibility of real ·estate taxes and interest (and
depreciation for investors)

increase the attractiveness of

condominiums.

The condominium, particularly in South Florida, has become
an attractive form of investment for many South American and
European investors.

As a direct outgrowth of the inflationary

economy, the deteriorating value of the U.S. dollar, and
the stability of the U.S. government, have made real estate
a safe, relatively inexpensive and desirable investment opportunity for foreign investors.

Condominiums offer these

nonresidents a convenient and easily manageable form of
investment in real property.

Additionally, condominiums, including the increasingly
popular time share or interval ownership units, offer to
the more affluent a popular vehicle for meeting the demand
for a second home in vacation areas such as Florida.

In summary, changing lifestyles and demographic factors,
general inflation, rapidly accelerating costs of housing,
inflationary expectations, desire for convenience, increase

-13-

in foreign investment, vacation home popularity, and federal
income tax consequences have caused a dramatic increase in
the general demand for condominiums.

This demand may be met

by new construction of condominiums, as well as conversions-the process whereby existing apartment buildings are transformed
into the condominium form of ownership.

-14-

3

DISINCENTIVES TO RETENTION OF OWNERSHIP
OF APARTMENT BUILDINGS
A variety of economic, social and political factors have, in
recent years, combined to produce strong negative influences
on the profitability of rental apartment buildings.

Historically, there was substantial construction and an
increase in the number of rental units during the 1960's, to
accommodate the housing needs of the time, and to respond to
the increased mobility of the population.

Construction and

ownership of apartment buildings were quite profitable to
the developers who, while responding to an increased demand,
also benefited from the favorable federal income tax treatment available to apartment owners, including accelerated
methods of depreciation and deductibility of real estate
taxes and interest, effectively eliminating or substantially
reducing taxable income, while generating positive cash
flows.

Indeed, during the last ten years, many large apart-

ment complexes have been marketed to "tax shelter" limited
partnerships, almost exclusively on the basis of tax benefits
to be derived by the investor, rather than a consideration
of the operational cash flow or other fundamental investment
criteria.

During each successive year after acquisition,

the tax benefits derived from accelerated depreciation and
the interest portion of mortgage payments constantly decrease,

-15-

and the percentage of cash flow that is taxable consequently
increases to a point where taxable income exceeds net cash
flow.

Ultimately, the federal income tax itself may exceed

the amount of net cash flow.

Thus, the federal income tax

incentive to retain ownership of an apartment building
diminishes each year.

After the period of recession and overbuilding of condominium
units in Florida, during 1975-77, there was a weak rental
market, depressed by the large number of unsold condominium
units overhanging the market, competing with rental units
which themselves were not in short supply.

By the time that the excess supply of unsold condominium
units was absorbed by the market, rising interest rates and
inflationary pressures significantly increased the cost of
operation of apartment buildings.

Moreover, as the inventory

of these condominiums was absorbed by the market, there was
a surge in the number of newly constructed condominiums
coming to the market so that, once again, the existence of
competing condominium units tended to retard the ability of
landlords to raise rentals to offset increasing operational
costs.

Of less significance, but nevertheless a factor, was

the fear of some landlords that the imposition of substantial
rent increases, albeit to economically justifiable levels,
-16-

could produce seve�e tenant resistance, and the threat of
rent control legislation.

Thus, apartment owners found that

rising costs could not be fully offset by increasing rentals.
During the past two years in South Florida, for example,
rentals have increased at less than one-half of the rate at
which condominium prices have increased.

Recent judicial decisions, expanding the legal responsibility
of landlords, and the significant additional rights granted
to tenants pursuant to the Florida Residential Landlord and
Tenant Act, Part II,

Chapter 83,

Florida Statutes (1979),

originally enacted in 1973, have also increased the costs of
rental apartment ownership.

High interest rates produce additional disincentives to
apartment ownership.

Historically, many owners of apartment

buildings have, through refinancing, generated for them
selves a nontaxable method of withdrawing funds, as an
alternative to sale of an apartment building.

Refinancing

for this purpose becomes less attractive or no longer
feasible when interest rates and financing costs rise to
present levels.

Moreover, third parties to whom apartment

buildings might otherwise be sold, often find the high
financing costs prohibitive, and are therefore unwilling to
purchase an apartment building and continue operating it as
such.
-17-

Thus, many owners of existing apartment buildings have
recently found themselves faced with diminishing profit
levels caused by increasing costs of operation, without the
ability to impose corresponding rent increases.

The financial

incentives for other potential landlords to purchase rental
buildings have correspondingly diminished.

The converters

can offer the landlord the opportunity to sell apartment
buildings at a relative premium, with a significant portion
of the proceeds being taxed at the now much more favorable
long-term capital gains rates.
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4
INCENTIVES TO MEET THE CONDOMINIUM DEMAND BY
CONVERSION RATHER THAN CONSTRUCTION
Given the demand for condominium ownership, and the lack of
incentive for retention of ownership of apartment buildings,
developers often find that conversion of existing apartment
buildings is a more economically attractive method of meet
ing the demand.

The time involved in the construction of a new high-rise
condominium building is normally eighteen to twenty-four
months.

Absent restrictive legislation, an existing high-

rise apartment building can generally be purchased, converted
and marketed in six to nine months with substantially less
risk:

the market demand can be more accurately predicted;

interest rates and financing costs are more certain; and
other uncertainties or risks, such as construction delays,
strikes, material shortages, inflationary pressures, and
other variables are substantially reduced.

There is a unique demand element, absent in the newly constructed condominium, that increases the attractiveness of
the conversion process.

The existing tenants of a converted

building traditionally purchase a significant number of the
units.

While the statewide average is estimated at approxi-

mately 25 percent, it is not unusual, particularly in areas
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